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ABSTRACT

~~is work seeks to demonstrate, through an examin
ation of the writings of Peter Ao Kropotkin and Benj~

R. Tucker, that the communist and individualist schools
of anarchist theol~ differ less in spirit and in under
lying commitment than in their prescriptive measures;
that each entails a ~~ental break vnth liberalism
over the notion of equality and Ultimately finds itself
more consistently in the socialist than mLarchist tra
dition in political thought. lULarchism entails more
tl~ly a rejection tl~ a projection of bourgeois indi
vidualism"

Moreover, it will be argued that the one exception
to this is Max Stirner--a man who shared the anarchists f

disdain for bourgeois social arrangements while adhering
to the bourgeois notion of mano His vision is one of
chaos not fanarchy'.
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I

ANARCHIS11: ITS MEANING AND PLACE

IN POLITICAL THEORY

Since its inception, anarchism has been one of the

least understood and most consistently maligned political

theories.1 Rejected by liberals and socialists alike, its

meaning has been obscured and anarchism has come in the

public mind to be synonymous with the negativistic and des

tructive tendencies of nihilism. This conception completely

distorts anarchismfs basic assumptions, which are positive,

and fails to recognize that underlying its anti-statist and

anti-authoritarian stance2 is a profound belief in the na'

tural sociality of man, premised upon a fundamental faith

in human rationality and natural order. 3 This confusion

and ambiguity surrounding the meaning of the term are not

1Its origin as a modern social and political theory
is generally attributed to Proudhon, who first referred to
himself as an fan~archistf. The position, however, more
rightfully belongs to William Godwin, whose Enquiry Concern
ing Political Justi~e was first published in 17~3.

2peter A. Kropotkin, ttLtOrdre", in Paroles dtun
Revolte, p .. 99.

3George Woodcock, Anarchism: A HistorI of Liber
tarian Ideas and Movements, pp .. 22-23.

1
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new but were clearly enunciated by the individualist poet

and author John Henry Mackay4 towards the end of the last

century. In a poem entitled 'Anarchy', he wrote:

Ever reviled, accursed, ne'er understood,
Thou art the grisly terror of our age.

t1\'lreck of all order, II cry the multitude, .
"Art thou, and vTar and murder's endless rage .11

0, let them cry. To them that ne'er have striven
The truth that lies behind a word to find,

To them the word's right meaning was not given.
They shall continue blind among the blind.

But thou, 0 word, so clear, so strong, so pure,
Thou sayest all which I for goal have taken.

I give thee to the future! Thine secure
When each at least unto himself shall waken.

Comes it in sunshine? In the tempest's thrill?
I cannot tell--but it the earth shall seel

I am an Anarchist I \fuerefore I \"ill 5
Not rUle, and also ruled I will not be.

Teetering in the popular mind between insanity and

criminality,6 'anarchist' has become a term of opprobrium

used by regimes of both the Right and the Left as an ignom-

inious term of reproach. And while political theorists

generally have been more sophisticated than to conclude that

such an extreme and dangerously pathological phenomenon as

~1ackay was also the biographer of Johann Caspar
Schmidt, the extreme individualist author and philosopher
who wrote under the nom-de-plume Max Stirner. Stirner has
been widely regarded as an anarchist--an assertion, the
validity of which, this work hopes to refute. See below,
especially chapter IV.

5John Henry l1ackay, "Anarchy", as quoted in E::mma
Goldman, llAnarchism: \fuat It Heally Stands For", in Anar-
chism and Other Essays, p. 47. ----

6Bertrand Russell, Roads to Freedom: Socialism,
Anarchism and Syndicalism, p. 38.
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a Ravacho17 is a typical example of an anarchist, they

too often regard anarchism as a meaningless ethical the
8ory.

The problem, it will be argued in this work, lies

not in the consistency of the theory itself, but in both

the anarchist movement's failure to look inward and to

engage in discriminating self-criticism, and in its cri

tics' myopic approach to anarchist theory. It is the

failure of the anarchists themselves to deny the rabidly

bourgeois individualism of an obsessed Stirner, which

has contributed at least in part to the conception of

7Ravachol, an infamous and self-proclaimed anar
chist whose real nmae was Fran90is Konigstein, was guil
lotined on July 11, 1892, for bombings he had executed in
March of that year. Hardly the characteristic martyr,
Ravachol was an admitted robber--he had even disinterred
a corpse in search of jewels and murdered a hernlit in an
attempt to take his money. Dying at tlw age of thirty
three at the hands of the state, he was compared by a cer
tain element in society to Christ, and there grew up the
'Cult of Ravachol'. This phenomenon did much to set back
the anarchist cause and was decried by responsible anar
chists such as I~opotkin and Malatesta, who condemned
Ravachol1s 'dangerous bUffoonery I and stated clearly that
anarchism aimed at social change and not wmlton destruc
tion. See Roderick Kedward, The Anarchists: The Men v~o

Shocked an Era, pp. 4, 21-22.

8Benjamin Barber, Supernlan and Common Men: Freedom,
Anarchy, and the Revolution, pp. 15-16, 21-22, 25, and 35
36; Isaac Kramnick, liOn 4~archism and the Real World:
William Godwin and Radical England ll , American Political
Science Review, LXVI, 1 (March, 1972), pp. 114-128; George
Bernard Shaw, The Impossibilities of Anarchism, in The Fa
bian Socialist Series No.3: Socialism and Individualism,
pp. 29-62; and E.V. Zenker, Anarchism: A Criticism and
History of The Anarchist Theorx, p. 315.
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anarchism as an asocial and negativistic political doc

trine,9 and it is their extraordinary simplicity--a sim

plicity almost bordering upon naivete, which has led

many liberal and socialist theorists to ignore or dis-

dain both the movement and its theoretical renderings.

And while much of this criticism is justified,

especially in regard to their political economy, the over-

all condemnation of the theories as inconsistent is not.

The differing conceptions of human nature and rationality

represent not a logical fallacy but merely a difference

in premise which leads logically to a difference in con-

elusion. Thus, while the removal of the state \'lith its

oppressive laws signifies a genuine liberation for the

h · t 10 ·t l·ttl t tl t t· t thanarc 1S, 1" means 1 e more -0 ~e s a 1S an

the degeneration of civilization and a return to govern

ment by the 'Kilkenny cat planl .11

Even those socialists who viewed manls nature as

less entrenched and more malleable, as influenced illld

shaped by pre-existing socio-economic forces and as ulti-

mately perfectible--in the sense of developing a genu-

9See below, especially chapter IV.

10Colin Ward, Anarchy in Action, p. 11.

11George Bernard Shaw, An Tntelligent Woman's Guide
to Socialism and Capitalism, pp. 29-30.
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inely cOmmill1itarian sentiment and hence, in rhetoric at

least, acknowledged the possibility of a genuine democracy

established by the withering away of the state--rejected

the anarchists, who shared their ultimate vision of the

good society, as dreamers and, even worse, as fdecadent

utopians f •
12 ll1e dissension, which wracked the early

years of the International,1 3 and the hostility and invec

tive which emerged from it have done much to obscure and

distort the place of anarchism in the history of political

thought, for, aside from the anarchists themselves, who

have tended to be somewhat uncritical of their own theory,

the preponderance of literature written on anarchism dur

ing the last century has come out of the Marxist camp, the

intellectual sincerity of which, on this issue, is question

able. Dictated by organizational necessity, rather than by

scholarship, the Marxist analysis has been less than fair,

rejecting anarchism out of hm1d as an unrealistic, utopian

vision which serves the forces of reaction, and when not

12George Plechanoff, ~archism and Socialis~, pp.
127-143.

1~or a study of the socialist-anarchist split in
the International, see Julius Braunthal, Historr of the In
ternational: 186Li-191 , pp. 120-194; G.D.H: Co e, A His-
ortr 0 SOCla lS J.ought. Vol. II. Harxism and Anarchism:

~~5 -1890, pp. 174-212; George Lichtheim, Marxism: An His
!orica~ymd Critical studz, pp. 100-111, ana A short His~
torI or Socialism, p. 169.
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dOvnnright aristocratic, as counter-revolutionary and bour

geois, inconsistent and contradictory.14

It is not, however, only the Marxists who argue

that anarchism differs but in degree from the liberalism

of an Adam Smith, a Thomas Paine, or a Herbert spencer. 15

Even some of the more serious students of anarchism, per-

sons who have sought to examine the sUbject as a body of

theory deserving of careful consideration and analysis,

differentiate between its communist (more broadly co11ec

tivist-comrounitarian) and individualist forms, and while

adhering to the belief in communist anarchismfs genetic

relation to socialism, places inordinate stress upon the

similarities between the individualist school and that

14see especially Eleanor Marx Avelingfs Preface (pp.
3-6), and Robert Rives LaMbntefs Introduction (pp. 7-15)
to Plekhanovfs Anarchism and Socialism; Daniel De Leon,
Socialism versus Anarchism; Eric J. Hobsbawm~ Revolution
aries: Conter~orary Essa¥~, pp. 57-59, and b8; Letter
from Karl l1arx to Ludwig lillgelmann, in liIarx-Ene:els: Se
lected Correspondence, ppo 171-172; I~rl Marx, Friedrrch
Engels and Paul Lafargue, itA Plot against the Interna
tional~, in Saul K~ Padover (ed.), The Karl Mar~Libra~,
Vol. III, On the Flrst International, pp. 251-266; Ple
chanoff, Anarchism and Socialism; Leon Trotsky,. flThe Col
lapse of Terror and of Its Party", as quoted in Novak,
"Anarchism and Individual Terrorismll

, The Canadian JournaTI.
of Econolnics and Political Science, XX, 2 (May 1954), p.
183; and E. Yaroslavsky, Histor~ of Anarchism in Russia,
p. 24. .

15See Morris Hillquit, History of Socialism in the
~~i~e~ States, p. ?12; ~eorge.Bernard Shaw, The Dn~ossi
?lIltl8s of lUnarchls~, In Soclalisnl and Individuallsm, pp.
29-30, 39; and Zeru{er, Anarchism: A Criticism and Historz
of the Anarchist Theory, Pp. 3-4, and 311.
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of classi~al liberal laisse~-faire.16 And although there

is an element of truth in this distinction, care must be

taken to avoid its being overdratiU, for, while communist

anarchism cannot be seen as bourgeois in any but the most

roundabout and tactical sense, neither does individualist

anarchism properly belong in the liberal tradition. 17

Despite the fact that these two forms of anarchist

theory clearly differ in perspective, the communists ad

hering to the abstract principle of equality in distribu

tion,18 and the individualists sUbscribing to the more

liberal notion of equitability or equivalence in exchange,

i.e. reward in proportion to labour energies expended,

they snare in their rejection of contemporary social ar-

16April Carter, The Po~itical Theory of Anarchism,
pp. 8, and 89; ReB. Fm'l1er\ tiThe Anarchist Tradition of
Poli tical Thought II , '{estern Political Quarterly, nrv, 4
(December, 1972) PP:-742-745; Irving L. Horowitz, The
Anarchists, pp. 47-52; Isaac Kramnick, nOn Anarchism and
the Real \'lorld: 1:lilliam Godtfin and Radical England ll

,

American Political Science Review, LXVI, 1 (~-1arch, 1972),
p. 116; George Woodcock, Anarchism: A History of Liber
arian Ideas and Movements, p. 20, and The Anarchist
Reader, pp. 33-35. -

_ 17A number of authors have made this suggestion in
the past. See Fmfler, "The Anarchist Tradition of Poli
tical Thought ll

, \Vestern Political Quarterlil:' XXV, 4 (De-
. cember, 1972), p .. 743; and Derry Novak, liThe Place of An
archism in the History of Political Thought ll

, The RevieH
of Politics, XX, 3 (July, 1958), p. 325.

18This principle, itself, is viewed differently by
different anarchists. See below, p. 43.
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rangements and in the clearly elitist bias of liberal

justificatory theory. The ultimate visions of the two

are more similar than they are different. 19 Each ad-

vocates the formation of a genuinely democratic soci-

ety, based upon the notion of voluntarism, and each re-

jects the net transfer of powers which lies at the heart

20of liberal theory. For wh~le it is true that Locke

set out from an initial position of freedom and equality

in his classic attempt to justify the liberal state and

the capitalist market economy for which it stands, it is

also true that he ca~e Ultimately to defend a class

state, with a differential in rights, based upon what he

deemed to be a class differential in rationality.21

.~d it is this justification of inequality which

19A point made as early as 1889 by Herbert L. Osgood,
one of the first political scientists to deal with anar
chism in a serious manner. See his llScientific .Anarchism",
Poli tical Science Q.uarterly, IV, 1 (Narch, 1889), p.. 29 ..

20Gapitalism, by definition, entails the accmnulation
of capital in the hands of one segment of the population
and the alienation of labour on the part of another. The
capitalist acquires through the wage-labour relationship
directive control over the worker's labour energies for
a prescribed period of time and hence sharply limits the
labourer's liberty. For a fuller explanationt see G.B.
Macpherson, The Real World of Democracy, pp. 48-55.

21 John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government, in
Peter Laslett (ed.), John Locke: THO Treatises of Govern
ment, especially chapter V; and G.B. I1acpherson, The Poli"
tICal Theory of Possessive Individualism, pp. 194-262.
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clearly distinguishes liberal from anarchist theory. Be-

hind it lies a different notion of human nature and a com-

pletely different conception of what comprises rational

hmnan activity. The bourgeois notion is essentially aso-

cial and negativistic, and the role of the state is thus

defll1itional--for, without it, the Hobbesian war of all

against all would ensue. The anarchist notion, however,

recognizes man's inl1erent sociality, deems invasive be-

haviour irrational, and rejects the role of the state as

both superfluous and de£tructive of genuine social ties--

fellmvship and comradery. As God1Vin quotes approvingly

from Thomas Paine, lfSociety and goveI'nment are different

in themSElves, and have different origins. Society is

produced by our wants and government by our wickedness.'

Society is in every state a blessing; government even in

its best state but a necessary evil". 22 Horeover, re

garding wiclcedness not as vice, but folly, the anarchist

rejects the liberal maxim that ltThat government is best

1'1hich governs leastlt , but rather argues with Thoreau that

ltThat government is best 1vhich governs not at ail lt •23

2~jilliam Godwin, Enquiry Concerning Political Jus
tice and Its Influence on Hodern Horals and Hap iness, ed.
Isaac Kramnlck, p. ; and Thomas Palne, Common Sense, in
Richard Emery Roberts (ed.), Selected Writings of Thomas
Paine, p. 9.

23Henry David Thoreau, Civil Disobedience, in Joseph
I'lood Krutch (ed.), Thoreau: :'lalden and Other \'lri tings,
p. 85.
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And such a society is deemed possible for precise~y

the reason that the anarchist ontology differs in essence

from the liberal. 1ihile both schools assert that labour

is entitled to its just reward (the exact nature of this

distributive principle differing from one theorist to an-

other 1'1i thin the anarchist camp) and that men ought to be

free to enter contractual relations with one another, and

that contracts should be lived up to, the nature of these

relations differs considerably. Liberalism entails two

assumptions not held by anarchism: first, the liberal

asserts that men are by nature unlimited desirers and con

sumers of material utilities and power over others; and

second~ that rational behaviour is acquisitive behaviour.

Through the introduction of these assumptions, the libe'ral

theorist is able to justify, in all consistency, the ac

cumulation of capital in the hands of one segment of the

society and the subordination of the remainder (by far

the larger portion of the population) by arguing that all

are materially better off through the establishment of

this unequal arrangement than would any be in a condition

of equal poverty.24 On this basis, capital is entitled

24This argument is used repeatedly throughout liberal
theory. li'irst appearing in Locke, i t re-emel~ges in the
lvritings of Bentham, J.S. Hill, Spencer, Friedman, Rand,
and Hospers. See below, pp. 13, 72-76.
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to a return, as it is representative of past labour, and

contributes to current well-being.

The anarchists of both schools, however, reject

this. Capital accumulation is deemed irmnoral by such

widely differing theorists as Godwin and Tolstoy, Warren,

Prou~~on, and Tucker. 25 Even to the individualists, la

bour alone is entitled to reward, and that paid fairly
26

(i.~o in proportion to labour), and only once. All

else is surplus value, exploitation, gain, usury; illegi-

timate and unjustified. The anarchist rejects the li-

beral justificatory clainl of more and views the capital-

ist market as invasive. Furthermore, he contends that

given the choice between material prosperity and liberty

the rational individual Hill always come dmm on the

side of liberty.27 In his refusal to subvert individual

liberty to the principle of profit maximization, the an-

archist rejects the very mainspring of liberalism--a re-

jection which entails a denial of the bourgeois ontology

and with it of bourgeois ethics in favour of the more

25Each of these theorists saH Hithin the liberal
justification of capital, the denial of individual li
berty to others, and each in turn placed a higher valu
ation upon labour than upon appropriation.

26See below, p. 82.

27See below, PP. 53-54, 93, 98-99.
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egalitarian anarchist ethic~

Thus it is that both Kropotkin and Tucker and their

respective schools reject the elitist bias of liberal

theory and remain cormnitted to the ideal of a genuinely

democratic society. They move beyond the narrowly de

fined liberal notion of equality of rights to a more

substantive and clearly socialistic notion of equality,

for the anarchists view liberty and equality not as anti-

podes but as complementary notions. Their theories are

both social and democratic, and not in the least elitist

or aristocratic.

utopian perhaps, but internally consistent, the

anarchist literature offers a world of unfulfilled dreams,

a wealth of new visions. Bringing together the liberal

notion of freedom with the democratic assertion of equal-

ity, and the anarchistic assumptions of limited desire

and manls social proclivity to ha~uonious interaction

with his fellow man within society but outside of the

state, the anarchist theorist is able to avoid the dilemma

of liberal-democratic theory which seeks at one and the

same time to harmonize a democratic moral commitment with

an undemocratic (class-based) economy.28 Thus, while

28C•B• Nacpherson, liThe Haximization of Democracyll,
in Democratic Theory: Essays in Retrieval, pp. 3-23, and
The Real ',[orld of Democracy, especially pp. 35-55.
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even such democratically oriented liberals as John Stuart

Mill viewed subst~ntive equality as a threat to both li

berty and individual incentive and oppor~Ulity,29 the an

archist theorists genuinely believed that liberty and lll-

dividual hur.1an development could only occur in an egali-

tarian and non-political community.

Furthermore, adhering to the postulate of individual

liberty and believing Hith Lord Acton that lIPower tends

to corrupt and absolute povrer corrupts absolutelyll,30 the

anarchists have warned repeatedly of the dangers of state

capitalism and the continuation of the net transfer of

. h t 4n 4t. 31pot-Ters In eren .... .... Thus, whether realizable or not,

29John Stuart Mill, Considerations on Re resenta
tive Government, pp. 94-9 , an Pr~nc~p es 0 Politlcal
Economy, in J .:H. Robson (ed .. ), Collected H"orlcs of John
stuart Hill, pp. 763, 782-783, and 795.

30John Emerich Edward Dahlberg-Acton, "Acton
Creighton Correspondence ll

, in Ger·trude Himmelfarb (ed.),
~ssays on Freedom and Power, p. 364.

310f special interest are Proudhon's Letter to Karl
I1arx (Lyon, 17 1'lay 1846) 1-. in George \voodcock (ed.), The
Anarchist Reader, pp. 130-140; Nichael Bakunin, MarxlSill,
Freedom and the State; and Benjamin R. Tucker, State So
cialism and Anarchism. FollOWing the Russian Revolution
C~le a nunilier of denunciations within anarchist circles,
not the least of Hhich arose from the communist anar
chist camp itself. See Alexander Berkman, The Bolshevih:
Myth (Diary 1920-22), and Now and After: The ABC of
Communist Anarchism; Emma Goldman, My Disillusionment in
Russia, and Hy Further Disillusionment in Russia. Not
all anarchists shared this early premonition. Herbert
Read, by his own account, cl~mg for a period of time to
the belief that the revolution would work itself out,
but like his fellow anarchists, his hopes also waned
(~archy & Order, pp. 89-108).
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anarchism offers a pervasive criticism of both the liberal

and so-called 'communist' worlds. 32 Its theory, however,

is not torn, as some critics have claimed,33 between li-

beral individualism and cOmilllmitarian values, but rather

views the social and the individual as one--indivisible

and hence inalienable. Its ethics are not bourgeois, but

anarchist; its liberty, social and non-invasive.

Such is not the case with Stirner. His writing

describes a massive and perpetual tension between each

individual and the society Hithin \vhich he wars--a mal

ady which he diagnoses as both natural and inevitable.

And, in so doing, he differs not only from the social

anarchists Balrunin and I~opotkin, the cOlmnunity oriented

individualist Godwin, and the religious anarchist Tolstoy,

but also from the individualists Warren, ProuillLon, and

Tucker. Each of these theorists sought harmony be~veen

the individual and the comnunity, a position which reached

fruition in the individualist axiom that competition is

co-operation. Unlike the others, however, Stirner ad-

hered to the essentially Hobbesian perspective and an ac-

ceptance of coercion was essential to his thesis. Reject-

32David E. Apter, "The Old Anarchism and the NeH'-
Some Connnents ll , Government and Opposition, V (Autumn, 1970),
pp. 397-398; Nicholas Halter, About Anarchism, pp. 7-8.

33Iu-.amnick, liOn Anarchism and the Real Vlorld: Hilliam
Goduin and Radical England", American Political Science Re
view, LXVI, 1 (March, 1972), p. 128.
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ing all social theory as hypocritical and destructive of

individualism, Stirner, it will be argued, would have

fOill~d the anarchists I socially-oriented notions of' indi

vidual liberty utterly incompatible with his 01vn posses-

sive notion of individualism and would have viewed them

as, at the very least, fraudulent--a phantasm destroy-

ing the individual in the name of an abstract liberty

and humanityc

Furthermore, it will be argued, that given his

dual ontology (his commitment to both a bourgeois and an

anarchist ethic), his theory, if realized, would result

in the most negativistic and chaotic of social arrange-

ments o More liberal than anarchist, Stirnerim~ theory

finds itself in a dile:m.rna comparable to that of liberal-

democratic theory. Seeking a democratic right to indi-

vidual assartion, stirner remains committed to the bour

geois essence and hence is unable to extricate himself

from the horrendous portent of a competitive liberal so-

ciety without a regulative statec With Stirner, the

warnings of the critics have come to fruition, for in

the Hords of' Shmv the problom tvi th anarchism lies in the

fact that:

If we were all equally strong and cUill1ing He
should all have an equal chance; but in a
Horld Hherethere aro children and old people
and invalids, and where able-bodied adults of
the same age and strength vary greatly in
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greediness and wickedness, it would never do:
we should get tired of it in no time. Even
pirate crews and bands of robbers prefer a
peaceful settled underst~Dding as to the divi
sion ot their plunder to the Iulkenny cat
plan. 34-

And the 'Kilkenny cat plan' is precisely the fate

of Hobbesian man without his Leviathan, and Stirnerian

man without the state. With it, he is deprived of his

ownness, his individuality. Without it, men will stand

alone and sterile, more like the monU1~ents of Shelley's

Oz~andias than like his kings, slipping in and out of

the Hobbesian war of all against all, as their indivi

dual egos demand of them. The image is not attractive,

nor is it anarchist. It is a vision of bourgeois man

seeking to free himself from the chains of social neces-

sity, or as Marx and Engels so perceptively noted, of

the petty-bourgeois seeking to be bourgeois. 35

34shaw, An Int~lligent Woman's Guide to Socialism
and Capitalism, p. 29.

35See belo\-l, p. 139.
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PETER A. KROPOTKIN--CO~n1UNIST ANARCHIST:

A STUDY IN THE ESSENCE OF DEMOCRACY

Of the many schools of anarchist theory, the com

munist is the most widely lcnown and best publicized. The

heir of Godlvinian individualism and Bakuninist collectiv-

ism, this school broke with its predecessors in the anar-

chist tradition over the question of equality and contended

that the artificially opposed notions of liberty alld com-

nrunity were not only compatible but actually inextricably

entwined "and mutually requisite for the genuine realization

of either. 1 In support of this doctrine, numerous theor-

ists penned voluminous works, not the least of whom was

Prince Peter Alexeivich I~opotkin--aRussianaristocrat

turned populist and later acclaimed by his fellow revolu-

tionists as the clearest and most consistent exponent of

communist anarchism. 2 An ardent and active revolutionary,

Y~opotkin devoted the largest part of his adult life to

1See below, pp. 55-65, especially p. 60.

2See Alexander Berillnan, The Bolshevik Nyth (Diary
1920-1922), p. 73; nnd, Emma Goldman, Living My Life, v. I,
pp. 168-169.

17
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Hriting and speaking on behalf of the anarchist cause.

The foremost exponent of a movement which terrified the

'forld,3 Kl~opotkin remained in the eyes of those who knew

him an honourable and decent man. 4 And, Hhile many dis-

agreed bitterly with his doctrine, few attacked the in

tegri ty of the man liho so steadfastly espoused it. 5 In

the words of George Bernard Shaw, a centralist and ex-

ponent of Fabian socialism and a writer and commentator

renoHned for his acerbic tongue, lIIu~opotldn Has amiable

to the point of saintliness. 1I6

3The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
were characterized by an overvrl~elming and irrational fear
of anarchism both as a political movement and as a crim
inal conspiracy. This fear resulted in such heinous acts
of repression as the trials, in America alone, of the Hay
market conspirators and of Sacco and Vanzetti, and in the
unconscionable apprehension and deportation of nuraerous
left-,iing radicals from her shores. See Berlnnan , NOvi and
After: The ABC of Communist Anarchism, p. 68; Enmla Gold
man, Living My Life, v. II, pp. 703-724, and My D~sillu
sionment in Russia, pp. 1-7.

4Georg Brandes, "Introduction", Memoirs of a Revolu
tionist pp. xxvii-xxxiv; Goldman, Living My Life, v. I,
pp. 168:169, and v. II, pp. 509-510, 770, and 865, and
11\ Disillusionment in Russia, p. 35; and Rudolf Rocker,
The Lonaon Years, p. 1 9.

5Even Benjamin R. Tucker, \-.[ho so bitterly attacked
Iu~opotkinrs theory from the individualist perspective, re
frained from making ad hominem attacks against its orig
inator.

6:lliile harsIDy critical of anarchism as a doctrine,
Shaw did a~~ire and respect its leading theorist. He wrote
these words in a letter to George Woodcock (Anarchism: A
History of Libertarian Ideas and Movements, p. 185).
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Certainly, I~opotkinls criticism of contemporary

society abounded in moralism and conflicted sharply with

what he viewed the pseudo-scientific amoralism of the day.

Seeing an irresolvable conflict between Christian ethics

and bourgeois morality, I~opotkin sought to retrieve the

notion of comraunity from the abyss of time, without sink-

ing back even further into the morass of metaphysical

superstition. 7 He claimed to have found the roots of hu-

man, and more specifically anarchist, morality in the na-

ture of things--a nature which he deemed scientifically

discovered and objectively verified. Through applica-

tion of the scientific method, the truth about man, his

nature and society, could be found and within it lay

the basis of human ethics. 8 And the ethic so dete~nined

contrasted sharply with that of existing society and de

monstrated clearly what Kropotkin had long intuitively

held to be true 0 From his earliest days I~opotkin had

7peter I\ropotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in
Roger N. BaldHin (ed.), I~o otldn1s nevolutionar Pamph
lets, pp. 193-194. Henceforth, a 1 references 0 this
work Hill be cited I\:.R.P.

8Kropotldn Hri tes: liAs science goes deeper into
the life of Nature, it gives to evolutionist ethics a
BhilosoPhical certitude, Hhere the transcendental thinker
lad only a vague intuition to rely on" (Ethics: Origin
and Development, p. 20). See also Peter I~opotkin, An
archist Co;nnunism: Its Basis and Principles, in Roger N.
BaldHin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 47; I\ropotldn, EodernScience
and Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.E.P, pp. 150,
155-156, and 179; and Kropotkin, Ethics: Origin and D~
velopment, pp. 2-3, and 31.
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disliked authority.9 He developed in his youth a dis-

trust of, and even contempt for, those in positions of

power and an ove~vhelming sense of respect and sympathy

10for the more kindly and benevolent masses. At first

hoping to achieve social reform through the political

process, he accepted Hith eagerness an administrative

post in the tsarist regime, soon only to become disap-

pointed and disillusioned by the inflexibility and in-

sincerity of the autocratic Russian monarchy. LD his

autobiography,11 Kropotkin writes:

The years that I spent in Siberia taught
me many lessons which I could hardly have learn
ed elsewhere. I soon realized the absolute im
possibility of doing anything really useful for
the mass of the people by means of the adminis
trative machinery. With this illusion I parted
forever. '12

Sinmltaneously, however, this experience reinforced

what had been a long developing faith in the creative

9peter Iu~opotkin, Memoirs of a Revolutionist, pp.
1-101; and Nartin !·Tiller, Kropotldn, pp. 22-23, 51, and
83-85.

10IU~opotldn, Hemoirs of a Revolutionist, pp. 105
106.

11 The man's modesty and humility are apparent even
in his dislike of the title given this volmue, prefer
ring his O\ill selection, Around One's Life, a selection
the publisher of the English language edition rejected,
apparently feeling it too neutral. Nicholas Walter,
"Introduction", Hemoirs of a ReVOlutionist, p. v.

12Kropotkin, l1emoirs of a Revolutionist, p. 215.
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capacities and decency of the co~mon people of his coun-

try--a faith which came in time to include all humanity

and marked his writings separate and apart from those of

many in °bhe radical tradition. Thus it Has that Kropot-

kin came to the realization that whatever reformist and

revolutionary tendencies exist reside in the constructive

hearts of the masses and not in the petrifying institu

tions of the state. i3 And it is to this creative and con-

structive tendency that anarchism owes its existence, for:

Anarchism ••• owes its origin to the construc
tive, creative activity of the people, by which
all institutions of common life were developed
in the past, and to a protest--a revolt against
the external force which had thrust itself upon
these institutions; the aim of this protest be
inG to give new scope to the creative activity
of the people in order that it might work oUf4
the necessary institutions with fresh vigor.

13peter I\ropotkin, Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.), K.R.P., p. 287; Anarchism: Its Philosophy and
Ideal, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 133, 135
136, and 139; Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and Prin
ciples, in Roger N~--Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 62-1>7:;
Expropriation, in Martin A. Miller (ed.), Selected Writ
ings on AnaI'chism and Revolution: P.A. Kropotlcin, p. 182;
Law and Authoritl' in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p.
197; HemoiI's of a Revolutionist, pp. 2'13-216; fviutual Aid:
A Factor of Evolution, pp. 162, and 186; The Russian Re
volu"bion and the Soviet Government, in Rogel' N. Baldwin
Teci. ), K.:it. P., pp. 255':'256; The Spiri t of Revolt, in
Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 36; and The State: Its
Historic Role, in Martin A. Hiller (ed.), Selected writ
ings on imarcnism and Revolution: P.A. I\ropotkin, p. 262.

1LtxCI'opotkin, Nodern Science and AnaI'chism, in Roger
N. BaldN"in (ed.), K.R.P., p. 149•.
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Possessed by the desire for regeneration and

growth, the common people stand, by definition, apart

from and opposed to the repressive and often brutalizing

apparatus of the state. Kropotkin asserts:

The higher administration of Siberia was
influenced by excellent intentions, and I can
only repeat tbat, everything considered, it
was far better, far more enlightened, and far
more interested in the welfare of the country
than the administration of any other province
of Russia. But it was an administration,--a
branch of the tree which had its root at st.
Petersburg, and that was quite sufficient to
paralyze all its excellent intentions, and to
make it interfere with all beginnings of lo-
cal spontill~eous life and progress. \ihatever
was started for the good of the country by lo
cal men was looked at ~lith distrust, and was
imrrrediately paralyzed by hosts of difficulties
which came, not so much from the bad intentions
o~ men,--men, as a rule, are better than insti
tutions,--but simply because they belonged to
a pyramidal, centralized administration. The
very fact of its being a government which had
its source in a distant capital caused it to
look upon everything from the point of view of
a functionary of the government who thinks,
first of all, about what his superiors will say,
and how this or that will appear in the admin
istrative machinery, and not of the interests
of the country.

• •• Then I began to understand not on
ly men and h~unan character, but also the inner
springs of the life of human society. The con
structive work of the unlcn01"rn masses, which so
seldom finds any mention in books, and the im
portance of that constructive work in the
growth of forms of society, fully appeared be
fore my eyes. • • • The part which the unknown
masses play in the accomplislunent of all impor
tant historical events, and even in war, became
evident to me from direct observation, and I
came to hold ideas similar to those which Tol-
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stoy expresses concerning the leaders and the 5
masses in his monumental work, tlvlar and Peace ll

0
1

And it was, moreover, out of this faith in the es

sential rationality and sociality of the cornmon man,16

and disdain for the conservatizing and bureaucratizing

tendencies of the state, that rU1 opotkin and his succes

sors in the communist anarchist tradition came to reject

all power relations as unnatural and unjust and to pos-

tulate a society of the future free from such oppressive

and dehumanizing structurese 17 ~LUS, while the liberal

reformers of past centuries had fought against seeming

ly interminable odds to establish a governnlent of laws

and not of men, these anarchists, although sharing their

detestation of the traditional hierarchy--both secular

and religious--which had characterized both the status

or customary societies of medieval times and the heredi

tarily class-based societies of the classical world, re-

15Memoirs of a Revolutionist, pp. 213-214, and 215-

16The concepts of rationality and sociality were
for Ifr>opotkin inseparable. l1an \Vas by nature, in his
estimation, both rational and social. Moreover, ration
al behaviour necessarily entailed altruistic acts of co
operation and mutual aide See belo\V, pp. 38-39, 45, 55-65.

17rncluded in this group are his contemporaries Er
rico Malatesta, Alexander Berlanan, and Enrrna Goldman,
along with his successors Herbert Read, Nicholas Walter,
and the publishers of Freedom (the first issue of which
came out in October of 1886).



jected lfith equal fervour the complete amorality and im-

personalization of hmnan relations which accompanied the

development of the liberal nation-state. 18

The liberal state had, in its bid for equality

(meaning equality in the liberal sense of freedom to en

ter the market and not in the communist sense of actual

equality of condition), not merely destroyed traditional

privilege but sought to weed out all institutions in

which mutual aid had formerly had expressiono 19 Hence,

Kropotkin concludes that whereas in medieval tOlvns guild
20 .members automatically helped one another, and in bar-

baria.n society the individual took it upon himself to

prevent harm to othel"'s , 21 llunder the theol"y of the all

protecting state the bystander need not intrUde: it is'

the policemanrs business to interfere, or not. 1l22 fur

thermore, he contends that this sense of uncaring and

18I~opotkin, Comnamist Anarchism: Its Basis and
Principles, in Roger No Baldwin (ed o), r~., p. 74;
The Conquest of Bread, p. 187.

19Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution,
p. 226; The state:' Its Historic Role, in Martin A. Mil
ler (ed.), Selected vlr'itin~s 011. Anarchism and Revolution:
P.A. I~opotkin, pp. 235-25 •

20See below, pp. 63-64.

21 See below, pp. 63-64.

22Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution,
po 228.
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alienation were not limited to the political and socio

economic realms but extended into moral relations as

1ve11 for, l'lhereas among the Hottentots Hit 1'1ou1d be scan

dalous to eat without having loudly called out thrice

whether there is not somebody wanting to share the food,

all that a respectable citizen has to do now is to pay

the poor ta.."C and to let the starving starve. 1123

I~opotkinfs objection to the role of the state

extended beyond that of the political radical to tsar

ist and feudal oppression and came to centre primarily

upon what he deemed the inequitable and tUljust economic

relations of the capitalist market,2L~ and the liberal

theorists I attempts to elevate to a moral level the no

tion of benign neg1ect25_-a notion which the altruistic'

I~opotkin, committed to the principle of social or an-

" t ' d' , d l' d t b " d' , d l' 26arCP2S ~n ~v~ ua ~sm an no oUl~geo~s ~n ~v~ ua ~sm,

23Ibid •

24Anarclrlsm: Its .Philos?ph~and Idea}, in Roge: N.
Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 126-127; Anarcl1lst pommun~sm:
Its Bas,is and Principles, in Roger N. Bald11in (ed. ) ,
~.R.P., p. 72; The Conquest of Bread, PP. 41-54; and
~propriation, in Hartin A. Hiller Ced.), Selected Hrit
~n~s on Anarchism and ReVOlution: P.A. Kropotkin, pp.
16 "-164. ---- .

25Kropotldn, Nodern Science and Anarchism, in Roger
N. Baldwin (cd.), Ir.R.r., p. 182; and Mutual Xid: A Fac
tor of EVOlution, p. 227.

26
See be101'l, pp. 39-40, 44-4.5.
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found higllly repugnant and totally indefensible.

Differing from the liberal in his conception of

human nature,27 Kropotkin 1'faS able, in all consistency,

to reject the role of the state and to postulate a new

and more human society premised upon the principles of

voluntarism and mutual aid. 28 In so arguing, Y~opotkin,

like a number of nineteenth century democratic theor

ists,29 returned at least in part to a pre-liberal con

ception of man. 30 Seeing in each individual an infinite

27See below, pp. 30-34, 55-65.

28Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p.
284; Anarchism: Its Philosophy and Ideal, in-Roger N.
Bald1'1in. (ec1'o'), K.R.P., pp. 1~3-124; Anarchist Corrrmunism:
Its Basis and l~inciples, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), .
K.RoP., pp. 50-53, 6~-'59; The Conquest of Bread, pp. 94
95; ffild Modern Science and lUlarchism, in Roger N. Bald
Hin (ed.), E.fi.p., pp. 159,184-185.

29Both JOlll stuart Mill and Karl Marx expressed
feelings of reVUlsion at the limited and one-dimensional
notion of man which pervades liberal society and theory.
See J.S. }fill, 11Essay on Benthamll , in Nary Warnock (ed.),
Utilitarianism, pp. 99-105, Considerations on Representa
t~ve Government, p. 51, and Prf:nCi¥les of Political Bco
nom;;:, in J .li. Robson (ed.,), Collec ed Ho'rIcs of 3011..11 Stu
art l'1ill, III, pp. 75L~, 775; '"Karl Narx, Economic and phil
osophICal Manuscripts, in T.D. Bottomore -(ed.), Karl Marx:Ea'rTi ~lri tings, pp. _7'2, 122; and Karl Narx and Frederi ck
Enge s, The German ldeology, ed. C.J. Arthur, p. 105.

30The notion of man as a being conscious of energies
to be developed and viewing rational behaviour as bel1av
iour engaged in such development was deeply rooted in the
Western htunanist tradition and, in fact, dominated Western
philosophy from the time of Aristotle until the develop
ment of the market society in. the seventeenth century.
See C.B. Hacpherson, liThe Haximization of Democracy", in
Democratic Theory: Essays in Retriev~, especially p. 5.
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range of capacities to be developed,31 and viewing men

as inherently equal, 32 Kropotkin asserts that it is the

ultimate moral right of each individual to use and ex-

ert these latent capacities and to develop them into

manifest powers. 33 \{hat is more, he contends that it is

only through such self-motivated and self-directed ac

tivi ty that each man I s individuality can be realized, 3L~

31I~opotkin, Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.),
K.R.P., pp. 284-285; Anarchism: Its Philosophy and I
deal, in Roger N. Balchrin (ed.), K.R.P., pp •.1"23-124,
141;" Anarchist Coramunism: Its BasIs and Principles, in
Rogerl\f. -BaldHin (ea.. ), K.R.P., pp. 70-71; :-'\.narchist Hor
ality, in Roger N. BaldHin Ced.), K.R.P., pp. 105, 113;
The Conquest of Bread, pp 0 12L~, 164-, 196-199; Ethics:
Origin an~Development, p. 25; Memoirs of a Revolution
fst, pp. 398:3<19; and!1odern Science and Anarchism, in
Roger If. BaldHin (ed. ); K.R.P., p. 157.

32This assumption clearly diffel'"'s from that held
by the ancients. It was not until the French Revolution
that equality came to be held along with liberty and
fraternity as an ideal of social life (Ethics: Origin
and Development, pp. 101-108). See also Anarchist Com
munism: Its Basis and Principles, in Roger N. Balrovin
(ed.), K.R.P., PPo 52-53; Anarchist MOl'"'ality, in Roger N.
Baldwin-rBd.), K.R.P., pp. 99-109; Ethics: Ol'"'igin and
Development, pp. 74-75, 93, 312; ahQ110dern Science and
Anarchism, in Roger N. BaldHin (ed.), ICR.P., pp. 167-
168, "I'75="1 77 •

33Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and Principles,
in aoger H. Baldwin (ed.), ICH.r., pp. 48-1~9; TlwCOll
quest of Bread, p. 164; and-r1<)Qern Science and Anarchism,
1.11. Hoger IT. --.sald-Hin (ed.), K.R. P., p. 157.

34The Consuest of Bread, pp. 126-127, 196-197;
Fields, FactorlCs, and \vor1-::sholJs, pp. 3-L~; and Prisons
and Their Eoral Influence on p~soners, in Roger N. Bald
win (ed.), K.~.P., p. 223.
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and the creative and regenerating spirit restored to a

faltering and stagnating civilization. 35

Creativity and ingenuity are the products of the

complete man, the whole man, the integrated man, and not

of the incomplete, one-dimensional, and partialized be

ing of bourGeois society.36 As progress and improvement

are reliant upon the inventive spirit,37 so, too, is the

inventive spirit the product of total hillnan development. 38

It emerges from the union of the practical and the ab-

stract, the manual and the mental, deriving its stimulus

from hlli~an need and its means from htuuan experience and

35The Con~est of Bread, pp. 49,130-131; Ethics:
Origin and DeveTopment, pp. 27-28; Expropriation, in
Ha'rtin A. - Miller (ed.), Selected Hri t1ng03 on' Anarchism
::nd Revolution: PoA. Kropotkin, ppo 207-209; The S~irit
of,Revol~, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 3 -37;
and (.rhe State: Its Historic Role, in Hartin A. Hiller
(ed .. ), Selected Hri t:Lngs on AnaI'chism and Revolution:
,P.A. KropotlcLn, pp. 2""59, 262, 264.

36Iu'opotkin, Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.),
K.R.P~, pp. 285-28b; A~~!chis~ Moralitt, in Ro?er N..
:balch-n.n (ed.), It-R.P., pp. 81, 10r~, 10,. 109-111, 113,
The ConGuest of Bread, pp. 124-127, 165; and Memoirs of
a Revolutionist, pp. 398-400.

. 37KJ:'opotldn,. Anarchism:_ ~ Its Philosop!?-X and Ideal,
~n Roger N. BaldH~n (ed.), h.• il.P., pp. 1L1.o:llP:~; Ai1ar
chist Morality, in Roger N.-naIdwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 96;
and Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.J;lC.R.P., pp. 184-185. ..

38I\ropotkin, The Conquest of Bread, pp. 196-199;
Fields, Factories, and \-Jorkshops, p. 215; and Hemoirs of
a Revolutionist, pp. 398-r~oO.
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capacity. 39 It is only from the total man, fully formed

and developed, that great ideas come--ideas with practi

cal implications and social benefits,40 and it is, he

contends, towards the creation of such ideas, such men,

and such social relations as allow and even encourage

this development that our notions of morality and ethics

ought to be directed. 41

Thus, the aim of communist anarchism is the forma-

tion of a society which allows each individual the great-

est possible degree of individual expression consistent

with the equal liberty of others,42 and this, for Y~opot-

kin and his followers, necessarily entails the destruc

tion of all pCiver relations--political and economic. 43

39I{ropotkin, AJl Appeal to the YOlmg, in Roger N.
BaldHin (ed.), ILRJ., p. 2oz;-T'ne cont-lest o:r Bx'ead,
pp. 197-199; Expropriation, in Marfin 1. Miller led7),
Selected Writings on Anarchism and Revolution: P.A.
Itropotkin, p. 196; and Fields; Fact,ories, and Hor:rcsl1.op'S.,
pp. 3-4:, 215.

40I\roPotldn, The Conquest of Bread, p. 198.

L1-
1Anarchist COlill"l1unism: Its Basis and ppinciples,

in Roger N. Bal&vin (ed.), K.R.P., p~7;-3thlcs: Ori
Eiin ~nd J?eveloJ2ment, pp. 5;-:'1"2;-26; and }loctern Science
and Anarcmsm, fil1foger liT. BaldHin (ed.), K. Ii.. P., pp.
151=152.

42Kropotldn, Anarchist 110rality, in Roger N. Bald
Hin (ed.), K.H.P.,·· 'p. 105; and Hodern Science and lmar
chism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 157.

43It is upon this point that the cOmmill1ist anar
chists differ not only from the statist liberal and so
cialist schools but also from the collectivists Hithin
their Ci·m ranks. See belmv, pp. 43-41-J.o
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lfuile Kropotkin' s theory is genuinely a product of the

nineteenth century I,Ji th its unabiding faith in science

and progress,44 it represents a radical shift away from

the liberal theories contemporaneous with it. For while

YU'opotkin asserted, as did Locke45 and even Hobbes46 be-

for'e him, that men should treat others as they Hould

like to be treated themselves,47 I(ropotkin's interpreta

tion of the meaning of these words differs profoundly

from that given by Locke. Vi81fing men as unlimited de-

sirers and consumers of material goods and power over

others, Locll:e and his successors in the liberal tradi-

tion had been able to move from an initial position of

freedom and equality (i.~. his equal rights postUlate)

to the justification of a class-based state (i.~. a so-'

ciety \'lhich denied equality of rights). Taking this na-

tural and avaricious proclivity to material acquisition

as man's defining characteristic and holding it above

all others as the deterrnining factor of human. behaviour,

LJ4S ee Richard DeHaan, "I~opotkin, Harx and Delfeyll,
Anarchy, V, 9 (September 1965), p. 273.

45Locke, The Second Treatise of Govermnent, in
Peter Laslett Ced.), Jolm Loclce: mIO Treatises of Goverl1
~, pp. 309-311.

46Thomas Hobbes, LeViathan, p. 183.

47Kropotldn, Anarchi s t liorali ty, in Roger N. Bald'todn
(ed.), K.R.~., pp. 92, 97, 98:
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the liberal theorists had transformed the Aristotelian

concept of man into Homo economicus, and had dismissed
- --------

as ancillary the developmental portions of the huraan

ontology.48 In so doing, these theorists were able to

morally justify the subversion of personal liberty to

the material maximizing claims of the capitalist eco-

nomy.

l~opotkin, however, would not. Finding the stan-

dards of morality in contemporary society highly repug-

nant, I~opotkin sought out and fo"und its basis not merely

in the hypocritical stance of a society which practiced

the philosophy of unadulterated egoism vn~ile paying lip

service to the altruistic values of Christianity,49 but

48Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation: The Poli
tical and Economic Ori ins of Our Time, pp. 111-116; ana

Our Obsolete ~arce- Mental1-y , 1n George Dalton (ed.),
Primitive, Archaic and Modern Economies: Essa s of Karl
.PolanE, pp. - •

49By the term 1Christiani ty I Kropotldn, like Tols
toy, means the teachings of Christ in their altruistic
and messianic form, and not the rigidly systematized
dogma of the bureaucratic church hierarchy. Unlike Tol
stoy, hOHever, I~opotlcin rejects even Christi8.11. al truism
as inhibitive of individual character formation. See
especially Kropotldn l s Letter to Nettlau, in Nartin A.
I·tiller (ed.), Selected Uri tings on Anarchism and Revolu
tion: P.A. I~OPOlbkin, D. 296. See also I~opotkin, An
arcnism: Its philosoDh~ and Ideal, in Roger N. BaldWIn

ea. , h.~.l., pp. u- 3; narc list Co~nunism: Its
Basis and l.Jl1inciDIe s, in Roger H. BaldHin (ed. ), le.R. P.,
p. 56; EtJJQcs: origin and Development, pp. 119-121, 147
148; anCI Leo Tolsl.-oy, The Kingdom of God is within You.
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more importantly in the liberal justificatory theory it

self. Liberal theory had, in its repudiation of previous

hierarchical and class-based moralities, quickly grasped

hold of the utilitarian notion illLd rejected all other

theories as unscientific and untrue. Assuming menfs ac-

tions to be governed by reason, the utilitarians had

concluded that men were but bundles of energy pulled to-

wards some objects by the attraction of pleasure and re-

pelled by others in the attempt to avoid pain, and, upon

this simple and rational basis, it was argued_ that all

hur.1an behaviour could be illLderstood and explained away. 50

And T'Jhile Kropotldn accepts in part at least the ration-

ale bellind this theory and shares with the utilitarians

in their rejection of transcendental ethics and divine

theology, he disdains their failure to distinguish be-

tween levels of satisfaction. While he does not doubt

that men, in their conscious acts, seek to maximize

pleasure and to minimize pain, he contends that the uti~

itarian is wrong when he suggests that all actions and

all satisfactions are indifferent;51 rather, like John

50This theory was better as a tool for explaining
than predicting behaviour since it has the advantage of
a self~fulfilling prophecy. JUlY act can be explained as
having been rightly or Hronc;ly viG1,red as providing luan
with the most satisfaction. See Iu~opotkin, Anarchist
:Horality, in Roger N. Balduin (ed.), K.R.,:€.., pp. 84-08.

51~., p. 88.
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stuart Mill, who revolted against the crass materialism

o£ his teacher and predecessor Jeremy Bentham,52 Kropot

kin maintains that there are higher and lower pleasures,

virtuous and vicious acts. 53 And the dir£erence be~~een

these acts lies not in divine inspiration or in metaphys-

ical speculation, as the liberal theorists suggest, but

in the nature o£ things, or so Kropotkin claims, ror an

haals and primitive men quite clearly recognize this

di££erentiation without having read the dicta of Moses

and o£ the Church Fathers and without having been exposed

to the categorical imperative of Kant. 54 Ments actions

a1"'e governed not by 'Vlhat is good for the individual Eer,

~, but rather by what is fair and good for the whole

race;55 and by this criterion, what is good is that

which is userul to society as a whole, and what is bad is

5~ill, lIEssay on Benthamll
, in Mary \"1arnock (ed.),

Utilitarianism, pp. 99-105.

53Anarchist Morality, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.),
K.R.P., po 88.

54Ibid., pp. 89-91.

55This entails a misuse of the word race, but one
which might be viewed as deliberate in so far as Kropot
kin intends this conception to broaden with each progres
sive step in the evolutionary process. At first it per
tains only to a narrowly defined group such as the ex
tended family or clan. In time, however, these feelings
of sociality (or mutual aid) are extended to include a
whole society and ultimately the entire species. See
Ethics: Origin and Development, pp. 29-31.
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t ' .l. ., h' 1 .J:> 1 t . t t;6na u 'I'ln~c ~s 1arnu u 0 ~ .-

nlUS, questioning the validity of the conventional

scientific world view, and repelled by the amorality gen-

erated by the market, I~opotkin set out to dismantle both

the inequitable capitalist state, l'lhich allo1'1s for the

perpetuation of this inequality, and the market morality

which pervades and depersonalizes social relations.

Within capitalism he sees the embodiment of inequal-

ity and even inequity (the latter being for Kropotkin the

lesser principle of the t\.r057 ). Placing its priori ties

upon greed rather than need,58 efficiency in production

X'ather than human elevelopment,59 the capitalist market

has relieved the indivi&lal of his X'ight to engage in in-

dependent decision-making and transformed lLim into a
60slave. Li ttle better than a serf, in fact in sorJe uays

56Kropotldn, Anarchist Horali ty, in Roger N. Bald
Hin (ed.), ICR.P., pp. 9'1'-97:

57Anarchist Comr.~mism: Its Basis and Principles, in
Roser H. 13alel1'lin (eel. ), K:-R:-?, pp. 60-61, 7LP75T~rchist
HoralitK,in Roge1" H. Barch-lin (eel.), K.R.P., PP. 106--jo?,
109; an The Conquest of 3X'ead, PP. 1Bb=TE7.

58m:'opotkin, 1:J.1he Conquest of Br'ead, pp. 4b-L~7, 53.

59Kropoti::in, Fields, Factories, and 1,{orh:shops, pp.
3-L~.

bOU· - 1 t I- 'I' l' . t' b .nao e 0 U'lJ~ ~ze l~S co.pac~ ~es, man ecomes H~-

thered, starved, and depraved, and loses Hhatever indi
vidual sense of creativity and originality he previously
had. He becomes, in effect, an appendage to the machine.
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worse off since, in theory at least, the feudal lord had

an obligation to his property,61 the worker is used and

exploited, his product being largely taken from him to

support his employer and the superstructure of the state

which holds him in perpetual submission. 62 Both poli-

tically and economically he is the producer of his ovT.n

oppression.

Working long hours for minimal subsistence in a

competitive milieu he is necessarily alienated from his

fellow men. Treated as a commodity and deemed substi

tutible, he loses all sense of identity save that of a

worker, a wage-slave, a drudge. 63 His purpose in life

is to survive and nothing more. Torn by a tension

ridden society, he must either struggle to climb to the'

top through endless competition with others (a competi

tion \vhich requires his using and abusing others) or

61 Kropotkin, The Great French Revolution, pp. 577
582; Memoirs of a Revolutionist, pp. 136-139; and The
Russian Revolutionary Party, pp. 137-140. ---

62rrropotkin, The Conquest of Bread, pp. 47-49, 53
54, 119, 162; Ethics: Origin and Development, pe 27;
Expropriation, in Mar€in A. MiIIer (ed.), SeTected Writ
In s on Anarchism and Revolution: P.A. Kro otkin, p.

9; Lawan ut orl t' ln Roger N. a Wln eo, K.R.P.,
pp. 210-211; and Hevo utionar~ Government, in Roger No
Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 23 -242.

63I~opotkin, The Conquest of Bread, pp. 60, 198-
199.



sink with resignation, defeated f to the depths of apa

thy0 Stale, flat, and monotonous, the life of the aver

age worker is, argues Kropotkin, a prosaic life, marked

by boredom and routine. Reduced by the division of la

bo~~, that hallmark of market rationalism, to the manu

facture of the eighteenth part of a pin, the worker can

see no purpose to his work and no future for his life.64

Locked into an economic strait-jacket and subject to

both the political constraints of the administrative

bureaucracy and the impersonal controls of the market,

the individual experiences a profound feeling of help

lessness ~~d powerlessness. 65

Unable to engage in genuinely free decision-making

since he lTIUst work in order to fulfill his basic subsis-'
66tence needs, the worker 9 under the mythology of free

and
'70; and

55,

Ideal,

•
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contract,67 is forced to stagnate and wither away. Re

quired by nature to put his subsistence needs before his

thuman' needs (i.~. developmental needs), he is reduced

to satisfying another's happiness--to a means rather

than an end68__and, unused, unexercised, unfulfilled,

his potentialities dissipate and his faculties diminish. 69

Deprived of leisure and enslaved in unrewarding toil,70

the men (and women) of bourgeois society are prevented

from engaging in the higher arts and sciences and hence

precluded from any genuine £orm of individuation, i.~.

the development of the higher faculties--moral, intel

lectual, and artistic. 71

67Kropotkin 1vri tes: IIFor the worker who must sell'
his labor, it is impossible to remain free ll ("Letter to
Nettlau ll

, in Martin A. Hiller (ed.), SeIeCted writin~s,
on Anarchism and Revolution: PeA. Kr0J;0tldn, p. 305 •
See also Anarchist Communism: Its Bas~s and Princi les,
in Roger N. Idw~n ed. , K.R.P., pp. -7 .

68Kropotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger
N. Bald1,j'in (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 167-168•.

69I~opotkin, Anarchist Moralitz, in Roger N. Bald
win (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 80-81, 111.

70I~opotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger
N. Baldwin (ed.), ~.R.P., pp. 167-168.

71Kropotkin, Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and
Principles, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 49,
6$-67; Anarclust Morality, in Roger N. Balawin (ed.),
K.R.P., pp. 110-113; An Appeal to the Young, in Roger
N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 264-26$; The Oonquest of
Bread, pp. 124, 126; and Ethics: Origin and Develop
ment, pp. 19-20, 25-26, 1TI5.



Moreover, I~opotkin contends that under such cir

cumstances even the o\~ers of the means of production

cannot really be free. Ever afraid of losing their pos

itions of wealth and privilege and falling into the ranlrs

of the working class, or worse, the employers of labour

must also engage in a ceaseless struggle. Governed by

false needs,72 they strive endlessly for material goods,

thereby developing only the lesser and more vulgar side

of their personalities,73 and, in the course of this de

velopment, precluding, both for themselves and for their

fellow men, the cultivation of the higher faculties.

Competition, in this crass and materialistic sense,74

leads,; not to grmvth and development, but to conflict

and disharmonYt and Ultimately to the dissolution of so

cietYo 75 It is only when the life of each individual,

72The need for unlimited quantities of material goods
is, within bourgeois society, a genuine need. It is arti
ficial only in the sense in which bourgeois society is ar
tificial. It is not a primordial need.

73Kropotkin, Anarchism: Its Philosophy and Ideal, in
Roger N. Baldwin (ed. J; )(.R.P., po 141 ..

74I~opotkin distinguishes between two types of compe
tition and conflict. The materialistic one he views des
tructive and regressive; the conflict of ideas he sees as
creative and progressive. See Anarchism: Its PhilOSOrhl
and Ideal, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 139-~.

75Kropotkin, Anarchist Connnunism: Its Basis and
Principles, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., W. 48-1~9;
and The State: Its Historic Role, in Martin A. Miller
(ed .. }, Selected Writings on Anarchism and Revolution:
P.A". I\ropotkin, pp. 262-264.
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his personal aspirations and desires, is in accord with

that of others, and the interests of all, that genuine

freedom exists and individuation can occur. 76 Masters

are as entrapped by the system as are its slaves;77 the

characters of all men perverted--human nature depraved. 78

Thus, Kropotldn concludes that the liberal assertions of

freedom and equality are, at best, illusory, and, at

worst, immoral. 79

Setting out from a similar equality of rights pos

ition, Kropotkin and Locke arrive at conclusions which

are diametrically opposed. Each is an individualist,

but their respective notions of individualism differ

radica~ly. For Locke and Bentham, the term was strictly

non-developmental, asserting only the individual's right

to 01vn himself and the goods he had acquired through the

application of himself. It entailed, at most, the right

76K:ropotldn, Anarchist Horali ty, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.), K.R.P., p. 96; and Ethics: Origin and Development,
p. 105.

77Kropotkin, !fLetter to Nettlau", in
ler (ed .. ), Selected \Ilritin .,s on Anarchism and
P.A. Kropotkin, p. ; an 10dern Sc~ence an
in ~oger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 168.

78Kropotkin, Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.),
K.R.P., p. 285; and Anarcnfst Morality, in Roger N. Bald
win (ed.), K.R.P., ppe 104, 106.

79Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.), K.R.P., pp. 167-168.
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to life, liberty, and property.80 For Kropotkin, how-

ever, the term meant much more, and, in fact, demanded

the rejection of the very principle for which bourgeois

individualism stood. It required a complete rejection

of private property, and, more specifically, a denial

of the capitalist market and wage labour. 81 The right

to life, and, even more, the right to a 'free' life--

i.e. a 'human' life--were, according to Kropotkin, nec-

essarily abrogated by the individual commitment to pri-

vate ownership of the means of production.

Furthermore, Kropotkin contends that the liberal

theorists have failed not merely to provide for the max

imum development of individuality on a universal basis-

the only form I{ropotkin and his school accept as morally

jUstifiable82_-but they also fail to meet the precondi

tions of the lesser principle of justice or equity.83

80Locke, The Second Treatise of Government, in Peter
Laslett (ed.), John Locke: 1\fO Treatises of Government,
p.. 311.

81 see above, PP. 34-37.
82See above, pp. 27, and 29.

83Anarchist Communism: Its Basis
Roger N. Baldwln ed. , Ie.R.P., pp. ., ~- ; Anarc . sm:
Its PhilosOPh~ and Ideal, in Roger N. Baldwin (eu.), K.R.P.,
pp .. 126-127; J].e Conquest of Bread, pp. 42-LI.3, 49, 51::52;
Expropriatio~, in Martin A. Miller (ed.), Selected Writ
in~s on Anarchism and Revolution: P.A. I~o otkin, pp. 162,

; Law an Aut orlt~, ln Roger f. Wln e • , K.R.P.,
p. 207; and l10dern Science and Anarchism, in Roger N. Bald
win (ed.), K:R.'p., pp. 188, 193.
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They fail to guarantee eaoh the return of' his own, and

hence to meet the standards of individualism itself. 84

And this problem, as in the case of the previous one,

lies not in the abuses of capitalism but in its intrin

sic nature. 85 If each man was to receive his just re

turn (io~o the full product of his labour), there would

be no profit, and, without profit, no incentive. Capi-

talism is, by defLiition, an inequitable system. It

does not exist to secure well-being for all, and to ex

pect this is to expect from it something it cannot pos-

'bl d l' 86 v_ tk' ·ts~ y e ~ver. LU'OPO ~n wr~ es:

It is absolutely impossible that mercan
tile production should be carried on in the
interest of all. To desire it would be to ex
pect the capitalist to go beyond his province
and to fulfil duties that he cannot fulfil
without ceasing to be what he is--a priv~te
manufacturer seeking his o,~ enrichment. 7

Modifications and reforms may alleviate some of the

suffering, he asserts, but cannot end the inequity of

its distributive principle nor return. man to himself. 88

84rrropotkin, The Conquest of Bread, p. 117; Ethics:
Origin and Dev~lopmen~, p. 27; and taw and Authority, ih
Roger N. Baldw~n (ed.), K.R.P., p. 212. .

85nropotkin, Ana!chism: Its PhilosoEhy and Ideal,
in Roger N. Baldwin {ed.), K.R.P., p. 128.

86I~opotkin, The Conquest of Bread, p. 117.

87Ibid•

88Ib1· d ., 60 88pp. , •



Thus, IU?opotkin concludes that both justice and

morality require the dismantling of this inequitable and

oppressive apparatus and its replacement by conditions

of freedom and equality.89 Such conditions, however,

must extend beyond the mere principle of equity (i.~.

that principle which, consistent with the individualism

from which it springs, demands the return to each of the

full product of his labour and the destruction of ex

ploitation) and encompass the higher ideal of equality.90

The visionary ideal of I\ropotkints theory transcends not

merely the injustices of capitalism, which he deems ex

ploitative and immiserating, but also the degradation

and poverty, both material and moral, of a society

founded upon the notion of quid pro guo. To return to

the relations of the past--relations in which each man

worked alone to produce that which he could exchange for

equal value in the open market--would entail a regres

sion to conditions of scarcity, and an extension, rather

than a shortening, of the work day and hence, a diminu-

89Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), !f..R ..l.,
p~ 285."··

90!\ropotkin, Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and
Pr,inciples, in Roge'r N. Baldwin (e"d.); K.R.P., pp:-t;O-
51; Anarchist Moralitx, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P.,
pp .. 108-109; The Conquest of Bread, pp. 186-187; ana---
;§1hics: Origin and DeveIo:pmenii, PP. 29-30.
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tion of leisure time. 91

And while collectivism might overcome these pro

ductive shortcomings, it, too, is unable to rise above

the moral limitations and sterility of the individualist

schemes. Men, being unequal in their capacities and in

their levels of productivity, would receive unequal re

muneration and thereby be denied an equal opportunity

to engage in activities conducive to individual self

realization. Moreover, given the complexity and inter-

dependence of productive relations in contemporary so

ciety, Kropotkin questions the possibility and feasibil

ity of determining the exact contribution of anyone in

dividual to the productive process,92 and suggests that

a society based upon such a principle would become to-

tally absorbed by the notions of calculability and

measurability--notions which he views as antagonistic to

both society and moralityo93 Of his own society, Kro-

91Kropotkin, Anarchism: Its Philoso h· and Ideal,
in Roger N. Baldwin ed. , K.R.P., p. 1 ; 10 ern SClence
and Anarchism, in Roger N. ~aldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p: 172.

. 92Anarchist Co~uunism: Its Basis and Principles,
in Roger N. Baldwir.t'(ed.), K.R.P., ppo 57-59; The Con
~uest of Bread, pp. 88-90, f75-~89; and Modern Science
an41Ularcllism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp;
172-173. .

93Anarchist Co~rrunism: Its Basis and Princi les,
in Roger N. Baldw~n ed. , K.R.P., pp. 0- ,7; Anar
chist Moralitr, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp.
106-109; and The Conquest of Brea~, pp. 186-1'87.



potkin vlri tes:

Ir middle-class society is decaying, i~ we
have got into a blind alley from which we can
not emerge without attacking past institutions
with torch and hatchet, it is precisely because
we have given too much to counting. It is be
cause we have let ourselves be influenced into
~.,!ing only to receiv~~. It is because He have
a~med at turning society into a commercial com
pany based on debit and credit.94

If society is to survive, it must transcend the un

just and inequitable relations of the capitalist market

and the narrowly egoistic and hwnanity destroying forces

of an essentially sterile bourgeois morality," and return

to first principles. 95 It must recognize the essential

equality of men, their social needs, duties and obliga

tions, and explicitly reject the notion of subverting

the rights of one to add to the fulfilment of another.

It must adopt II the etll..ic of' a society of' equals, vTho are

completely free", 96 and 'lidth it the libertarian concep

tion or democratic individualism--a principle Which, by

94The. Conquest of Bread, p. 187.

95I~opotkin, Anarchism: Its Philosoph and Ideal,
in Roger N.. Baldwin ed. , K.R.P., pp.. 3 -"1 3; and The
state: Its Historic Role, in Martin A. Miller (ed .. )~
Selected Writings on Anarchism and Revolution: P.A. Kro
Eoticin;, pp. 262-26r~.

96I~opotkin, "Letter to Nettlau", in Hartin A. Hil
ler (ed.), Selected Writings on Anarchism and Revolution:
P.A. Kropotki~, p. 299.
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definition, stands opposed to the exploitative and dehu-

manizing tendencies of its elitist or bourgeois form-

that individualism which takes as its goal "the greatest

individual development possible through practicing the

highest communist sociability in what concerns both its

primordial needs and its relationships with others in

general ll ,97 io~. communist individualism.

This return, moreover, is not a dream but real. 98

It is possible and, Kropotkin suggests, probable,99 but

its means must be social and not political. 100 Only

97Ibid ., p. 297.

98Y~opotkin, Anarchism: Its Philosophy and Ideal,
in Roger N• Baldwin (ed.), K.R. P., p. 126; and The Con-.
quest of Bread, pp. 51, 54.

99Furthermore, Kropotkin contends that bourgeois so
ciety is doomed to failure. Given its immorality and in
herent contradictions, its demise is inevitable. See An
archism: Its PhiloSOP~ and fdeal, in ~oger N. Bald~in
(ed.), K.RoP., p. 129; narchlst Communlsm: Its BaSlS
and Principles, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp; 46
~7; ~-61, 74; The Conquest of Bread~ pp. 62-63; and Words
of a Rebel, in Roger N. Ealdwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 76.

10°Anarchism: Its PhilOSOPhf and Ideal, in Roger N.
Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 124; ~37-138, 140-144; Law and
Kuthorig, in Roger N" Baldwin (ed o ), KoR.P., p. 212; IIEet
ter to andes II, in Martin A. Miller (ed.), Selected \'!ri t
in s on Anarchism and Revolution: PoA. Krop~{in, p. 320;
Mo ern SClence and Anarchlsm, In Roger "Ba Wln (ed.),
K.R.P., pp. 1S9-1b5, 170-172, 189-191; ReVolutionar~ Go
vernment, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 23 -242,
249-250; and The State: Its Historic Role, in Martin A.
Miller (ed.), Selected writings on Anarchism and Revolu
tion: PeA. Kropotkin, pp. 211, 261-262.
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through direct action on the 'part of the people as in

dividuals can genuine democracy be attained,101 for any

new authority, even if deemed temporary or prOVisional,

will cling to its new status just as did the monarchs

and absolute rulers of the past. The connnon man, the man

for whom the revolution is fought and by whom it is won,

will, under such circumstances, be relegated once again

to the position of serf or societal drudge, supporting,

with his labour and his life, a superstructure which ex

ploits and dehumanizes him. 102 Such has been the case

with all previous revolutions and must inevitably be the

result of any future revolution which does not embrace

the equalitarian principles of anarchism. 103

Hence, I\ropotkin disassociates himself from the

state socialists--be they utopian or scientific--and

views their position as ill-informed, unscientifio and

101 1\ropotkin, The Commune of Paris, in Martin A. Mil
ler (ed.), Selectea Writings on ~larchism and Revolution:
P.A. Kropotkin, pp. 128-129; The Conquest of 13i:;'ead, pp.
59-60; Revolutionary Governmenx;-in Roger R. BalwTn (ed.)
K.R.P., pp. 247-248; and The Spirit of Revolt, in Roger N.
Barawin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 38-43.

1021\ropotkin, Anarchism: Its PhiloSO~ht and Ideal,
in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.H. P., pp. 13 ... 37; The Com
mune of Paris, in Martin A. l'filler (ed.), Selec'tea VTri"t
ln s on Anarchism and Revolution: P.A. l\ropotkin, p. 12L~;

e Great French Revolution, pp. , , - 3, 195-225,
243, 291, 356, 397; and Revolutiona~Government, in Roger
N. Bald\"in (ed.), lLR.Pe, pp. 238-2 9, 2Lj:2-243.

103Kropotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger
N. Baldwin (ed.), lLR.P., pp.&~58, 187.
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dangerously counter-revolutionary. 104 Repelled by the

administrative and bureaucratic mechanisms required for

the allocation of work and resources in such a society,

and asserting that lIit is futile to speak of liberty as

long as economic slavery eXists ll ,1 05 Kropotkin contends

that the transference of economic control from one group

in society to another does not by itself end slavery but

merely alters its form. To the individual worker, ex

ploited and oppressed, it matters little who the dicta

tor and tyrant is, and the danger with state capitalism

is the ever greater vigilance and more efficient control

that a centralized bureaucracy may exercise, in contrast

to the more complicated and chaotic arrangements of a

less-streamlined and private competitive market--arrange~

ments in which the left hand knows not what the right

hand is doing. 106

104The Commune of Paris, in Martin A. Miller (ed.),
Selected Hl'>ftings on Anarchism and Revolution: P.. A. Kro
potkin, pp. 129-132; The Conquest of Bread, p. 198; lICon
versation vri th Lenin ll

, in Nartin A. l~iIler (ed.), Selec
ted Writings on Anarchism and Revolution: P.A. I~opotKin,
pp. 326-331; Modern Science allQ Anarchism, in Roger N.
Baldwin (ed.), K.n.p., pp. 170-171, '186; and The Russian
Revolution and the Soviet Government, in Roger N. Baldwin
red. ), K.R. P., pp. 254-255.

105Anarchism: Its Philosoph~ and Ideal, in Roger N.
Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 124.

106!<ropotkin, Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.),
K.R.P., p. 286; Anarchist C"onnnunism: Its Basis and Prin
ciples, in Roger-N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 50; and
!1..2dern Sci.ence and Anarchi sm, in Rog'er i't. Baldwin (ed.),
K. R • P., p. 1 71 •
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The alienation and dehumanization, however, stem-

ruing from the direction and control of onets labour by

another, does not distinguish between the private indi

vidual and the state as capitalist, entrepreneur, owner

and exploiter. The failure of Marxism, argues Kropot-

k · h· Bal . 1 07 I" . "t" h·.p1n ec o1ng run1n, 1es 1n 1 S 1ncompre enS10n o~

the intricacy of the political-economic power relation

ship--a relationship which goes two ways. It is not on

ly economic power which buys political clout, but poli

tical authority can also seek to strengthen and consoli

date its position through the acquisition of economic
108power. The problem lies not merely in the fact that

power rests disproportionately in the hands of the bour

geoisie, but that it exists at all.

The evil of the present system is there
fore not that the 'surplus valuer of produc
tion goes to the capitalist, as Rodbertus and
Marx said, thus narrowing the Socialist con
ception and the general view of the capitalist

107Sam Dolgofr (ed.), Bakunin on Anarchy, pp. 283-284,
325-333. See also Marxism~ Freedom and the State--a high
ly prophetic work, if at t1mes an oversi~plitied and ex
tremely prejudicial account of Marxian doctrine.

108This tendency to seek to extend our personal powers
when once in a position o:r authorfuty and command is not
perverse but natural. Even the best of us, Kropotkin as
serts, are not without our faults and would be corrupted
by the exercise of power. Thus, he concludes that it is
not the anarchist, but the statist, who is possessed by
utopian Q~eams and an unrealistic view of human nature.
See AnarChism: Its PhilosoUhl and Ideal, in Roger N. Bald
win (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 135-'13 •



system; the surplus value it~elf is but a con
sequence of deeper causes.10~

While Kropotkin shares with the communists a com

mitment to the notion of communal property, he totally

disavows the role of the state. He contends that while

at one stage in our history it may have performed a ne

cessary though iniquitous function, its utter incompat

ibility with the notion of equality precludes its con

tinued existence in any society which claims to be a

democracYe110 In a society void of domination, exploi

tation and servitude, its raison d'etre would cease, for:

The state is an institution which was de
veloped for the very purpose of establishing
monopolies in favor of the slave and serf own
ers, the landed proprietors, canonic and laic,
the merchant guilds and the money-lenders, the
kings, the military commanders, the noblemen,
and finally, in the nineteenth century, the
industrial capitalist, whom the state supplied
with I hands , driven away from the land. Con
sequently the State would be, to say the least,
a useless institution, once these monopolies
ceased to exist. Life would be simplified,
once the mechanism created for the exploi£ation
of the poor by the rich would ~~ve been done
away with.111

109Kropotkin, .The Conquest of Brea~, p. 119.

110rn so far as economic power brings with it politi
cal influence and clout, and political power seeks end
lessly to perpetuate itself, the only genuinely free so
ciety is one in which all individuals function on a com
pletely equal basis--and such a society is anarchy. An
archism and democracy are synonymous.

111Kropotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger
N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., P. 166.
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The changes, both political and economic, if they are to

be permanent, must go hand in hand. 112 To the state so

cialist Kl'opotkin says:

'You cannot modify the existing conditions of
property without deeply modifying at the same
time the political organization. You must
limit the powers of government and renounce
parliamentary rule. To each new economic
phase of life corresponds a new political serf
dom. Representative government corresponds to
capital-rule. But in a society where the dis
tinction between capitalist and laborer has
disappeared, there is no need of such a govern
ment; it would be an anachronism, a nuisance.
Free workers would require a free organization,
and this cannot have any other basis than free
agreement and free cooperation, without sacri
ficing the autonomy of the individual to the
all pervading interference of the state. The
no-capitft~st system implies the no-government
system. f

And since communism--the socio-economic basis of the fu

ture--is unrealizable without the advent of anarChy,114'

Kropotkin declares that "the first duty of the revolu

tion will be to make a bonfire of all existing laws as

and Princi les, in
•

112I~opotkin, Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and
Principles, in Roger N. Baldwln (ed.), X.R.P., pp. 49-53;
The Conquest of Bread, pp. 148-150; Law ffi1d Authoritz, in
~oger N. Baldwin (eu.), K.R.P., p~ 212; m1ct Mouern Science
and Anarchism, in Roger N; Baldwin (ed.), pp. 157-170,
181 •

113Anarchist
Roger N. Baldw~n

114Kropotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger
N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 18S.
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it Hill of all titles of property ll.115 The failure to

do this was the failure of the Paris commune,116 but the

anarchists have learned from past experiences:

So long as socialism was understood in
its wide, generic, and true sense--as an ef
fort to abolish the exploitation of labor by
capital--the anarchists were marching hand
in-hand with the socialists of that time.
But they were compelled to separate from them
when the socialists began to say there is no
possibility of abolishing capitalist exploita
tion within the lifetime of our generation:
that durin that hase of economic evolution
which we are now ~Vln~ oug we ave on y
~ml~igate the exploi~ation, and to impose
upon the capitalists certain legal limitations.

Contrarily to this tendency of the- present
day socialists, we maintain that already now,
without waiting for the coming of new phases
and forms of the capitalist exploitation of la
bor, we must work for its abolition. We must,
already now, tend to trans1'er all mat is need
en for production--the soil, the mines, the
factories, the means of communication, and the
means of existence. too--from the hands of the
individual capitalist into those of th~ com
munities of producers and consluners. 11 -r

Thus, the anarchist vision entails no state with its pet

rifying laws and self-interested authorities, but rather

115Law and Authoritr, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.),
K.R.P., p. 212. -

116Iu:opotkin, Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and
Principles, in Roger N. Baldwin (ea.), K.ReP., pp. 51-52;
The CommUne of Paris, in Martin A. Miller (ed.), Selected
Wrffings on Anarchrsm and Revolution: P.A. Kropotkln,
pp. 119-132; Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger N.
Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 163-164; and Revolutionary
Government, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 240.

117I~opotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger
N. BaldHin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 169-170.
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a society governed by mutual agreements, social custom

and habit, flexible and developing--always open to new

ideas, debate and social change.118 Only with the adop

tion of the principles of decentralization and fair

agreement will society reconstitute itself on a truly

moral and human basis.119

And this end, while once impossible is no longer

so. With the development of industry and technology,

mar~ind is able to produce far more than is needed to

sustain all in comtort,120 and this, if properly organ-

118SuCh a society need not be ~o tolerant as Kropot
kin imagines. Custom and habit are often more dictator
ial and tyr2xmous than law, and consensus more binding
and prohibitive of dissent than legalistic authority.
The co~uunity may wink at the legal offender, but tends to
regard the transgressor of the moral code as a dangerous
pervert. Some of the most intolerant and confining soci
eties have been religious and utopian communities founded
upon the principles of tolerance and consensus. See George
Orwell, i1politics vs. Literature: An Examination of Gul
liver's Travels ll , in Sonia Orwell and Ian Angus (eds.~
~e Collected Essa s Journalism and Letters of Geor e
Orwel , ~. , -2 3. 'or an exam~na ~on 0 - e au- or~tar

ran ~endency; in utopian writings, see Marie Louise Berneri,
Journey throught utopi~.

119I~opotkin, Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and
Principles, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp.50-53;
and 110dern Science and Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.),
~.R.P., pp. 184-185.

120Y~opotkinls views on this became somewhat modi
fied in the period following the Russian Revolution, and
he c~me to see the first need of the revolution as being
one of increasing production (although he remained ever
loyal to the notion of individual liberty). See Words of
a Rebel, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 76-78.
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. 121
ized, l'lith a minimum of labour from each" Thus, Kro-

potldn concludes that the problem in contemporary soci

ety lies not in its productive capacity, but in its fail

ure to examine priorities adequately, to determine needs,

and to gear production to meet these needs.122 It lies

not in overproduction, as many liberal economists suggest,

but in underconsumption,123 for in such an inequitable

and chaotic set of economic arrangements it is inevitable

that industry will be directed not by the needs of the

people but by the luxurious cravings of the very rich for

these lead to greater profit. 124

And while logic would have it that the methods of

the 'dismal science r be inverted so that the needs of so-

ciety be first determined and then solutions sought for

121Kropotkin, Anarchism: Its PhiloS0~~ mld Ideal,
in Roger No Baldwin (ed.), KoRoP., pp. 12 - ~o; and Anar
chist; Communism: . Its Basis "and Principles, in Roger~
OOICfwin (ed.), [oReP'., p. 71.

122Anarchism: Its PhilOSOPh~ and Ideal, in Roger N.
Baldwin-(ed.), K.R.P. pp. ~28-1 0; and Ex£ro*riation, in
Martin A. Miller teu.), Selected writin~S-onnarcnism
and Revolution: P.A. Kr'opotki:r.?:., pp. 17 -173. .

123Kropotkin writes: ll\fuat economists call over
production is but a production that is above the purchas
ing power of the worker, who is reduced to poverty by
~apital and State ll (Aparchism: Its PhiIOSO;Ph~ and Ideal,
~n Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), ~.R.P., pp. 127-12 ).

124Anarchism: Its Philoso h and Ideal, in Roger N.
Baldwin ed. , K.R.P., pp. 127- 2 ; and 1~e Conquest ~f

Bread, p. 48. This has been a classic anarchist critic
ism of society. See William Godwin, EnQUirK4concerning
Political Justice, ed. Isaac Kramnick, pp. 6-~47.
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them,125 Kropotkin refuses to allow for even the parti

al subversion of individual liberty in the name of pro

fit maximization and productive efficiency, and it is

largely for this reason that he rejects the mainstream

of socialist, as well as, liberal political economy.126

Work activity is for neither theory entirely free. It

is not individually decided upon and freely entered.

Bourgeois rationalism and efficiency require specializa

tion and the division of labour, and these same fetishes,

Kropotkin contends, are venerated by the majority of so

cialist theorists as well. Fallen victim to the- same

horrible principle--"so noxious to society, so brutaliz

ing to the individual"127_-socialist political economy

II still follO"t"1s in the old grooves, and in most cases re

peats the same mistakes" .. 128

125Kropotkin, Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and
§oinTAPICs, in Roger N" Baldwin (ed .. ), K.R"P., pp. 55,

; e on~uest of Bread, pp" 186-191; and Fields, Fac
tories ana \orkshops, 3-4,218.

126\fhile it is true that Kropotkin attributed a
greater role to the state in the alienative process (a
term he himself never used) than did Marx, it would be
wrong to underestimate the similarities of their two
theories. See Martin A. Miller, I~opotki~, p. 302, n. 2.

127I\ropotkin, The Conquest of Bread, p. 198.

128Kropotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in
Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.l., pp. 179-180.
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Anarchism, in contrast; explicitly rejects all

power relations. Its proponents accept only voluntarism

in economic and social affairs, and view liberal poli-

. tud . . t 129 f'Tl1-... 17_tlcal economy as a s y In perverSl y. ~~kUS, LU'O-

potkin sets out consciously and deliberately to dispell

the myths of the liberal state and to replace its elit

ist bourgeois ontology with the more democratic assump

tions of communist anarchism.130 Rejecting the notion

of man as an unlimited desirer of material goods and

power over others, Kropotkin asserts that the natural

condition of man is not the Hobbesian war of each against

all, but one of mutual co-operation and sociality (i.~.

mutual aid).131 The liberal conception of man as an

acquisitive and competitive being had long obscured the

most definitive of manrs characteristics and the most

progressive of his attitudes--his tendency to engage in

co-operative and supportative activities, activities

which were aimed at the benefit of all and the derogation

129Kropotkin,.An~rchism: Its PhilosoEhtnand Ideal,
in Roger N. Baldwln {ed.), K.R.P., p. 126; ~archis£ Com
~ism: I~s Basis ~d P,rinciples, in Roger N. Baldwin ~
(ed.), KoR.P., p. 69; The Conquest of Bread, pp. 52, 198,
210; and MOdern Science and Anarcnism, in Roger N. Bald
win (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 179-180.

110
~ See above, pp. 27, 29.

131 This is a theme wInch pervades the Wl~itings of
Kropotkin and can be found in almost every article, pam
phlet and book lvritten by him. See especially fmtual Aid:
A Factor of Evolution.
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o£ none. 132 The laws o£ middle-class sociology proceed

ed not £rom science but £rom mystique,1 33 scienti£ic ob-

servation revealing not that ruthless internecine stri£e

or bourgeois political economy.134

Moreover, Kropotkin contends that this £ailure to

recognize the fallacy o£ bourgeois thought is not en

tirely accidental. Political economy has limited itself

to stating the facts concerning eXisting social relations,

and then justi£ying them in the interest o£ the dominant

class. 135 A pseudo-science, it is the science of the

possessing classes and stands diametrically opposed to

the findings of naturalistic observation. 136 Its concep-

tion of human nature bears no relation to reality.

In fact, Kropotkin argues, impartial study and ob

servation of the animal kingdom demonstrates conclusively

132See above, pp. LI4-45.
133Kropotldn, Anarchism: and Ideal,

in Roger Ne Baldwin e ., .Re., p. ; e Conquest
of Bread, p. 49; Modern Science and AnarChism, in Roger
N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R. P., pp .. 1L~6, 153, 18'3; and JvIut-ual
Aid: A Factor of Evolutio~, pp. 77-78.

13~opotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism, in Roger
N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 168.

135Kropotkin, The Conquest of Bread, p. 197.

136ICropo'bkin views hi s vlOrk as truly scientific. He
writes: IIIn anarchism there is no room for those pseudo
scientific laws with which the German metaphysicim1s of
the first thirty years of the nineteenth century had to
content themselves. Anarchism does not recognize any meth
od other than the natural-scientific••• "(Modern Science
and Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), ~.~o~., p. 192.
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the adaptive advantage of the mutual aid tendency.1 37

Warfare and struggle in the world of the lower animals

are not, as HUxley argued,1 38 the key determinants of

progressive evolution, for relations within a given spe-

cles are most generally based upon the principle of mu

tual aid;1 39 this holding for even carnivores and mem

bers of the rapacious species. 140 A predominant fact of

nature,141 mutual aid has enabled the physiologically

less well adapted animals, of which man is certainly one,

to survive and prosper against the odds, in the midst of

greater and more independently ferocious beasts.142 More-

137Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and Principles, in
~oger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.~., po 74; !narcnis~ M9ralitx,
~n Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., ppo 95, 97; ~th~cs:
0fig~n and Development, p. 142; and Mutual Aid: A "Pactor
O' Evolu~ion, pp. 1-75.

138See Thomas H. HuXley, llEvolution and Ethics ll , in
Julian Huxley (ed.), Touchstone for Ethics: 1893-1942'
pp .. 67-94; and "The Struggle for Existence in Human 80
cietyll, in Ashley Montagu (ad&-), 1:'lutual Aid: A Factor of
Evolution, Appendix B, pp. 329-34~. --

139Kropotkin, Anarchist MoralitI, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.), K.n.p., pp. 96-97; Ethics: Origin and Development,
p. 1L~; and }mtual Aid: A Factor of Evolution, pp. ix-~.

. 14°Kropotkin, Anarchism: Its PhilOSOP~ and Ideal,
in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. 130~ 33; and Ana~
~hist Communism: Its. Basis and Principfes, in Roger N.
Baldwin (ed. ), Ie R.. P., pp. fj), 59, 61.

141 Kropotkin, Ethics: Origin and Development, p. 14.

142Kropotkin, ~narchist Moralitz, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.), K.R.P., p. 97; and Hutual Aid: A Factor of Evolu
~, pp. 1fO-111 •
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over, the individualist conception is false both in its

application to the animal kingdom and its attribution to

men. A product of the imagination and not of science,143

Kropotkin contends:

The idea dominated the eighteenth century,
a period in which very little was kno\~ about
the origins of man; and one must add that in
the hands of the encyclopedists and of Rousseau,
the idea of the fsocial contract! became a wea
pon with which to fight against the divine right
of kings. Nevertheless, in spite of the services
it may have rendered in the past, this theory
must be seen to be false.

llw fact is that all animals, with the ex
ception of some carnivores and birds of prey and
some species which are becoming extinct, live in
societies. In the struggle for life, the gregar
ious species have an advantage over those that
are note In every animal classification they
are at the top of the ladder, and there cannot
be the slightest doubt that the first beings
with human attributes were already living in
societies. Man did not create society; society
existed before man.

We now also know--and it has been convincing
ly demonstrated by anthropology--that the point
of departure for mank~~d was not the family but
the clan, the tribe. 1LJlI.

Anterior to man and an essential attribute of him,145

143Kropotkin, Anarchist Moralitx, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.), K.R.P., pp. 80-81; and Modern Science and Anarchism,
in Roger-rr:-Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., pp. ~73-174.

1~he state: Its Historic Role, in Martin A. Miller
(ed.), ~elected writin s on Anarchism and Revolution:
PeA. Br0Eo ~, pp. •

145I\ropotkin, Anarchist Moralit~, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.), K.R.P., P. 98; and Mutual Ai: A Factor of Evolu
tion, p~-60.
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society is viewed by even the most primitive peoples as

a fact of nature. The isolated man of political philos-

1 d · t th . "t' . d 146ophy comes on y as an 0 dlty 0 e prlml lve mln •

He is not a product of the simple and the natural, but of

the unnatural and grotesquely civilized.

To a primitive man isolated life seems so
strange, so much out of the usual course of na
ture, that when he sees a tiger, a badger, a
shew-mouse leading a solitary existence, or
even when he notices a tree that stands alone,
far from the forest, he creates a legend to ex
plain this strange occurrence. He makes no le
gends to explain life in societies, but he has
one for every case of solitude. The hermit, if
he is not a sage who has temporarily withdrawn
from the world to ponder over its destinies,
or a wizard, is in most cases an outcast ban
ished for some grave transgression against the
code of social life. He has done something so
contrary to the ordinary run of life that they
have thrown him out of society. Very often he
is a sorcerer, who has the command of all sorts
of evil powers, and has something to do with
the pestilential corpses which spread contag-
ion in the world. This is why he prOWls about
at night, pursuing his wicked designs under the
cover of darln.1esfh All other beings live in so
cieties, and human thought runs in this channel.
Social lii'e--that is, we, not I--is the normal
form of life. It is lire itseli'. Therefore,
''''e' must have been the Rabi tuaI trend of thought
with the primitive man, a 'categoryf of his mind,
as Kant might have said.1 L~7

146The use of the term 'primitive' does not in the
least suggest that Kropotkin deemed such men as having a
prelogical mentality, but rather that as yet uncivilized
beings have not experienced the individualistic ethos of
bourgeois society and find it, when they do experience it,
both unnatural and distasteful.

147I~opotkin, Ethics: Origin and DeveloEment, p. 60.
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And so, argues I~opotkin, in'opposition to the theorists

o~ bourgeois individualism, it is in the tribal identifi

cation wherein lies the basis of hLuuan morality. Tae no

tions of sociality and mutual aid preceded those of indi

viduality and self-assertion,148 and lIEv'en now the psych

ology or the lower savages scarcely lrnows any 'individual'

or fpersonalityt. The dominant conception in their minds

is the tribe, with its hard-and-rast rules, superstitions,

taboos, habits, and interests. In that constant, ever-

present identi~ication of the unit with the whole, lies

the origin of all ethics. ,,149
• 0 0 Thus, social life is

a condition inseparable from human nature, and included

in this social spirit is a lI readiness to curb wilfulness

for the sake of supporting social life,,1.50_-a considera

tion which Kropotkin believes to be logical, and not in

the least a violation of one's individual libertyo1.51

148Ibid.

149Ibid •

1.5°Ibid., p. 7.5.

1.51 Since ·manls nature is social, the requirements of
social life cannot be viewed as limitations upon man's
liberty. Absolute freedom, i.e. freedom which is purely
selr-regarding, has no basis-in anarchist thought. It
is a product of the abstract, the metaphysical, the imag
ination. It is not real. Solidarity, not isolation, is
the root or genuine liberty. See Y.ropotldn, Anarchist
Morality, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 96.
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The conflicting arguments of liberal theory are,

Kropotkin maintains, merely the product of hereditary

prejudices and unsound education which preaches the bene

ficence of the state152 and fails to recognize in it

'that brute machine f which Godwin so eloquently attacked

in the name of simplicity, sincerity and equality.1 53

It is not the anarchist notion of nature which is dis-

torted, but the bourgeois one~-bastardized by a social

and econornc arrangement which requires a conception of

man pitted against every other man, in Ita perpetuall and

restlesse desire of Power after power, that ceaseth one

ly in Deathlf
•
154 Furthermore, Kropotkin asserts that

contemporary science does not confirm the Hobbesian no

tion of things, but rather substantiates, to a consider

able degree, the anarchist claims. It was not, he con

tends, the scientist Darwin, but the vulgarizer Huxley

who referred to the natural condition of man in purely

Hobbesian terms, ro~d while he conceded that Hobbesfs for-

luulations were understandable, given the condition of

152The ~~nquest ?f Bread, p. 145.

153see William Godwin, Enquiry Concel~ing Political
Justice, and Its Influence on Modern Morals and Happi
ness.

154rrobbes, Leviathan, p. 161.
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the sciences of his days, that they would reappear at a

later period and stand opposed to the findings of contem

porary naturalistic observation was, to him, unfathom

able. 155 And while Kropotkin was undoubtedly generous

in his evaluation of Darwin,156 he was correct in his as

sertion that Darvlinism was at best ambivalent and not the

blanket liberal apologia presented by ThL~ley and Spen

cer157 in the guise of a science.158 Certainly, studies

155EthiCS: Origin and Development, p. 152.

156Da~~infs work was in no sense pure science. Both
he and Wallace stumbled upon the notion of evolution
through natural selection while reading Malthusfs classic
work, An Essa on the Frinci Ie of Population, a work
which ~ se was wr~ ten ~n react~on to he anarchistic
principles espoused by Godwin in his essay entitled "On
Avarice and Profusion ll • See Charles DarvTin, The Origin of
Species, p. 53; Richard Hofstadter, Social Da~~inism in
American Thou~, pp. 38-39; and Alfred Russel Wallace,
Social Environment and Moral Progress, p. 153.

157contrary to popular opinion, Spencerism is not the
reflection of biological Darwinism in the social arena.

,In fact, Spencer had arrived at many of the conclusions so
often attributed to Darwin much earlier, and had by 1850
(the date of publication of his Social Statics) consoli
dated most of the ideas he was said to have taken from
Darwin nine years before the publication of The Origin of
.S~ecies, a faot which suggests that Darwinism mIght more
f~ttingly be .referred to as biological Spencerism, rather
than the more common appropriation of the term social Dar
winists to refer to Spencerians. See Marvin Harris, The
Rise of Anthro¥oloBical Theort, p. 126; George W. Stockfng,
Jr., Race, CuI"ure, and Evolu ion, p. 122; and Robert L.
carneiro. (ed .. f, Herbert Spenc,er: The ~volution of Socio!.
2Q., p. ~.

158Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought,
p. 201.
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in contemporary biology and anthropology tend to co~irm

the Kropotkinian analysis,159 for, if there was in the

writings of Darwin, solace for rugged individualists, so,

too, was there much of comfort for the progressive ele

ments in society160_-men who adhered to the notions of

social solidarity and fraternity.161

Having laid to rest the bourgeois contention that

some men are by nature invasive beings governed by an

unbridled egoism and hence necessarily engaged in ir

rational and asocial behaviour, Kropotkin goes on to pos

tulate a new ethic--a scientific ethic--one based upon

the true nature of man and not contrived to explain and

justify the dehummlizing and brutalizing relations of

existing society. Men have, he contends, an inborn need

for solidarity, for unity, for belonging--a need ,vhich

159Ashley Montagu writes: "The fact is that Kropotkin
had a much more accurate conception of the nature of com
petition as a process of evolution than most nineteenth
centul"'Y biologistsll(Darwin: Com etition and Coo eration,
pp. 41-L~2). See also Theo OSlUS 0 zhansq, anlnn Evolv
in: The Evolution of the Human Species, pp. 133-1}4;
George Gay or Slmpson, l_e 0 e Pas : An Introduction
to Paleontolo~y, pp. 14o=1~o, and The Meaning of Evolution,
pp. 221-222,268, 299-300.

160Darwin, The Descent of Man, chapter II, especially
p. 472, n. 5. .

161 Marx considered Darwin's work to be one of the
seminal works of the century, and considered it fortun
ate that The Origin of Species appeared in the same year
as his Critique of Political Economy. See John Hewetson,
lIMutual Aid and So'cial Evolution ll , Anarchy, V, 9 (Septem
ber 1965), p. 258.
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has exhibited itselr repeatedly in the mutual aid ten

dencyof animals from the smallest ant on up,162 and has

characterized the tribal life of primitive man,163 much

of the philosophy of the ancients,16L~ the village com

munes and guilds of the middle ages, 165 and exists even

in contemporary society in those voluntary and self-help

organizations such as lifeboat associations and public

libraries. 166 Viewing man's nature as social, and work

as a physiological necessity,167 I~opotkin transcends

the Malthusian obsession with scarcity, and seeks to pro-

vide what he deems a scientific and objective basis for

162Anarchist Morality, in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.),
K.R.P., pp. 96-97; and Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution,
pp. 1-75.

163Ethics: Ori~in and Development, pp. 51-52, 59-60,
64, 71-73; ¥mtual Ald: A Factor of EvOlution, pp. 76-114;
and The state: Its Historic Role, in Martin A. Miller (ed.),
Selected Writin s on Anarchism and Revolution: P.A. Kro
potkin, pp. 21 -21 •

16~odern Science and Anarchism, in Roger N. Baldwin
(ed.), K.R.P., pp. 159-160.

165Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution, pp. 153-222; and
The State: Its Historic Role, in Martin A. Miller (ed.),
Selected Writings on Anarchism and Revolution: PeA. Kro
£ot~i~, pp. 227-235.

'166Anarchist Communism: Its Basis and Princi les, in
Roger N. Baldwin· ed. , K.R.P., pp.
of Bread, pp. 63-64; and ::.::Hu~tu=a::.:l-:..:.A::::.i.:::d~:_:..::....=-=-=-=.::::..=........=.;::..-;::::..:.,..::....:;.;;....;...:.--,-~
pp. 223-292.

167Anarclust Communism: Its Basis and Principles, in
Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), K.R.P., p. 71; The Conquest of
Bread, pp. 160-161; and The Great French Revolution, p. 574.
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a new morality. In so doing he has rejected not merely

liberal political and economic arrangements, but also

bourgeois morality, and replaced it with a very differ

ent and genuinely democratic anarchist ethic--an ethic

which demonstrates by far the greater relation be~yeen

anarchism and socialism, and its basis more clearly as

a repudiation of, rather than extension of, liberalism.



III

BENJANTIf R. TUCKER: A STUDY IN

INDIVIDUALIST ANARCHISM

While co~nunist and collectivist forms of anarchist

thought, throughout the past century, held the spotlight, en-

gaging as its adherents were in a nmnber of the most bitterly

fought and vituperative debates which plagued the early years

of the International, another group which claimed the right

to call itself anarchist, and even socialist, while pointedly

anti-communist,1 emerged and died on American soil. Its roots

lay not in the metaphysical notion of equality, but in the

individual. Its baclafard-looldng, individualist orientation

gave way in the early years of this century to despair among

its ailllerents. Some joined the communist anarchists, and

others the socialists, while many merely retreated into their

own private catacombs, in the forlorn hope of emerging once

.. 1 . d 2agaln In a ess oppresslve ay.

1The word tC01®lunist t is generally used in individual
ist anarchi3t literature to describe what is viewed as an
authoritarian or paternalistic state socialism as opposed to
the notion of libertarian socialism.

2Charles A. Hadison, ltJ3enjamin R. Tucker: Individual-
ist and Anarchist tl , The UeH I!~gland Quarterly, XVI (3eptember
1 943 ), p. 1.~64•

66
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Unlike his comrades Hho finally gave Hay to the ap-

parently ever-advancing and overpowering forces of capitalism,

corpox'atism, and collectivism, Benjamin Ricketson Tucker, the

movement's leading spokesman, never abandoned his fundamental

commitment to the cause of individualist anarchism, and fell

in his old age into a deep and realistic pessimism" tIRe felt

himself l' , writes Madison, "in the grip of irresistible forces:

a strident monopolistic capitalism, a madly aggressive nation-

alism, and a worldwide social goose-stepping were brutally

stifling individual liberty,,!l3 1,fuat had previously seemed a

straight-forward and viable plan for the reassertion of indi-

vidual liberty, now appeared even to Tucker--the 'scientific

anarchist,4_- the vision of a utopian dreMler" In a postscript

to a book of his Hritings edited by Clarence Lee SHartz,5

Tucker wrote: IlToday the ...:ray is not so cleal"" The four mono

polies, uru~indered, have made possible the modern development

of the trust, and the trust is naif a monster vrhich, I fear,

even the .freest banking, could it be instituted, Hould be

3Ibid., p. L~67.

4Herbe;t L. Osgood, IlS cienti.fic Anarchism", Politi
cal Science Quarterly, IV, 1 (Barch 1889), p" 1.

5The book, entitled Individual Liberty: Selections
From the Hritinp's of Ben 'amin H. Tucker, i-laS .first published
in H01-f Yox'k by VanguD.I'd Press in 192. It Has largely an
abridgement of the author's Oi-f11. Instead of a Book, although
it does include a few brie.f pieces Hhich appeared in Libert.il
after 1893.
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unable to destroy.1I 6 A change in his mood Has also intiraat-

ed in a letter to Joseph Ishill, written in January of 1935.

He there stated: III put the Anarchist case as a goal that

humanity moves towards. But the exact routes? Ahl It is

not easy to map theml l17

8The goal, hOHever, remained for him ever the same,

and this was the creation of a genuinely co-operative soci-

ety fOlmded upon the principles of individual liberty and

equality--a position which, it will be argued in the remain-

del' of this chapter, distinguishes ~lcker from. liberals and

6In Rudolf Rocker, Pioneers of American Preedom:
Origin of Liberal and Radical rrhought in America, p. '137.

7Ibid., p. 136.

8Tucker's continuing, though disillusioned, commit
ment to the cause of individualist anarchism is demonstrated
in his treatment of Victor S. Yarros, a long time friend and
associate, as an object of disdain. Yarros had, during the
early decades of this century, come to recognize the appar
ent inevitability of growth in the economy and compromised
his individualism with the forces of collectivism. And while
Yarros's concessions were nlinimal (support for child labour
laws, old age pensions, social insurance, and the like),
Tuclcer's response vTaS vitriolic. Of this one time individu
alist anarchist turned 'indeDendent radical' he 11rote: \lIt
remains only to add that Victor Yarros, ""ho nOH parades in
the role of a mere observer, was for many years my most ac
tive participant in Anarchistic propagandism,--a fact which
he is now careful to conceal. lance admired him; I now
despise him ll (In Uilliam o. Reichert" Pal"tisans of Freedom:
A Study in American Ana~chism, p. 17~):--See also Victor s.
Yarros, "Pliilosophical Anarchism: Its Rise, Decline, and
Eclipse II, l\...merican JouI'nal of Sociolog-:[, XLI, ~_ (JanuaI'y
1936), pp. 470-403; and, IIPhilosophical Anarchism (1880
1910) ll, JouI'nal of Social Philosoph:;z:, VI (April 1941 ), pp.
251.~-262.
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anarchocapitalists and clearly places him outside the riGht

\fing tradition in Ar.1erican thought. Those theorists who

have mistakenly or deliberately claimed Tucker as one of the

forefathers of contemporary lUnerican conservatism9 have, in

many cases, read their ovm essentially liberal assilluptions

into his thought and have not recognized its specifically non-

exploitative and co-operative character. Nor should Tucker

be confused in any sense with those liberal reformers \'lho

seel;,: a return to a form of nineteenth century competi tive

. t l' 10capl a lsm, fop his cI'iticisms wePe directed not merely a-

gainst the monopolies and the tI'Usts which chapacterize the

olieopolistic maPket, but against capitalism itself.

Part of the difficulty, howeveI', may lie with TuckeI',

1'01", despite his I'epeated asseptions of equal liberty (be it

l'pam a specifically individualistic and not cornuunistic peI'

spective)11 as his pPimary and inalienable postulate, he re-

peatedly confuses the issue by degI'ading the '110ble savage'

type of mythology and contending, in a manner I'eminiscent of

9DI'. HurPay Hothbard has included Tucker in the Arno
PI'ess/UeH York Times Collection entitled IIlrhe HiGht Hing In
dividualist Tradition In lu~erica". Also, a nwubep of CI'itics
and anthologists of al1archist thouGht have suggested the sim
ilarity botHeen Tuckerian anarchism and bouI'geois individu
alism.

10SUC11 notable l'b 1 I"lt F' dm A R d_ 1 era s as 11 on 'rle an, yn ~an ,
and FriedPich Hayek.

11
See above, pp. 7-8, 41-L12.
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Prouo.hon, that private property is compatible Hith production

on a large scale without the exploitation of labour. 12 Fur

thermore, he adds to the confusion by asserting that lithe 10.

boper can do nothing Hithout capital ll ,1 3 and contends that

men Hould be fools to sacrifice all the comforts of civiliza

tion and return to a poverty-stpicken state of bapbarism.14

These assertions, coupled with his refusal to engage in any

form of power politics--viewing as he did all fornlS of govepn

mental legislation as invasion15_-have perhaps led some to

conclude that Tuckerian anarchism is but little mope than a

slightly modified fornl of classical laissez-faire liberalism.

~Dis is clearly not the case.

Tucker did not intend for his position to be taken as

in any way a justification for the existing capitalist market

economy, but rather intended to demonstrate that the problem

for e::isting social arpanBements lay not only in the inequi-

table distribution of land but also in the inequitable dis-

tribution of capital. His solution differed considerably from

that proferred by those who eithep claim for themselves or

12Benjamin R. Tucker, Instead of a Book: By a Han Too
Busy to Uri te One: A Fraementary ~-;;~ositfOn-o"""""r-""P"'h-';-i"""'l-o-s-o-p-'l:-J.l'r-lc-.-0."'1
Anarchism, p. 395.

1 31, . 0. 321~., p. •

14Ibid., pp. 321-322.

15Ibid ., pp. 23, and 61.
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are claimed by others to be his leGitimate heirs. It lay not,

as does Rand's, in the restoration of nineteenth century 'com-

petitive' capitalism, an economy Hhich Tucker even then did

not see as competitive,16 but rather in the establishraent of

an equitable society in which industry would be stimulated

through optimluTI land utilization and the granting of free cap-

ital through a scheme of fI'ee banking. Having once received

access to land and capital, workers, according to Tucker, will

IIbe independent of their employers, and then the labor prob

lem 'Hill be solvedo ll17 This solution rests not merely in the

liberal reformer's bid to end oligopoly, but in the absolute

dissolution of capital as a monopolistic property. Ius ulti-

mate goal is a classless society, a society in 'Hhich all men

(and H'omen)18 are capitalists and labourers silllultaneously.19

Thus, Hhile Tucker's commitment to the fl"'ee market

as a precondition to the realization of his libertarian be-

liefs presages Hayek's thesis that goverrunent intervention

in the economy cannot but lead to a most dismal and repressive

17Ib i d., p. 321.

18Tucker vieHs Homen as equal to men and looks fOr\vard
to a day "Hhen every individual, -'Iilhether man or Homan, shall
be self-supporting, and 11hen each shall have an independent
home of his or her Olffi ll (Ibid., p. 15).

19Ibid ., pp. 403-L~OL~.
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serfdom,20 his equally significant commitment to the notion

of equality precludes an acceptance of certain fUll.damental

assertions of classical liberalism. -;fuile it may be argued

that the classical liberal or traditional laissez-faire the-

orist held as his initial postulate the natural freedom and

equali ty of y.len, it is also incontrovertible that he justi-

fied the individual1s alienation of his liberty by justify-

ing profit maximization. As Loclce clearly moved from an ini-

tial position of equality and freedom to an ultimate justifi

cation of the capitalist market economy,21 so, too, did Smith,

Benth&~, Spencer, Hayek, Friedman, and Rand come to justify a

state of affairs based upon inequality through the overriding

assertion of man I s natural and avaricious proclivi t;)T to lmlim-

ited material acquisition, and with it the maximization of

20This position is held by a number of liberal theorists,
Hayek being by no means the first. Herbert Spencer gave voice
to such a theory in an article entitled liThe Coming Slaveryll,
in 1-.Thich he Hrote that llAll socialism involves slaveryll, adding
that

If, Hithout option, he has to labour for the society,
and receives from the seneral stock such portion as
the 80ciety aHaI'ds hbl, he becomes 3. slave to the so
ciety. Socialistic 3.rrangements necessitate an en
slavement of this kind; and towards such an enslave
ment many recent measures, and still l~lore the measures
advocated, are carryin~ us.

Hayek I s student and disciple Hilton Friedman also vim'Is equal
ity and freeQom as necessarily antasonistic. Soe Milton Fried
man, Capitali s:n and Freeclon; Friodric~l. Hayek, T~1e Hoad to Serf
dom; and :-Iorbert 3nencer, The Han versus tho state, especially
pp. 100-101. ~ -

21
See above, pp. 7-9.
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power over others. 22

Having taken this position, and having assumed man to

be in essence an infinite desirer and conSliner of material u-

tilities and power over others, the liberal theorist is left

with little alternative but to establish a strong and secure

goverrunent strictly limited in duty to the protection of indi

vidual property.23 ttBe it or be it not true ll
, 1"lrites Spencer,

IIthat 11an is shapen in iniquity and conceived in sin, it is

unquestionably true that Governraent is begotten of aggression

24and by aggression. tt The need for govern..ment, argues Fried-

man, lies in manls imperfectibility for freedoms necessarily

conflict. 25 And according to Rand, capitalism is incompatible

. th ' . n b t . t 261·Tl anarcillsm, lor men, y na ure, requlre goverlLmen •

Since every man is a self-o~mer, a self-possessor, a decision-

22See Adam Smith, The Uealth of Nations; Jeremy Ben
tham, An Introduction to the Principles of Hor8.1s and Legisla
tion, in Jhe Utilitarians, pp. 5-398; Spencer, The Han versus
the State; Hayek, l1'he TIoad to Serfdom; Friedman, Capitalism
and l"I'eedom; Ayn Hand, CaDi talism: The Unlmm·m Ideal; and,
A;Y11 Hand and Hnthaniel Branden, rrhe--"'ITrtue of-Self-:IShness:
A UeH Concept of Er>-9..i sm.

23Given these ac~uisitive and avaricious tendencies,
lllen Hould find themselves, Hi thout govepillwnt, in a continual
and peppetual stX'ugCle. '1'llep8 Hould be little industpy, little
improvement, and little lJI'oduction. ThUS, gov8I'IT:'1ent is re
quired to enhanc8 the condition of nan.

24spencer, ~l'he E8.n vorsus the State, p. 112.

25v . "r C··t 1" d Tl d' ,., c' .....6....'rlemi1D.n, apl a lSln an ....'ree o.n, pp. C-...J-c:.. •

26Rand , Capi talislTI: The Unlmolln. Ideal, p. 125.
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maker, motivated by desire and engaged in a ceaseless battle

for limited or scarce27 cOILmodities--selfish and hence ra

tional and even virtuous,28 according to Rand and Branden-

govern~lent is required as a mediator, moderator, and arbitor. 29

As private property is introduced as the essential

precondition of liberty, and the freely competitive market

. as its maximizer and gual'lantor, so capi tal accumulation is

justified by contemporary liberals and conservatives just as

it was in the seventeenth century by John Locke, and in the

eighteenth century by Adam Smith. Rand, continuing the tra-

dition, declares:

~hen great industrialists made fortunes on a
free market (i. e., "I;d thout the use of force, l1i th
out government assistance or interference), they
created nel1 wealth--they did not take it from
those Hho had not created. If you doubt it, take.
a look at the 'total social productl--and the
standard of living--of those countries where such
men are not permitted to exist.30

So, too, contends Murray Rothbard.

27The context of scarcity need bear little relation
to the actual material conditions of society. Given the as
su~~tion of t~~limited desire, the liberal theorist cannot but
envisage man as perpetually in a state of scarcity. See
Macpherson, Democratic TheorY: Essays in Retrieval, pp. 17
'19, 63-70, and ':fl1.0"1l8R:l Uor-ld-Q1'-Don;0-6rac71, pp.·-61-=-6L~.

28~and and Branden, The Virtue of Selfishness, pp. vii-

29priewnan, Q2pi~alisn and Pre~dom, pp. 25-26.

30nand, CaDitalism: Tile Unlmmffi Ideal, D. 125.
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Tae free market ••• transmutes the jungle's
destructive competition for meager subsistence in
to a peaceful cooperative competition in the ser
vice of one's self and others. In the jungle, some
gain only at the expense of others. On the market,
everyone gains. It is the market--the contractual
society--that wrests order out of chaos, that sub
dues nature and eradicates the jungle, that per
mits the 'weak' to live productively, or out of
gifts from production, and in a regal style com
pared to the life of the 'strong' in the jungle.
Furthermore, the market, by raising the living
standards, permits man the leisure to cultivate
the very qualities of civilization that distinguish
him from the brutes. 31

It is an assertion like this which leads the 'libertarian'

Hospers to conclude that if General Motors has monopoly power,

it is only because it deserves it. 32 He contends that the

freedom to grow, to engulf, and to corner the market is an es-

sential attribute of the free market. Without it, business

would deteriorate, enterprise dissolve, and the economy stag

nate. Were it not for the incentive of profit, more particu

larly pure profit, the economy would come to a standstill,33

and with it, democracy would crumble. 34 Hospers concludes:

31Murray Rothbard, Power and Market: Government and
the Economy, p. 168.

32John Hospers, Libertarianism: A Political Philoso
Rhy for Tomorrow, po 172.

33Ibid ., p. 173.

3~e word 'democracy' is used by these theorists as a
synonym for liberalism. They do not mean by it a society in
which there is any genuine equality, but rather one in which
the capitalist market is allowed to operate free from govern
mental interference.
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Capitalism is the economic system of free
dom to produce and freedom to trade the products
of one's labor on the free open market. Freedom
of Eroduction and trade is the essence of the
capitalistic system. Equally important is the
freedom of individuals to keep the fruits of
their labor; if people were free to produce and
trade, but not free to keep what they had earned,
there would be no incentive to produce and the
system of economic liberty (capitalism) would
not function.35

Capitalism is reconomic democracyr, the consumer is rking r36__

or so, at ro~y rate, goes the liberal myth.

And it is as a rayth that Tucker views it. Always

calling himself a socialist--while condemning any suggestion

of communal or social ownership--Tucker accepts the initial

assertions of the liberal theorists, i.~., individual self

o\~ership and the assumption of equality inherent in it. 37

He, however, rejects the notion of unlimited desire whic~

stands behind the liberal acceptance of inequality in socio-

economic relations and hence he can, in all consistency, re-

ject the government i{hich upholds or helps to create this un

just, inequitable, and power-laden state of affairs. In a

calm and logical manner, Tucker makes a carefully deliberated

and persuasively argued case for individualist anarchism as

35Hospers, Libertarianism, p. 104.

36Ibid~, pp. 104-105.

37Implicit in the notion of self-ownership is the as
sumption that all men are equal at least in so far as each
has sole rights over himself (at the beginning).
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the true meaning of' democracy. Socialism (meaning libertar

ian socialism and not authoritarian or state socialism) is

right, he argues, in rejecting the social and economic ine-

qualities in contemporary society, which make a mockery of'

its democratic claims. Furthermore, he contends that these

political assertions are but a veil f'or the coerciveness of

the interests which manipulate and utilize the state and

that these interests could not retain their artif'icial posi-

tion of' supremacy were it not f'or the power they have accumu

lated in the name of' the state. Rent,38 interest, and pro

f'it--that 'trinity of usuryf--require the state to ensure

their continued existence, for the state is both their crea

tor and perpetuator. 39 The socialists, moreover, are wrong

in their attribution of this unjust state of' aff'airs to com

petition, for llIt is not competition, but monopoly, that de

prives labor of' its product. 1l40 And, it is the state, ar

gues Tucker, which gives the four monopolies--land, Dloney and

38Hhen Tucker speaks of the abolition of rent, he means
monopolistic rent ("that paid by tenant to landlord lt

) and not
. economic rent ("that advantage enjoyed by the occupant of su
perior land"). The f'irst is man-made and, he argues, can be
rectif'ied. The second is a f'act of nature and, unfortunately,
must be lived with. The f'irst is a blatant denial of' liberty
and must, he concludes, be destroyed. (See Tucker, Instead of'
a Book, p. 300; and u\'lhy I Am an Anarchist ll

, in Libertarian
Broadsides, No.4, p. 37.

39Tucker, Instead of' a Book, p. 6.

4°Tucker, llWhy I Am an Anarchist lt
, p. 37.
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balliting, trade, and patents and copyrights--the capability of

creating all the evils of society, surplus wealth being 'the

culprit t and the recipient 'the usurer t • 41 Anyone, argues

Tucker, who engages in exchange for more than an equivalent

of the labour value inherent in the product is a usurer,42

including any man who accepts a penny for which he has not

himself directly worked. 43 Wages, inheritance, gifts, and

gambling aside, every process whereby men gain wealth rests

upon a monoPoly,44 and vice is the effect and not the cause

41Tucker, Instead of a Book, p. 6. Tucker's rejection
of usury was not new but continued a long tradition in moral
and ethical theory. Classical and medieval theorists had long
criticized it. Aristotle had written in the fourth century
B.C. that retail trade (trade engaged in for gain) lIis justly
censured,'because the gain in which it results is not natur
ally made [from plants and animals], but is made at the ex
pense of other men. The trade of the petty usurer [the ex
treme example of that form of the art of acquisition which is
connected Hi th retail trade] is hated most, and Hith most rea
son: it makes a profit from currency itself, instead of mak
ing it from the process [i.e. of exchange] which currency was
meant to serve. Currency came into existence merely as a
means of exchange; usury tries to make it increase [as though
it were an end in itself] •••• of all modes of acquisition,
usury is the most unnatural .. " See Aristotle, The Politics,
pp. 28-29. Tucker's criticisms of usury are very similar to
those of Aristotle. See below, pp. 81, 92.

42A usurer is a man who lives off the labour of others.
M1 idler, he merely collects the surplus value of the labour
of others (be this in the form of feudal taxation, rent, in
terest, or profit). See Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 177
178, 396, and 398.

43Ibido, p. 178.

44Tucker, llHhy I Am an Anarchist", p. 37.
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of poverty.45 Its cause lies deeply embedded in monopoly, and

not, as many socialists contend, in private property. Proper

ty limited to use and occupancy is, according to Tucker, nei-

ther the cause of manifold sUffering nor of existing and debil

itating power relations. It is not property per ~ which is

evil, but monopolistic control of property--for this alone en-.

tails a denial of liberty.46 The problem lies not in the right

of possession, but in the right of unlimited possession.47

It is on this point that Tucker and the individualist

anarchists clearly distinguish themselves from both the so

cialist (including communist anarchist) and liberal theorists.

They differ from the former in their defence of even a limited

right to private property and in their utter rejection of

cOlmnunal o~inership and equal distribution.48 In ethos, how-

ever, they are far closer to the socialists than to the tra-

ditional supporters of laissez-faire, men who uphold privilege

and justify the existence of monopoly power. 49 Thus, Tucker

45Tucker, Instead of a Book, p. 58.
46Ibid., pp. 395-396.

47In taking this position, Tucker followed Proudhon who
had distinguished between possession and property, the former
being legitimate possession of a product by its producer, the
latter illegitimate but legally privileged wealth (i.~. the
power of usury). See Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 391-392,
and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, ~at Is Property?, pp. 271-274.

4
8See below, pp. 93-91~, 96-98.

49Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 292, 370-374, and 403-
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contends that rfree r trade, if- it is to be free, must be com

pletely free and not the half-way arrangement that so-called

free-traders support. They are not, he argues, genuine ex-

ponents of the doctrine of laissez-faire for they support,

without question, the greatest and most oppressive monopoly

of all--the money monopoly, upon which all other monopolies

hinge. 50 Of the Manchester school he writes:

They agree and insist that it is nothing less
than tyranny for the government to clip a large
slice out of the foreign product which anyone
chooses to import, but are unable to detect any
violation of freedom in the exclusive license
given by the government to a conspiracy of note
shaving corporations called national banks,
which are enabled by this monopoly to clip any
where from three to fifteen per cent out of the
credit which the people are compelled to buy of
them. Such rfree trader as this is the most
palnable shMQ to anyone who really looks into
i to~1

In so arguing, Tucker contends, that the spokesmen

for the Manchester school are engaging in justificatory theory,

and merely defending the status quo. 52 A truly free market is

not the end of these rso-called r laissez-faire econonusts, but

their most bitter opponent and enemy. The market does not and

cannot exist so long as the state guarantees the security of

the banking and money monopoly and precludes the freedom to

50Ibid., pp. 292-296.

51Ibid., p. 292.

52Ibid., p. 86.
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take possession of unoccupied land.53 Such abnegation of in-

dividual liberty prevents the realization of economic demo

cracy, and makes the state's role as coercer and denier of

freedom essential for the protection of that elite which pros-

pers from the advantages accrued from their privileged posi

tion of monopolists" 5L~ "Those 'tiho would have the usurer re-

warded for rendering a service always find it convenient to

forget that the usurer's victims would not need his service

were it not that the laws made at his bidding prevent them

from serving themselveso"55 So, too, does he condemn phil

anthropy,56 and quotes with approval the following inscrip-

tion:

IIThis hospital a pious person built, c'

But first he made the poor "ifherewith to fill 1 t,,1177

Tucker holds that such vast accQ~ulations of money

were not the natural product of economic processes but of

privilege, for labour is the only true measure of price.58

In taking this position, Tucker follows in the tradition of

53Ibido, p. 85.

54Ibid., pp. 454, and 460-4610

55Ibid., po 292 0

56Ibid., pp. 483-487.

57Ibid .. , p. 26.

58L-b4d., c' d 200... pp. 7, an •
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Warren59 and Proudhon, and not. that of Ricardo and Smith. Un

like the latter who contend that past labour too is entitled

to its just reward, and that all factors of production contri-

bute to the process and hence should be compensated, Tucker

and his associates argue that labour alone is entitled to re

60ward and that fairly and only once. Capital is dead matter

and a return on it is usury, pure and simPle. 61

59Josiah Warren is a relatively obscure, but most in
teresting, character in the history of American economic and
political theory. Originally an ~fenite, this New England
Puritan became one of the progenitors of philosophical anar
chism. He concluded that the major problems encountered by
his mentor's communal experiment at New Harmony lay in its
paternalistic and socialistic nature, for what's everybody's
business is nobody's business.. \{arren did not, however, give
up the idea of a society free from exploitation and oppres
sion, and through practical experimentation came up with the
notion of a community founded upon the ~{in principles of.
tindividual sovereignty' and tcost the limit of pricer, from
which issued his notion of equitable commerce. See Josiah
Warren, Equitable Commerce, and True Civilization: An Im
media te Necessity and the Last Ground of Hope for l'1anldnd.
See also, William Bailie, Josiah Warren, the First American
Anarchist, and IIJosiah Warren li , in George B. Lockwood (ed.),
.The New Harmon;y Hovement, pp. 294-306; Bo"nnan N. Hall, liThe
Economic Ideas of Josiah Warren, First American Anarchist ll

,

History of Political Economy, VI (1974), pp. 95-108; James J ..
Martin, Men Against the State: The Expositors of Individu
alist Anarchism in America, 1827-1908, pp. -11-108; John
Humphrey Noyes, Strange Cults & Utopias of 19th Century Ameri
ca, pp. 98-101; and, Eunice N. Schuster, IlNative American
Anarchism ll

, in Smith College Studies in Ristor;;:, XVII (Octo
ber-July 1931-32), pp. 93-1050

60Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp .. 184, and 187 ..

61 Ibid., ppo 184-185 .. Tucker, like \{arren and Proudhon
before him, refuted the notion of the productivity of capital
ffi1d argued in favour of a tno-profit' theory of political e
conomy. See, pp. 183-187, 300, and 302 0
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Thus, he contends that capitalists are not democrats

but elitists, and that the state they so blatantly justify is

a class-based state.

During the rebellion, when all of us, ex
cept the much abused 'copperheads', temporarily
lost control of our reasoning faculties (we dare
say that even the editor of the Nation at that
time forgot himself and became sentimental for
once), we got very angry with Carlyle for patly
putting the American Iliad in a nutshell and epi
grrummatically establishing the substantial simi
larity between the condition of slave labor at
the South and that of so~called 'free' labor at the
North. England's blunt old sham-hater was an
swered with much boisterous declamation about
'freedom of contract t , and his attention was
proudly called to the fact that the laborer of
the North could follow his Oi~ sweet will,' leav-
ing his employer when he saw fit, attaching him
self to any other iV'illing to hire him, or, if he
preferred, setting up in business for himself and
employing others. He was at liberty, it was loud
ly proclaimed by our abolitionists and free-traders,
to Hork when he pleased, and no man could say him.
nay. What are we to think, then, when the chief
newspaper exponent of the ffreedom of contract'
philosophy deliberately sacrifices the only answer
that it could make to Carlyle's indictment by pro
posing the introduction of a military discipline
into industry, Which, in assimilating the laborer
to the soldier, would make him--what the soldier
is--a slave? Think? Simply this,--that the hypo
critical thieves and tyrants Hho for years have
been endeavoring to make their victims believe them
selves freemen see that the game is nearly up, and
that the time is fast approaching when they must
take by the horns the bull of outraged industry,
which, maddened by the discovery of its hitherto
invisible chains, is making frantic efforts to burst
them it knows not how. It is a point gained. An
enemy in the open field is less formidable than one
in ambush. \ihen the capitalists shall be forced to
show their true colors, the labg~ers will then know
against uhom they are fighting.

62Ibid., p. 460.
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The battle lines are draitffi, for liThe whole industrial and com-

mercial world is in a state of internecine war, in which the

proletaires are massed on one side and the proprietors on the

other" 11
63

The so-called laissez-fairists, Tucker contends, are

not unbiased scientists as they proclaim, but proponents of

an inequitable theory and supporters of an exploitative and

dehumaniZing regime. Thus, he has this to say of Herbert

Spencer:

Mr. Spencer convicts legislators of undeniable
and enormous sins in meddling with and curtailing
and destroying the people's rights. Theirsins
are sins of commission. But 11r o Spencer's sin of
omission is quite as grave. He is one of those
persons who are making a wholesale onslaught on
Socialism as the incarnation of the doctrine of
State omnipotence carried to its highest power.
And I am not sure that he is quite honest in this •.
I begin to be a little suspicious of him. It seems
as if he had forgotten the teachings of his earlier
writings, and had become a champion of the capital
istic class. It will be noticed that in these
later articles, amid his multitudinous illustrations
(of which he is a prodigal as ever) of the evils o~
legislation, he in every instance cites some law
passed, ostensibly at least, to protect labor, al
leviate suffering, or promote the people's welfare.
He demonstrates beyond dispute the lamentable fail
ure in this direction. But never once does he call
attention to the far more deadly and deep-seated
evils groHing out of the imlUmerable laws creating
privilege and sustaining monopoly. You must not
protect the weak against the strong, he seems to
say, but freely supply all the weapons needed by
the strong to oppress the weak. He is greatly
shocked that the rich should be directly taxed to
support the poor, but that the poor should be in
directly taxed and bled to make the rich richer
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does not outrage his delicate sensibilities in
the least. Poverty is increased by the poor laws,
says l1r. Spencer. Granted; but what about the
rich laws that caused and still cause the poverty
~hich the poor laws add? That is by far the
more important questiogp. yet ~w. Spencer tries to
blink it out of sight. ~

Furthermore, Tucker applauds the position taken by Stephen

Pearl Andrews,65 in a speech given before the Manhattan Li

beral Club, that

Mr. Spencer is not the radical laissez faire
philosopher which he pretends to be; that the
only true believers in laissez faire are the
Anarchists; that individualism must be supple
mented by the doctrines of equity and courtesy;
and that, while State Socialism is just as dan
gerous and tyrannical as Mrs Spencer pictures
it, "there is a higher and nobler form of So
cialism which is not only not slavery, but which
is our only means of ~escue from all sorts and
degrees of slavery."66 ,

Tucker's critique of the proponents of laissez-

faire would hold equally, to-day, for the writings of such

defenders of the capitalist system as Ayn Rand and Milton

64Ibid., p. 370.

65stephen Pearl Andrews was the leading student and
disciple of Josiah Warren. His Science and Society (New
York, 1852) is generally considered to be the fullest and
clearest statement of the former's ideas. See Martin, Men
Against the State, pp. 65-72; Schuster, Native American-xn
archism, pp. 1 0"b='111; and, Harvey \'lish, "Stephen Pearl An
drews, American Pioneer Sociologist", Social Forces, XIX,
4 (May 1941), pp. 477-482, especially pp. 478-479.

66Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 370-371.
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Friedman. 67 These theorists, especially Rand, look back with

longing to the good old days of the nineteenth century--days

which spa1~ed the radical criticisms of a Marx, a Proudhon,

and a Warren, besides the scorn of even such liberal theorists

as John stuart Mill and T.H. Green. None was more critical,

however, than Tucker and his school of American individualist

anarchists. uNo other radical group", Vlrites James J. Martin,

"denO"J.1!'lCed the prevailing system more vigorously than the

spolmsmen for individualist anarchism.,,68 \fuile they adhered

strictly to the concept of private property (Viewing it as a

precondition of liberty), the right which included use and

disposal was to be strictly limited. Ownership of land was to

67~ fact, 'a similar criticism has been levelled at
them by the new right-wing 'libertarian' school headed by Mur
ray Rothbard, and including such bourgeois radicals as }lorris
and Linda Tannehill and Jarret B. Wollstein. These theorists
call themselves anarchocapitalists and clearly distinguish
their position in socio-political thought from the unrelentent
and pessimistic conservatism of the Buckleys, the more radi
cal, but essentially nineteenth century liberalism of the
Rands and the Friedmans, and even from that group of 'liber
tarians', such as Hospers, who remain in the final analysis
governmentalists. The prime stress of all these authors has
been placed upon the question of government and taxation as
invasion. None of these twentieth century theorists, however,
has even considered the possibility of retreating into the
co-operative world of Warren's 'equitable commerce' or that
of Tucker's Proudhonian-inspired mutualism. In so stressing
the political and legalistic elements, none has attacked, as
did the individualist anarChists, the fundamental question
of the net transfer of powers, and its implicit critique of
surplus value.

68Martin, Men Against the State, p. 7.
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be restricted to occupancy and use,69 and capital was to be

freely available to all~70 Tucker necessarily viewed the

acquisition of property as limited, labour providing the on

ly legitimate title to it. 71

Claiming his position to be scientific and value

free,72 Tucker, unlike his predecessors in the anarchist tl"a

dition,73 based this limitation of property rights upon what

he considered to be pragmatic and amoral considerations, the

basis of his ethical theory being originally utility and la

ter the more extreme egoism of James L~ Walker. 74 Tucker's

brand of egoism, however, demanded equal liberty75 as fully

as did Godwin's ideal 'justice t76 and Warren's natural rights,

346.

6·
9Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 12, 61, 178, 300,· and

70Ibid., pp. 273-274, 281-282, and 321.

71 Ibid., pp. L~00-401.

72~., pp~ 24, 41-42, 64, 132, 210-212, and 350.

73Godwin, Warren, and Proudhon had each subscribed to
the highly moralistic principle of equality. Tucker retains
the commitment (see n. 75), but rejects the moralism (see n.
72) •

74See James L. Halker, The Philosoph;r of Egoism.

75Tucker, Instead of a Bool~, pp. 35, 41-42, 64-65,
350, and It57-458.

76William Godwin, Enquiry Concerning Political Jus
tice and Its Influence on Morals and Happiness, ed. F.E.L.
Priestley, v. I, pp. 125-140.
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a postulate not asserted by the classical liberal theorists

and both asserted and denied by liberal democrats. 77 He

writes:

I regard liberty as the chief essential to man's
happiness, and therefore as the most important
thing in the world, and I certainly want as much
of it as I can get. But I cmUlot see that it
concerns me much whether the aggregate illUOunt of
liberty enjoyed by all individuals added together
is at its maximum or a little below it, if I, as
one individual, am to have little or none of this
aggregate. If, however, I am to have as much
liberty as others, and if others are to have as
much as I, then, feeling secure in what we have,
it will behoove us all undoubtedly to try to at
tain the maximum of lib~rty compatible ,with this
condition of equality.7d ,

Essential to the understanding 01' philosophical or

scientific anarchism79 is its egalitarian thrust, if not

complete 'adoption of the principle of eqUality.80 Setting

out from individualist premises, these theorists subscribed

to a principle of equity or justice--a principle which they

viewed as more liberal than the communistic assertion of

absolute and blaru{et equality, and hence more acceptable to

both the peculiarly 'progressive' American social and intel-

1 -76.
77See Macpherson, Democratic Theory, especially pp.

78Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 41-42.

79The words 'philosophical' and 'scientific' are of
ten used synonymously with 'individualist'. It should not
be assumed, however, that the latter has exclusive claim to
its usage.

80see above, pp. 78-82.
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lectual climate and to what was taken to be the genuine and

universal nature of man--previously misunderstood or ignored

by church and state, but now fUlly revealed in its Iscienti-

fief and eternal form. In taking this position, however,

these men, disdainful of power relations, avoided the pit-

fall of their comrades in the call for ItLiberty, Fraternity,

Equalityll. The French Revolution--that great battle for hu-

man rights--had been aborted in the reaction of the day.

The liberals had turned their backs on the revolution and

sought in its 't'fake to re-establish a class system. Its mas

tery was no less strong than its predecessorfse Its rUle,

more brutal and certainly more mystified. 81 For Tucker, as

for Warren and Proudhon, the central problem facing contem-

81proudhon had expressed his disappointment in the
following poignant passage:

•• 0 the society which the Revolution of f89
should have created, does not yet exist. That
which for sixty years we have had, is but a
superficial, factitious order, hardly conceal-
ing the most frightful chaos and demoralization•
• • • The result is that competition, as Rossi,
Blanqui, and a host of others have recognized,
instead of democratizing industry, aiding the
workman, guaranteeing the honesty of trade, has
ended in building up a mercantile and land aris
tocracy, a thousand times more rapacious than
the old aristocracy of the nobility. Through
competition all the profits of production go to
capital; the constuner, without suspecting the
frauds of commerce, is fleeced by the speculator,
and the condi tion of the vIOrkers is made more and
more precarious. (Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, General

Idea of the Revolution in the Nineteenth Centurr, pp. [~5,
:SO-51.
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porary society was the inordinate accuraulation of wealth and

hence power in the hands of a few, and the denial of free

access and equal liberty to the remainder of society. Tucker

applauds, on this point especially, the argumentation of his

two mentors. He writes:

The Manchester men were accused of being incon
sistent. They believed in liberty to compete
with the laborer in order to reduce his wages,
but not in liberty to compete with the capital
ist in order to reduce his usury. Laissez faire
was very good sauce for the goose, labor, but
very poor sauce for the gander, capital. But
how to correct this inconsistency, how to serve
this gander with this sauce, how to put capital
at the service of business men and laborers at82cost, or free of usury,--that was the problem.

Liberal economics merely explained the stahts quo

it did not set out to change it. 1ihile Warren and Proudhon

argued that it was unscrupulous and irmnoral,83 Tucker, in

his 'scientific' and pragmatic egoism, contended that it

was unviable and inevitably self-destructive. 84 The point

on which all three agree is that the problem lies not in

property itself, but in the right to unlimited acquisition,85

What Is propert~?, especially v. I; Tucker,
pp. 395-396, 45~; and Warren, Equitable
Civilization.

82Tucker, Instead of a Book, p. 10.

. 83Both theorists repeatedly refer to the existing state
of affairs as 'cannibalistic I and disclaim its failure to meet
the equal opportunity demands of either natural rights theory
(in the case of Warren) or social justice (in that of Proud
hon) •

84Tucker, Instead of a Book, p. 132.

85proudhon,
Instead of a Book,
Commerce, and True---------
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a right which totally ignores man's social nature and hence

his equal claim to a full and human life. 86

••• nature furnishes man immense forces with
which to work in the shape of land and capital,
that in a state of freedom these fo~ces benefit
each individual to the extent that he avails
himself of them, and that any man or class get
ting a monopoly of either or both will put all
other men in SUbjection and live in luxury on
the products of their labor. But to justify a
monopoly of either of these forces by the exis
tence of the force itself, or to argue that with
out a monopoly of it any individual could get an
income by lending it instead of by working with
it, is equally absurd whether the argument be
resorted to in the case of land or in the case
of capital, in the case of rent or in the case
of interest. 87

Thus, Warren, Proudhon, and Tucker seem to agree that

one of the aims of anarchism is to democratize liberalism and

allow the- fullest degree of freedom possible to every indivi-

dual. They contend that monopolistic control of resources

(meaning control in excess of that limited by occupancy and

use) is as much an act of invasion as theft and taxation. 88

Tucker asserts:

It is not enough, however true, to say that, lIif
a man has labor to sell, he must find some one
with money to buy it; it is necessary to add the

86See above, ppo 77-80.

87Tucker, Instead of a Book, po 205.

88Proudhon, in his much quoted assertion that tpro
Eerty is theft!', was in no sense condemning private ap
propriation, but rather denying the right to monopolistic
control. (Proudhon, What Is Property?, pp. 38-39). See al
so Tucker, Instead of a Book, ppo 4, 127, 309-312, 342, 391
392, and 400-401.
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much more important truth that, if a man has la
bor to sell, he has a right to a free marlr:et in
which to sell it,--a market in which no one shall
be prevented by restrictive laws from honestly ob
taining the money to buy it. If the man with la
bor to sell has not this free market, then his a
bility is viola&~d and his property virtually
taken from him. '7

And a genuinely free market is a co-operative market for,

Ul,fhere freedom prevails, competi tibn and co-operation al"e

identical. 1190 The state of war, which characterizes contem

porary economic relations, is not brought about by the free

market but is the result of the invasiveness of capital. 91

"Competition means war only when it is in some way restrict

ed, either in scope or intensity,--that is, when it is not

perfectly free competition; for then its benefits are won

by one class at the expense of another, instead of by all at

the expense of nature IS forces" t1 92 Complete freedom, Tucker

argues, necessarily entails a postulate against invasion-

invasion being not liberty but licence. 93 It demands the

destruction of usury, for IlUsury is the serpent gnawing at

labor's ",!itals, and only liberty can detach and kill it .. 1194

89Tucker, Instead of a Book, p. 454·

90Ibid • , p. 405.

91 Ibid. , p. 454.

92Ibid .. , p. 4°7.

93~., pp. 42, and 407.

94Ibid • , p.. 178.
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It is only with the adoption of the principle of liberty (a

principle which requires free land, free money, and free

trade) that rent, interest, and profit will disappear and

with them all class differentiations and distinctions. 95

Men (and women, too) would then enter all relations on a

free and voluntary basis, and refuse to work for less than

the full value of their labour. 96 Capitalist greed would

succumb to what Tucker viewed the greater ends of mutualism

for, given the choice between wealth and liberty, rational

men will always favour the latter. 97

Political reform, an enlarged state, palliative

measures, are not the answer. 98 Any form of economic demo

cracy founded upon compulsion is totally unacceptable. The

purpose of equality is to assure liberty and not to estab.

lish a new and wholesale servitude. Individualist anarchism

is an attempt to establish a genuine economic democracy and

at the same time provide for a maximum of individual free

dam. 99

Having rejected the inequality of rights produced

by the net transfer of powers inherent in the capitalist

95Ibid ., pp. 398, and Ll-750

96Ibid .

97See below, pp. 98-99.

98Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 178-179.

99Ibid ., pp. 83-85.
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100market economy, Tucker and his school found the commun-

ist alternative to liberal political economy, equally if

not more, objectionable. The communist alternative, in

their view, did not end this transfer, but merely replaced

the individual recipient with the state, and hence perpetu

ated the diminution of the individual in the name of a myth-

ical or metaphysical entity, whose influence was more per

nicious, more deadly, because more unified. 101 The fBeast

of Communism! was in no sense a lesser monster than that or

property.102 It had failed, in its condemnation of capital

istic or monopolistic property rights, to distinguish be

tween usury, or theft, and that which may be legitimately

called possession, and hence justified. Condemning the

former, Tucker writes, in support of the latter, that anap

chist property is "that which secures each in the possession

of his own products, or of such products of others as he may

have obtained unconditionally without the use of fraud or

force, and in the realization of all titles to such products

1--Thich [he] may hold by virtue of free contract with others. 11
103

100Capitalism, by definition, entails the accumulation
of capital in the hands of one segment of the population and
the alienation of labour on the part of another. The capital
ist acquires through the wage-labour relationship the direc
tive control over the workerfs labour energies for a prescribed
period of time and hence sharply limits the labourer's liberty.

101Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 7-8, 61-67, and 378-
379.

102Ibid., pp. 429-i~33.

103Ibid., p. 61.



Rejecting the legitimacy of surplus

labour as the only acceptable title

95

1 104 d " "va ue an v~ew~ng

105to property, Tucker

spurned capitalist property rights while allowing for liber

ty in production and exchange, a liberty which Tucker and

his predecessors viewed as essential to the development of

the individual as an independent and self-reliant being. 106

Anything less, he contends, results in a servile character

and demoralized species, and a society of such degenerated

beings could not but be paternalistic and authoritarian in

its structure.107 Thus, Tucker concludes that.the only

stable society is one founded upon the twin notions of li-

berty and equality, for it alone is a truly contractual so-

" t t"" t 108c~e-y, a co-opera ~ve soc~e-y.

The complaint of Archistic Socialists that the
Anarchists are bourgeois is true to this extent
and no further--that, great as is their detesta
tion for a bourgeois society, they prefer its
partial liberty to the complete slavery of state
Socialism. For one, I certainly can look with
more pleasure--no, with less pain--upon the pre
sent seething, surging struggle, in which some

104Ibid., pp. 177-178, and 495-496.

105Ibid", pp. 4-6, 127, 200, 203-205, 307, 403-L~04,
and 493-4~

106Ibid ., pp. 41, 98, and 333.

107SUbject to this attack were all utopian socialist
schemes, the 'scientific' uritings of Narx and De Leon, and
such reformist platforms as single-taxism and Greenbacker
ism.

108Tucker , _In_st_e.:....a_d-..-;o;...::f:...-.:.a.:..-::Bo~o=k, pp. 35, 4J+-48, and 342 ..
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are up and some are down, some falling and
some rising, some rich and many poor, but
none completely fettered or altogether hope
less of a better future, than I could upon
:Hr5 Thaddeus \fakeman' s ideal, uniform, and
miserable co~~ity of teamy, placid, and
slavish oxen.

In Tucker's view there are only two methods of dis-

tribution consistent with equality of liberty, and these

are distribution by a free market in accordance with the na-

tural and impersonal operation of economic law, io~., anar-

chism, and distribution by a centralized authority in ac-

d 'tl t ttl • t t '1' 110 Hcor ance Wl l S a u e aw, ~.~., s a e SOCla lsm. e

has this to say about state socialism:

o 0 0 in its worst and most probable form, it
is the exploitation of labor by officialdom,
and at its best it is a regime of spiritless
equality secured at the expense of liberty and
progress; the former is a regime of liberty
and progress, with as close an approximation
to equality as is compatible therewith. And
this is all the equality that we ought to have.
A greater equality than is compatible with li
berty is undesirable. ~le moment we invade
liberty to secure equality we enter upon a
road \<Thich lmm..rs no s topping-place short of
the annihilation of all that is best in the hu
man race. If absolute equality is the ideal;
if no man must have the slightest advantage
over ill1other,--then the man who achieves great
er results thl~ough superiority of muscle or
skill or brain must not be allowed to enjoy
them. All that he produces in excess of that

109Tucker, "lilly I Am an Anarchist ll , p. 36.

11°Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 4-16.
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which the weakest and stupidest produce must
be taken from him and distributed among his
fellows. The economic rent, not of land only,
but of strength and skill and intellect and
superiority of every kind, must be confiscated.
And a beautiful world it would be when absolute
equality had been thus achievedl ~nr9 would
live in it? Certainly no freeman. 1

The ultimate end of state socialism could be no 0-

ther than the annihilation of the species. In an almost

prophetic manner, Tucker writes:

\f.hatever, then, the State Socialists may
claim or disclaim, their system, if adopted, is
doomed to end in a State religion, to the expense
of which all must contribute, and at the altar of
which all must kneel; a State school of medicine,
by whose practitioners the sick must invariably
be treated; a State system of instruction, which
will do away with all private schools, academies,
and colleges; a State nursery, in which all chil
dren raust be brought up in common at the pUblic
e~pense; and, finally, a State family, with an
attempt at stirpiculture, or scientific breeding,.
in which no man and woman will be allowed to have
children if the State prohibits them, and no man
and woman can refuse to have children if the State
orders them. Thus will Authority achieve its ac
me and Monopoly be carried to its highest power. 112

lISuch is the ideal,ll he concludes, lIof the logical State So

cialist, such the goal which lies at the end of the road

that Karl 1'1arx took. 1l113 However, unfair this is as a depic

tion of Marx's theory, the fact remains that Tucker saw

111 Ibid., P • 347.

112Ibid., pp. 8-9.

11 3Ib i d., p. 9 •
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within state socialism the germs of totalitarianism. He re-

cognized an implicit, if not explicit, threat to individual

liberty and human initiative within state ownership and or

ganization,114 and while he argued that wealth and liberty

are both preconditions of happiness,11 5 he concluded that

between the two there is little room £or comparison. Liberty,

he contends, must always take precedence over material pros

perity.116

It would be but a poor apology for happiness
that either factor alone would give, if it
could not produce nor be accompanied by the
other; but on the whole, much liberty and
little wealth would be preferable to much
wealth and little liberty.117

Equality is the lesser of the two conditions when

compared H'ith liberty. Disparity, Tucker asserts, is lI a

comparatively trivial consideration, certainly never to be

weighed for a moment in the same scale vIi th liberty. 11
118

His postUlate of equality is aimed solely at the maximiza

tion of liberty, and at the pragmatic consideration that

equality of liberty is the only condition under which so-

cial stability, and hence human happiness, can flourish.

114Ibid., pp. 23, and 65-67.

115Ibid.,p.41.

116Ibid ., pp. 40-~.3, 333, and 350.

117Tucker, IIHhy I Am an Anarchist ll , p. 36.

118Tucker, Iniead of a Book, p. 333.

- I
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His conclusion is that while

Liberty will ultimately make all men rich; it
will not make all men equally rich. Authority
may (and may not) make all men equally rich in
purse; it certainly will make them equallr1~oor
in all that makes life best worth living. ~

~~e solution for ~lcker lies not in some abstract

notion of equality which will destroy initiative and irrep-

bl d 'h' d' 'd I f 'b'l't 120ara y ffiaage ~ e ln lVl ua sense 0 responsl 1 1 y,

but in the creation of a genuinely free market. While re-

taining incentive and freedom of choice in production and

exchange, it would destroy all economic power relations and

hence provide the ideal milieu for rational and independent

decision-making. It stands between the abuses of communism

and property, asserting the equality-postulate of the one

and the liberty-postulate of the other. Tucker approvingly

repeats what Proudhon had written years earlier.

Communism is inequality, but not as pro
perty is. Property is the exploitation of the
weak by the strong. Communism is the exploita
tion of the strong by the weak. In property,
inequality of conditions is the result of force,
under whatever name it be disguised: physical
and mental force; force of events, chance, ££E
tune; force of accumulated property, etc. In
CO:mmunism, inequality springs from placing
mediocrity on a level with excellence. This
damaging equation is repellent to the conscience,
and causes merit to complain; for although it
may be the duty of the strong to aid the weak,

119Ibid ., p. 348.

120Ib;d., 23 d 6e 67~ pp. ,an /- •
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they pre~er to do it out o~ generosity,-
they never Hill endure a comparison. Give
them equal opportunities o~ labour, and e
qual wages, but never allow their jealously
to be awakened by mutual suspicion o~ un
~aithfulness in the per~ormance o~ the com
mon task 0 1 21

Unlike state socialism, and the less threatening

voluntary comraunism o~ I~opotkin and his school,122 indivi-

dualist anarchism retains the virtues of independence and

responsibility, wIllIe simultaneously rejecting the inequal

ity of wealth and net transfer o~ power inherent in the

capitalist market economy and liberal society.123 Like the

communist anarchists, the individualists reject the notion

o~ coercion and appeal to a society o~ ~ree and equal beings.

Unlike the cOnmRmists, however, they view complete or absol

ute equality as incompatible with liberty and appeal instead

to the more individualistic principle of equity behind which

lies an ideal or moralistic notion of just distribution, a

notion which is ultimately no less abstract than that of

121 Proudhon, V~at Is Propert~?, p. 250, quoted in
Tucker, Instead of a Book, p. 392.

122Tucker clearly vieHed Yu-opotldn t s brand of commun
ist anarchism as a less oppressive and more humane theory
than he did the writings of such socialists as Marx and
Lassalle. Nonetheless, he completely rejected their claim
to the title tanarchist t , arguing that it was totally in
conceivable that any person who rejected the notion of free
dom in production and exchange could be an anarchist. See
Instead of a Book" pp. 386-393, and 407-408.

123See above, pp. 93-94.
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absolute and total equality. Despite repeated protestations

to the contrary,124 Tuckerts pragmatism and egoism give way,

in the final analysis, to a moral perspective not unlike

that of' Godwin, Warren, and Proudhon. vfhile claiming that

h o hOI h ° f' d d 1 f' tOl·t· ° 1251S p 1 osop Y 1S oun e upon a va ue- ree u 1 1 ar1an1sm,

or egoism void of' ethical considerations126 and based solely

upon force, the language he uses127 and the conclusions at

which he arrives diff'er little from those of his predecessors,

for his conclusion also demands an assertion of equal liberty.

lihether men are not to invade others because such an action is

deemed immoral or merely impractical is not of' the essence as

far as political theory is concerned. What is of' significance

is that invasive behaviour is irrational behaviour, i.~., be-

haviour of a type that enlightened individuals simply would

124Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 24, 132, and 211.

125Ibid.

126Tucker writes, for example, lISO far as inherent right
is concerned, might is its only measure. Any man, be his name
Bill Sykes or Alexander Romanoff, and any set of men, whether
the Chinese highbinders or the Congress of the United States,
have the right, if they have the power, to kill or coerce o
ther men and to make the entire \-lorld subservient to their ..
ends. Societyfs right to enslave the individual and the indi
vidualfs right to enslave society are unequal only because
their pOHers are unequal" (Instead of a Book, po 2L~.).

127Throughout his writings Tucker, as Proudhon, uses
highly moralistic words, such as 'usury', tsin', fcannibal
istic l , runjust', and linequitablet--words which put to ques
tion his amoral claims.
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not deliberately engage in. Such, for Tucker, has been the

educational value of history:

The history of humanity has been largely one
long and gradual discovery of the fact the in
dividual is the gainer by society exactly in
proportion as society is free, and of the law
that the condition of a permanent and harmon
ious society is the greatest amount of indi
vidual liberty compatible with equality of
liberty. The average man of each new genera
tion has said to himself more clearly and con
sciously than his predecessor: liMy neighbor
is not my enemy, but my friend, and I am his,
if we would but mutually recognize the fact.
We help each other to a better, fuller, hap
pier living; and this service might be greatly
increased if we would cease to restrict, ham
per, and oppress each other. ~~lY can we not
agree to let each live his own life, neither
of us transgressing the limit that separates
our individualities?1l It is by this reason
ing that manl{ind is approaching -the real so
cial contract, which is not, as Rousseau
thought, the origin of society, but rather
the outcome of a:_Iong social experience, the
fruit of its follies and disasters. It is
obvious that this contract, this social law,
developed to its perfection, excludes all ag
gression, all violation of eq~ality of liberty,
all invasion of every kind. 12U

Such, as we shall see,129 is not the view of Stirner, another

writer who has been regarded as an individualist anarchist.

128Tucker, Instead of a Book, pp. 24-25.

129See below, especially chapter IV.
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ANARCHISH RECONSIDERED: THE NEGATIVISM

OF MAXSTIRNER--A STUDY IN SCHIZOID ONTOLOGY

Having sought, in the foregoing chapters, to demon-

strate the fundamental assumptions of anarchist theory in

both its individualist and communist fOl~S, it is now nec-

essary to examine in greater detail the non-political and,

more specifically, nihilistic writings of the man most com

monly and somewhat uncomfortably regarded as the most ex

treme of the individualist anarchists, Max stirnero 1 At

times revered for his emotion-packed plea for individual

1Born Johann Kaspar Scl~idt, in Bayreuth, Germany,
on October 25, 1806, this man had, by the time of his death
only fifty years later, written one of the most powerful and
fanatically gripping statements of individualism Immffi to
man. Del" Einzige und sein Eigenthum, which was published in
English under the somewhat ambiguous title The E88 and His
Own (a more accurate translation being liThe' Individual and
1ITS Propertyll), had a meteoric impact upon the philosophical
scene in Europe tmvards the middle of the last century and
gave rise to one of the longest and most vituperative attacks
ever v~itten by-Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, who devoted
by far the largest portion of The German Ideolog~ to a line
by line refutation of this most unusual and ominous worle.
For the twentieth century continuation of this battle see
Sidney Hook, From Hepel to IJiarx, pp. 165-185, Towards the
Understanding of lillr! ~arx: X-Revolutionary Interpretation,
pp. 65 and 1 31, and Herbert Read, lTHax stirner tl

, in The
rrenth Huse: Essaxs in Criticism, pp. 7L~-82.
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self-assertion,2 at others feared and disdained for his con

donation and even exaltation of crime and murder,3 Stirner is

most typically viewed by anarchists and historians of anar

chist thought as a figure to be modified and explained away.4

His glorification of the individual appealed to them artis-

tically, romantically, and emotionally. His complete rejec

tion of 'the other' proved a source of immediate and continued

embarassment. The fact that "he has found his way into the

anarchist tradition at all is an accident of history and not

a deliberate attempt on his part to identify himself with the

movement, for it did not as yet exist as such, and if it had,

Stirner, without doubt, would have regarded it as the epitome

of that very idealism he set out so deliberately and con
~

sciously to destroy.~ Anarchists would most assuredly have

been numbered among the possessed--the concepts of freedom

and equality, the two ideals shown in the previous chapters

2This response was not limited to the American indi
vidualist anarchists, such as Benjamin R. Tucker and Jroues L.
Walker, but was echoed by the communist anarchist ~nma Goldman.

3Interestingly, it was the communist anarchists Peter
I~opotkin and Errico Malatesta who gave strongest expression
to these sentiments.

4This has taken two forms: one, the reinterpreta
tion of Stirner to fit the anarchist mould; and, two, the
d01~playing of Stirner's significance, as in James Joll's
statement (The Anarchists, p. 172) that "Stirner "Has not a
very important thinker nor a very interesting one. tl

5See below, pp. 116-117.
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to be the keystones of anarchist theory in both forms being

regarded by Stirner as the ultimate spooks, subordinating the

individual to unreal and tUlattainable ideals&6

Stirner's placement in the anarchist tradition appears

to have been the work of non-anarchists and artistically ori

ented libertarian elements rather than that of the classical

anarchists themselves.? It was Marx and his followers, in

fact, who most consistently applied the term 'anarchist' to

his writings--a term they used uncritically and with much

abandon for its opprobrious effect rather than critical in-

tent. Not until the end of the last century, after-Nietzsche

had paved the way for the solipsistic bliss of desultory ego-

ism, did the German individualist poet and author John Henry

Mackay refurbish the self-assertive ego in a panegyric of its

author. 8 That some anarchists got caught up in the ethos of

its individualism run rampant is scarcely surprising, but it

should not be taken as a blanket acceptance by them of all of

Stirner's egoistic teachings. Emma Goldman's praise of Stir

nerls appeal to direct action9 and criticism of Christianity,

6 .
Stirner, ~he Ego and His Own, pp. 98-151.

?R.W.K. Paterson, The Nihilistic Egoist: Max Stirner,

8The only biography of Stirner is written by Mackay.
Published in Ger.many in 1898, Max Stirner: sein Leben und
sein Werk~ has not been translated into English.

9Goldman, llAnarchism: Hhat It Really Stands ForI!,
in Anarchism and Other Essa~, p. 61.
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" Hith its pernicious slave li1orality",10 should be taken no

more seriously than her assertion of Nietzsche's affinity

to anarchism, for she regarded it as nothing more than that.

She Hrites: "Nietzsche was not a social theorist, but a poet

and innovator. His aristocracy was neither of birth nor of

purse; it was of the spirit. In that respect Nietzsche was

h ' J d 11 t h' t 't' 1I
11an anarc_lsc, an a rue anarc lS s were arlS ocravs.

It was in this artistic or romantic sense that some anarchists

greeted Stirner's '\.vork Hi th '\.'larmth and feeling. Recognizing

P G t ' l't' hi 't' 12 th h .a eer yn lan qua_l y ln s '\.'lrl lng, ey ave unconscl0us-

ly or deliberately, as the case might be, ignored the anar

chical elements which conflict irreconcilably '\.'lith the funda-

mental anarchistic assumptions of their ovm thought. Essen-

tially tolerant--a position Stirner would have himself scorn

ed--anarchists have inevitably refrained from engaging in any

form of purge, a fact which makes a truism of John Wakeman's

statement that there are as many anarchisms as there are an

archists. 13 To argue, however, that one is an anarchist

10Emma Goldman, liThe Failure of Ghristiani ty", in
Alix ICates Shulman (ed.), Red Emma Speaks: Selected l\Tri tings
(}. Speeche~, p. 186~

11 Goldman, Living My Life, v. I, p. 194.

12James Hunekol", "Hax Stirner", in Egoists: A Book of
Supermen, p. 351; Joll, The Anarchists, p. 172.

13Albert Fried and Ronald Sanders, Socialist Thought:
A Documentary History, p. 328.
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merely because one declares so is to render the term mean-

ingless. Certainly, to engage in the sort of endless hair-

splitting, which has traditionally characterized small rev-

olutionary organizations remote from power, would not in

the least add credence to the anarchist position, but I

think that it can be credibly argued, as has been demon

strated in the preceding chapters, that the concepts of equal

ity and liberty may be taken as a defining characteristic of

both schools of anarchist thought.1L~

The fact that Stirner, unlike the other anarchists

discussed, does not subscribe to this crucial principle but

explicitly rejects it15 must lead one to the conclusion that

he is not an anarchist. Moreover, given his initial assurap-

tions it is impossible for him to arrive at other than non-

anarchistic conclusions. Unequivocably opposed to the feudal

notion of divine and social hierarchy,16 and a believer in

neither the principle of communistic equality17 nor that of

14This is not to suggest that the postulates of equal
ity and liberty are the sale definitional criteria for anar
chism. Such is clearly not the case; if it were so, the the
ories of Rousseau and Marx would have to be included in a
multitude of others so labelled. Equal liberty is a neces
sary but not a sufficient criterion.

15See below, PP. 115-118.

16Stirner, The Ego and His Own, PP. 67-97.

17See belOi-l, pp. 120-122.
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J.' ndJ.'VJ.' dualJ.' st equJ.' tabJ.'lJ.' ty, 18 st' 1 t 1 't dJ.rner comp e e y reJec e

the notion of a paradisaiacal utopia free from conflict and

ruthless struggle.19 His 'Union of Egoists t ought not be

so conceived, and it is highly questionable, as Shatz points

out, whether such individuals could enjoy any genuine form

f t ' 20o co-opera J.on.

A number of authors, hOi'lever, take the opposite posi-

tion. Woodcock, for instance, contends that while the dis-

tance from Godwints Political Justice to Stirnerts solipsism

and amorality may seem great "it ends for both in a society

of proud individuals, each secure in his integrity and co-

operating with other individuals only in so far as it is con-

venJ.' ent to hJ.'m. 1I21 Fu th 1.T d k th t thr ermOre, ~oo coc~ argues a e

withdrawal of each man into his uniqueness would prevent

rather than foster conflict. 22 Runkle essentially agrees

with this interpretation and adds that a society of egoists

would not be a bad place at al123_-a position which even

18See below, PP. 122-123.

19stirner, The~_ancl His o'ffi., pp. 328-329.
20 .

Marshall S. Shatz, The Essential Works of Anarchism,
p. 42.

21woodcock, Anarchism, p. 105.

22 Ibicl ., p. 102.

23Gerald Runkle, Anarchism: Old and New, p. 64.
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Stirner himself does not take. 24 It is Huneker, however,

who carries this train of thought to its ultimate conclusion,

one which Stirner would have most certainly rejected as ex-

hibitive of tsickly altruism', when he writes that Stirner

desires us to learn to love and respect ourselves so that we

may learn to respect our brothers. 25

In each of these cases the respective authors have

read into The Ego and His Own assumptions which are not jus

tified and which Stirner has himself implicitly, if not ex-

plicitly, denied o Moreover, in a number of instances, they

have selected one strain of his thought, only to neglect the

other side of his schizoid ontology. In so doing, they have

missed the significance of his integrative approach to the

human personality and his ceaseless attempt to transcend the

dilemma proffered by Christian dualism and to reconcile two

separate and necessarily antagonistic world views.

The irreconcilability of these two visions (the one,

democratic and consistent \-lith the anarchist world vie\f; the

other, bourgeois and antagonistic to it) suggests that Stirn

erian theory lies more properly in the nihilist than the an

archist tradition. vn~ile such an argmaent is not new26 and

24See belmf, PP. 139-1L~0.

25Huneker, Egoists: A Book of Supermen, p. 361.

26See Paterson, The Nihilistic Egoist: Max Stirner.
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many have commented on the nihilistic tinge to stirnerts pre

sumed tanarchism t ,27 its significance lies not merely in the

assertion of Stirnerian nihilism, but rather in Stirnerts

partial rejection of anarchist ethics in favour of the unre-

stricted egoism of bourgeois man. And it is at this level

of ontology that the works 01' even his biographer, Hackay,

and those of Stirner disagree, for Mackay saw in anarchism

that slender thread of moral sense in man which binds him

to his fellow men in a stable and brotherly community.28 It

was the anarchistic philosophy of the Bostonian individual-

ists Hhich had its appeal for Hackay and not the nihilistic

tendencies of Stirnerls thought. 29

\1hile both the Proudhon-inspired anarchists and the

egoistic Stirner rejected the liberal state and the capital

ist market economy for Hhich it stood, they did so for dif-

ferent reasons, the former in the name of that maxim1.uu

27Atindranath Bose, A Histol"'y of Anarchis~, p. 173;
G.D.H. Cole, A History of Socialist Thou~ht, II, p. 47; E.
Lampert, Sons against Fathers: studies 1n Russian Radical
ism and Revolution, p.~aVfQl~TheYoung Hegel~
ians ana-Karl r'larx, pp. 117-136; and Uoodcock, Anarcfilsm, p.
~.rlle· questfon. -of Stirner Is influence on Nie'fzsche nas
long been debated. See James A. MartinIs Introduction to
The Ego and His O"m, p. xvi.

28see above, p. 2; John Henry Hackay, "An Individual
ist Attack: Communists Cannot Be Anarchists", in Leonard I.
I~imerman and Lewis Perry (eds.), Patterns of Anarchy, ppo 20
21 •

29See below, pp. 139-140.
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individual liberty consistent with equality or liberty, and

Stirner in that or blanket and unrestricted egoism. In sub

scribing to this latter proposition, Stirner inevitably

round himselr, at least at times, at odds with the anarchist

ethic which is by definition democratic. With the anarchists

he rejected the state, the church, and capital; alone, he

rejected tthe other t •

Turning in revulsion rrom the Christian concepts or

hierarchy and order, Stirner saw in their place the equally

tyrannical and even more horrible liberal state, .for under

the guise or rreedom and equality the liberal state had set

out to destroy individuality. All the more terrirying be

oause the more obsequious, the fliberal f state, this wolr in

sheepfs clothing, sought the destruction of egoism. Regard

ing all equally as its enemies, it lacked the weaknesses

which permeate personal rule and made more totalitarian its

despotic grasp. The relation between individual and levia

than Stirner viewed as necessarily antagonistic, and in tak

ing this position he difrers little from I~opotkin, Berkman,

and Walter, as well as rrom Warren, Proudhon, and Tucker.

Each. of these viewed the state as an oppressive and coercive

apparatus standing in opposition to the individual members

or society and supporting the m~equal and inequitable dis

tributive mechanisms or rent, interest, and profit. As

Stirner sees it, between the state and the self-possessing
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individual there is nothing but -a fdeadly hostilityf, for

every state, by its very nature, is a despotism,30 and every

ego is from its birth a struggling self-owner. 31

The egoist, in Stirnerfs view, is always regarded by

the state as a crimina132 or an un_man. 33

The unbridled ego--and this we originally
are, and in our secret inward parts we re
main so always--is the never-ceasing crim
inal in the state. The man whom his bold
ness, his will, his inconsiderateness and
fearlessness lead is surrounded with spies
by the state, by the people •••• Only he
who renounces his ego, who practices fse1f-34
renunciation, t is acceptable to the people.

He who does not is condemned as evil, sinful ro~d immoral, and

is placed in prison or, under the kindly custody of the new,

humane and benevolent altruists, is declared insane and placed

for ftreatment t in a lunatic asylum35_-for the un-man Ilis a

man who does not correspond to the conceEt man, as the inhu

man is something human which is not conformed to the concept

30Stirner, ~he Ego and His O~, p. 196.

3'~ Ibid., p. 200.

32Ibid.

33~bid., p. 179.

34Ibi~., p. 200.

35Ibide, p. 177. stirner ShOHS prophetic insight in
to this prOblem. See Thomas Szasz, LaH, Liberty and Psychi
atry: An InquirI into the Social Uses oi' Hental Health P.rac
tiees, and The I~yth of Bental Illness: Foundations of ~
Theory of Personal Conduct.. .
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of the human ll ,36 and curative measures are necessary to re-

store to him his humanity--which is societyls reason not his,

his reason being regarded by it as lmreason. 37 This attempt

to heal anti-social tendencies is regarded by Stirner as

merely the reverse side of punishment, for neither crime nor

disease is a label the egoist 1>TOuld apply, 38 since in 11 crime II

he has merely asserted himself and mocked the sacred. 39

• • • in the state the unbridled 1--1, as I
belong to myself alone--cannot come to my .ful
filment and realization. Every ego is from
birth a criminal to begin with against the
people, the State. Hence it is that it does
really keep watch over all; it sees in each one
an--egoist, and it is afraid of the egoist.· It
presumes the worst about each one, and takes
care, police-care, that Ino harm happens to thao
State,t ne quid respublica detrimenti capiat.

Neither sinful nor divine, neither ill nor human, the

egoist is merely what he is--himself. Recognizing the legiti-

macy of no power outside himself, the self-conscious Ovffier

and creator of the illliverse submits willingly to none. The

common weal is no concern of his--merely the furthest extrem

ityof self-renunciation and denial. 41 The tother t is to him

but a countervailing force, engaged with him in a ceaseless

36Stirner, The Ego and His O\m, p. 177.

37Ibid • , p. 205.

38Ibid. , p. 240.

391bid• , p. 241 •

40Ibid. , p. 200.

41 Ibid., p. 213.
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battle of wills, to be overcome and used, an object to be

made one's property and hence to enhance one's power and en-

jo~nent. The state, the people, and the comraon weal demand

the death of egoism. Morality is threatened by it, justice

extinguished by it, and freedom and equality mocked by it,

for egoism merely expresses in cold and honest words what has

always been Im01n1 by intelligent and aggressive men--that be-

neath the hypocritical veil of altruism and morality it is

might alone that makes right, and that the appeal to a higher

authority, be it a god or a moral precept, is merely an elab

orate ploy by the wielders of power to keep the unenlightened

masses in subjection. In like measure, liberal freedom is but

a myth, a dangerous one to our egoism at that, because tithe

craving for freedom as for something abstract, worthy of every

praise, deprived us of ownness: it created self-denial. 1I42

Furthermore, negative freedom, that paltry lfreedom from'

which the liberal state so graciously grants, is a dispensa

tion, and hence the modern state differs only in degree from

the feudal fiefdom. Thus, while the state boldly declares

that men are not property but proprietors43_-a revolutionary

statement Hhen considered against the feudal conception, in

which no individual human being was regarded as proprietor

of anything, especially not of himself--it allows this free-

42Ibid., p. 156.

43Ibid., p. 263.
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dom only in those narrowly restricted areas which do not con

flict with the interests of the bourgeoisie. Beyond these

limits any manifestation of egoism is vi61ved as subversive.44

The failure of the ego to recognize an authority may result

in the confiscation of its property, i.~., of its life or

liberty:45

The state has nothing to be more afraid
of than the value of me, and nothing must it
more carefully guard against than every oc
casion that offers itself to me for realizing
value from myself. I am the deadly enemy of
the State, which always hovers between the
alternatives, it or I. Therefore it strictly
insists not only on not letting me have a
standing, but also on keeping down what is
mine. In the state there is no property, no
property P; the individual, but only state
property.~ -

stirner, moreover, contends that there is not and cannot be

perfect freedom: 47 being an ideal, it cannot become reality.4
8

The ego, and it alone, is real, and it seeks enjoyment not

in abstraction but in the ownership of itself. Freedom is

but a spook, a ghost, an ideal before which the possessed

4L~~bid., p. 255.

45stirne~ uses the term property in much the same way
as does Locke. For both theorists the term entails more than
mere possession or estate. It also includes life and liberty.

46Stirner, Tl~e Ego and His O"\'~, 255.

47Ibid • pp. 307-308.--- ,
L~8Ibid., p. 362.
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prostrate themselves, deny and renounce themselves. They

give to freedom all and make themselves nothing, as the early

Cllristians gave fully to God and were nothing themselves,49

but freedom is useless, if it brings nothing with it. More-

over, it is the enemy of our only possession: our ownness,

our individuality.

To Stirner, it is property (meaning ovmership) and not

liberty, or equality, or justice, which is essential to the

realization of the ego, for the egoist's aim is enjoyment,50

and to enjoy life is to consume ito 51 Such is the natural and

universal expression of egoism, and it applies to no authority.

My intercourse with the world, what does
it aim at? I want to have the enjoyment of it,
therefore it must be my property, and therefore
I want to win it G I do not want the liberty of
men, nor their equality; I want only my power
over them, I want to make them my property, ma
terial for enjoyment G And, if I do not succeed
in that, 'Hell, then I call even the power over
life and death, which Church and state reserved
to themselves--mine •••• m~ satisfaction de
cides about my relation to men, and that I do
not renounce, from any access of humility, even
the power over life and death.52

One cannot enjoy what one does not have. This, Stirner argues,

is the mistake of all altruists, be they Christian or commun

ist. In their endless search for the ltrue r life, the lblessed l

L~9Ibid. , p. 59.

50Ibid. , p. 319.

51Ibid., p. 320.

52Ibid. , p. 318.
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life, the fgood 1 life, the fhum~~' life, they fail to live

their O\n1 lives. 53 In paying homage to a ghost, the humanist

shares in the piety of the religionist54 and cannot realize

his individuality, his mvnness, for "Not till I am certain

of myself, and no longer seeking for myself, am I really my

property ll,55 but to gain possession of oneself, and use and

enjoy oneself, one must first exorcise the ghostly ideal and

return the individual to himself. 56

Liberalism, according to Stirner, is the most decep-

tive myth of all. In transcending the old feudal hierarchy

with its specific or caste interests the liberal did not free

man but rather intensified his sUbjugation, for the interests

of all mean to Stirner the interests of none. Thus, the des-

truction of personal p01Jer in favour of impersonal power bene-

fits the socially determined concept 'man' at the eA~ense of

the actual individual. The state alone gained and declared

the egoism, which necessarily weakened it, illegal and im

moral. 57 In the name of reason--the 'right reason', that is,

53J~id., p. 320.

5L~.Ibido, po 185.

55lbi~., p. 320.

56Ibid.

57Iillrein lies the egalitarian thrust of Stirner's
argument for, while Stirner views the state as the instrument
of power-seeking egos, he contends that if all men were fully
developed egoists, the state could not continue to exist.
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the state's reason--a 'natural' order was created and moral

behaviour dictated by it. This reason, ho~ever, did not,

according to Stirner, exist objectively and lie in wait of

discovery. Rather, it was created by the state for its own

benefit and was adopted and worshipped by men as a god. Thus,

the liberals were no less idealistic than their predecessors,

but had merely exchanged man for God and ethics for theology.

The result was the same: as reason triumphed, the individu.al

succumbed. The state's existence depended upon the moral

fibre of its individual citizens--upon their willingness to

sacrifice their ommess, their individuality, their only real

and eternal possession58_-for the guarantee of a mythical

freedom and an artificial equality.

At the root of liberal theory, however, argued Stirner,

lay a fmldamental contradiction, for it postulated one set of

social relations and proposed another--it demanded one set of

conditions and created another. v.Jhile the state had been

transformed from its highly personal and hierarchical form of

feudal times to the impersonal and supposedly arbitrary gov

erning force of the liberal age, its task of guaranteeing and

protecting property remained the same, and hence its declara

tions of political freedom and equality have been rendered

almost meaningless by the strait-jacket Hhich the unequal

1:8
~ Stirner, The Ego and His Own, p. 158.
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distribution or property rights' entails. \ihile the bourgeois

revolution replaced the feudal notion of centralized distri-

bution by the liberal conception of competition, thereby

transforming a customary or status-oriented society with its

rigidly determined duties and obligations into the free-for

all of a crap game,59 the state protected the initial winnings

of the players, thereby promoting an overwhelming disparity

in wealth and resources. 60 This, Stirner believes, is the

fund~mental contradiction in political liberalism.

He who is satisfied with what he is and has
finds this state of things profitable; but he
Hho \"IQuld like to be and have more looks around
for this 'more', and finds it in the power of
other persons. Here he comes upon a contra
diction; as a person no one is inferior to
another, and yet one person has what another
has not but Hould like to have: So, he con
cludes, the one person is more than the other,
after all, for the former has Hhat he needs,
the latter has not; th~1former is a rich man,
the latter a poor man.

Furthermore, Stirner contends that while such disparity ex

isted also under the preceding regime it was given holy sanc-

tion and promised to all Hho abided by its rule a heavenly

eQUality.62 The liberal, hOHever, had removed God from his

59Ibid., p. 121.

60Ibid., p. 117.

61 Ibid •

62Ibid., p. 120.
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throne and replaced him with 'Man', and a secular god demanded

secular and immediate rewards--rewards which were not forth-

coming in any manner Hhich could be perceived as equal or

equitable. Neither the demands of the individual's vulgar

egoism63 nor those of his newly found humanism64 were to be

met in the majority of cases by this inequitable regime. 65

The game would continue, but with loaded dice.

Accurately perceiving the injustices of liberal pol-

itical theory and recognizing the vacuous nature of negative

freedom, a group of critics emerged who have contended that

as freedom is nothing without power--a right being merely

a claim without the might necessary to enforce it--so the

power relations in society must be equalized in order to be

justified. Stirner vigorously rejects this conclusion, al-.

though it stems from a critique with which he heartily agrees.

Stirner is very much aware that the liberal state is a class

state, "forever intent on getting benefit from me, exploiting

me, turning me to account, using me up, even if the use it

gets from me consists only in my supplying a proles (prole-

63By !~llgar egoism! is meant the empirical egoism
in contemporary bourgeois society as distinct from Stirner's
philosophical egoism. See below, p. 134.•

6~~This is not to suggest that hmnanism Has new, but
rather that Stirner viewed it as such. Actually this may be
found in the nre-liberal works of theorists as far back as
Aristotle with his conception of man as a developing being.
See Hacpherson, liThe Naximization of Democracyll, in Democra
tic Theory: Essays in Retrieval, pp. 4-5.

65stirner, The Ego and His 01Vil, pp. 119-120.
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tariat)", and that IIit 1mnts me to be lits creature lll ,66 but

he is even more conscious of the dangers of coramunism and

vie1fs its spectre with horror. As political liberalism sought

to extend freedom by destroying individuality and transforming

all men into citizens of the state with equal rights, duties

and obligations, social liberalism seeks to end the abuses of

individual liberty by depriving all of economic liberty. Un-

der this scheme,. argues Stirner, lllen live not for themselves

but for others. Even the limited and somewhat deceptive

choice which existed under political liberalism is crushed

and man is forced to conform to tright t reason. The- liberty

which exists is not the individualfs but society's, and all

men become the property of society. The cult of god has been

replaced by the cult of society and of a1 tl"uism Hhich knows.

only self-denial. 67 Thus, Stirner contends that for the indi-

vidual there lies no less restraint in collective wealth than

in the unequal distribution of individual wealth, and conse-

quently of power, in the class-based liberal state; in each

case the individual is viewed not as a self-Oimel1 and, hence,

is not free to make his own decisions. 11 Communism, II vlri te s

Stirner, "by the abolition of all personal propel1 ty, only

presses me back still more into dependence on another, to wit,

on the generality or collectivity; and, loudly as it always

66Ibid., p. 25[~.

67Ibid., p. 257.
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attacks the 'state', 'ltlhat it intends is itself again a state,

a status, a condition hindering my free movement, a sovereign
68pm"ler over me. 1I Thus, Hhile Stirnex' sees Hithin contempor-

ary social arrangements conditions which are unjust or ine

quitable even at the starting gate,69 he finds 'still more

horrible' the force which cormnunism places in the hands of

the collectivity70_-a collectivity, which is full of police

sentiments, 71 seeing in egoism the seeds of its own destruc

tion. 72 He concludes that flAIl attempts to enact rational

laws about property have put out from the bay of love into

a desolate sea of regUlations. 1I73

lio less ardent is Stirner in his rejection of the mo-

ral principle of equitability. He denies the 'ltTorkability and

desirability of any scheme based on a moral principle of dis

tribution in proportion to labour energies expended. He ex-

plicitly and repeatedly condemns as blatant idealism and re-

ligiosity any political economy founded upon an objective

criterion, and it is here that Stirner differs even from the

individualist anarchists, who subscribed to the labour theory

681bid•

69A situation Hhich has become even more so since
Stirner's time.

70stirner, The Eso and His Own, p. 257.

711bid., p. 200.

721, 'dOl 0

73Ibid., p. 257.
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of value not merely as an empirical statement of fact but

1 t · h .. 1 7h IT P da so as a norma lve exc ange prlnclp e.' 'arren, rou-

hon, and Tucker had rejected the notion of exchange pre

mised upon use value as totally immoral and exPloitative,75

but Stirner denies the legitimacy of such a criticism as

the utmost of moralism and hence as a retreat into the

realm of religiosity. Stirner views such a principle as

exhibiting that sickly sentimentalism and altruism which

have characterized the Christian era, reaching its epi

tome in the totalitarian humanism of Bauer, Feuerbach, and
76ultimately in the early l~itings of Karl Marx. The War-

renite principle has its roots in a fundamental communi-

tarian objectivism which, according to Stirner, stands di-

ffiaetrically opposed to his own principle of egoistic sub-

jectivism, a principle which he views as amoral, truly

fscientific t , and bereft of value. In taking this posi-

tion, Stirnerfs theory shares more with the mechanism and

pragmatism of the power theorists, Machiavelli and Hobbes,

than with the highly moralistic and humanistic Hritings of

the anarchists.

74see above, pp. 78, 81-82.

75See above, pp. 78-82.

76Marx is not mentioned in The Ego and His Own, but
certainly the extent of his and Enge~sts criticism of
Stirner is suggestive of the seriousness with which they
viewed Stirnerfs attacks on the communist ffi1d humanist
traditions. See McLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl
Ha;:x, p. 131.



Accepting completely the relativistic position of to

tal moral and epistemological subjectivism,77 Stirner totally

rejects the lother l , save as a countervailing power to be

reckoned with in calculating the positive and negative aspects

of any given action. He writes in the most unambiguous lan-

guage and one reminiscent of Hobbes:

I decide whether it is the right thing
in me; there is no right outside meo If it
is right for me, it is right. Possibly this
may not suffice to make it right for the rest;
that is their care, not mine: let them defend
themselves. And if for the Hhole Horld some
thing were not right, but it were right for me,
that is, I wanted it, then I would ask nothing
about the H'hole HOI'ld o So everyone does who
lanows how to value himself, everyone in the
degree that he is an egoist; for might goes

7
8

before right, and that--with perfect right.

The individual exists only for himself--the other is to him

but an object, something to be used. 79 He has no rights ex-

cept what he can secure through his own pOHers, i ..~o, his

competence. 80 And competence, for Stirner, is nothing more

than property, which means

Nothing but Hhat is in my E.£Herl To Hhat
property am I entitled? To every property
to which I--empower myself. I give myself
the right of property in taking prope11 ty

77stirncr, ~he Ego and His Olfn, pp. 353-354.

78Ibid., p. 190.

79Ibido, p. 297.

80Ibid., pp. 266-267.
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to myself, or giving myself the proprietor's
power, full power, empowerment. 81

Overcome by the amoralism and scientism of competitive

market relations, Stirner concludes:

Let us therefore not aspire to com
munity, but to one-sidedness. Let us not
seek the most comprehensive COmilltUle, thu-
man society, I but let us seek in others on
ly means and organs which we may use as our
property! As we do not see our equals in
the tree, the beast, so the presupposition
that others are our eguals springs from a
hypocrisy. No one is my equal, but I re
gard him, equally Hith all other beings, as
my property. In opposition to this I am
told that I should be a man among tfellow
men l (Judenfrage, p. 60); I should trespect t
the fello~nnan in them. For me no one is a
person to be respected, not even the fellow
man, but solely, like other beings, an obiect
in which I take an interest or else do no ,
an interesting or ill~interesting object, a
usable or unusable person o 2

Missing are the Kantian overtones of individualist anarchism,

with its fervently moral perspective. 83 Unlike this school,

which rejects not property rights per ~ but specifically

capitalist property rights--those 1fllich carry with them a net

transfer of p01·wr and hence preclude 8.11 individuals from re-

ceiving their eqUitable and just reward--Stirner explicitly

denies the validity of all such rights, capitalist and £etit-

bourgeois. Thus, for Stirner, poverty is not the result of

81 Ibid ., p. 256.

82Ibid., p. 311.

83See above, pp. 87-91.
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exploitation and theft as the individualists argue, for rob-

bery presupposes the existence of rights of property, the

validity of which he unequivocably denies. 84 Its root lies

rather in the weakness and illusions of the masses. The

poor suffer not because they are locked into an exploitative

situation and condelnned by it to a life of misery and servi-

tUde, but because they are stupid and have failed to recog

nize the deception in the myths of the profitting classes.

Lacking egoism and self-valuation, they are little more than

cOvTardly and foolish givers of pres"ents. 85 IlWhy ll, asks

Stirner, 11 ••• put the fault on others as if they vIere rob

bing us, vThile we ourselves do bear the fault in leaving the

others unrobbed? The poor are to blame for there being rich
86men. II Clearly, this is not the position of a l'1arren, a

ProucLlJ.ol1, or a Tucker, much less that of a Kropotldn, a Berlt-

man, or a Walter.

Thus, it may be argued, as R.W.K. Paterson does, that

Stirnerls position on property is totally at variance with the

anarchist tradition and may, indeed, be seen as irreconcilable

84Ibid., p. 315.

85Ibid ., pp. 259, and 315. This position is aldn to
that of the existentialists. See John Carroll, Break-Out
from the Crvstal Palace: The anarcho-ns cholo ical critique:
Stirner, lhetzsche, Dostoevsky, pp. 39- ~ •

86Stirner, The Ego and His Own, p. 315.
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with it. In Paterson's words,

••• Stirner's denial of property rights
is superficially so acceptable to anarchists
only because they misunderstand it or wil
fUlly ignore the conclusions drawn from it.
Stirner is not in the least desirous of abol
ishing property rights in order to restore to
humanity the fI'uits of the earth and of human
labouI', ynjustly distrained by the institu
tion of private pI'opeI'ty. In fact, The Unique
One's ~nlole effort is exclusively directed to
incI'easing and enjoying his otfll private 'pro
peI'tyr, and if he denies the existence of
property 'rights' this is only because he e
quates 'property' with the operative power
to control and enjoy the thing possessed:
fthe pI'opeI'ty question is solved only by the

Har of all against all' •••• Hhen the an
archist denies pI'operty rights, he does so
because he deplores the misery and degrada- .
tion caused by economic inequality and ex
ploitation. Vn!en StiI'ner denies propeI'ty
rights, on the other hand, he is merely an
nouncing that his cupidity will not permit
itself to be curbed by any foolish scrgp.les
about legal titles or moral otfllership. 7

Despite StiI'nerls many explicit and often I'epeated denuncia-

tions of all rights and his loudly proclaimed commitment to

the amorality and supposedly value-free ethics, which the

capitalist market propitiates in the name of profit maximiza-

tion, he simultaneously remains comYtlitted to the moral per

spective of the independent commodity producer. 88 The huck

stex' spirit,89 Hhich HunekeI' chaI'acterized as llPragmatism

87paterson, The Nihilistic Zgoist: Nax Stirner, pp.
135-136.

88See below, ppo 130-131.

89Karl Harx and Frederick Engels, The German IdeoloGY,
p. 469.
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Hi th a vengeance ll
, 90 stands side by side Hi th, and y-et in op-

position to, the moral and ethical principles of tequitable

cornmerce I to 'Hhich Stirner also adheres. 91 The bvo images

entail two separate sets of ontological assumptions regarding

the hlliaan essence,92 the realization of Hhich demands two dif

ferent and mutually exclusive sets of social arrangements. 93

The bourgeois egoist in Stirner appreciates and desires scarce

and expensive commodities,94 and finds his being in olVJning95

and his desires antagonistic to, or in conflict with, those of

his fellow menc 96 Since o~n1ing is all, his essence, and the

materials he desires are scarce, he finds himself necessarily

90Huneker, Egoists: A Book of Supermen, p. 364.

91 See below, pp. 129-131.

92These two images, which run concurrently through
Stirner's Hork, will henceforth be referred to as bourgeois
and anarchist respectively. The first is that of an unlimited
desirer and COnSlinler of material utilities and power over o
thers, 'who Hillingly subverts the notion of equal liberty to
that of profit maximization and, setting out fronl individualist
assUYilptions, necessarily finds himself in conflict with his
fellow men. The second is that of the limited desiIler, Hho
places a higher value on individual freedom than on nlaterial
acquisition.

93The fulfilment of the bourgeois essence requires the
subversion of the principle of equal liberty to that of profit
maximization. See Locke, The Second Treatise of Government,
especially ch. V. In contrast, the anarchist ethic rejects
any such subversion and remains comnitted to the principles
of equality and liberty.

94stirnor, The Ego and His O~m, p. 155.

95Ibid., pp. 157-158.

96Ibid ., pp. 9, 178-179, 257.
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engaged in an endless war of every man against every other

man,97 a view which closely parallels the traditional Hobbes

ian viei-'; of the individual governed by "a perpetuall and

restless desire of Power after power, that ceaseth onely in

Deathll e98 This is not, hOi-.;ever, to suggest that Stirner f s

egoism is in any way limited to, or sYnonYmous with, that

crassly materialistic or vulgar egoism which traversed the

pages of Locke on route from Hobbes to Bentham, but rather

to state that at least half of Stirnerian man is a bourgeois

mane The other half of Stirnerfs schizoid ontology rejects

the social and ethical implications of this vision and re-

places its tension-ridden and conflict-oriented notion of

social interaction99 with the more anarchistic notion of

voluntary co-operation.

It is upon this notion that Stirner's argumentation

for the formation of 'unions of egoists t is based, for, ac-

cording to this view, the state having been once dissolved,

all individuals would be free and equal, autonomous, and able
100to enter and leave relations with others as they pleased.

97Ibid., pp. 210-319.

98Hobbes, Leviathan, p. 161.

99A position which could not be otherwise given Stir
narIs statement that "In society the human demand at most
can be satisfied, while the egoistic must ahmys come short"
(The Ego and His ~n~, p. 210).

100Ibid ., pp. 306-308.
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Freed once and for all from their ragamuffian status, their

means of life would be their own101 and they would be genu-

inely free to move about in accordance with the principle

of enlightened self-interest or, to put it better, egoistic

interest. 102 This, as Stirner sees it, would be possible

for the reason that the egoist would not see it as in his

long-term interest to violate the desires of indivi&lals or

groups of individuals stronger than himself. 103 His strength

would then become the strength of the group with which he was

affiliated, and the mightier the group, the mightier the in-

dividual. The purpose of this union, according to Stirner,

is to secure for the individual his property, and thus his

individuality. 104 Within the group, the principle of con

tractuality would be held sacred. 105 Furthermore, Stirner

holds that the enforcement of contracts would not in any way

violate his theoretical position, membership in the unions

being completely voluntary. 106 By entering the union of his

101 Ibid., p. 307.

102The Stirnerian notion of enlightened self-interest
differs considerably from the Benthamite, since it stems
from a highly 8lubiguous ontology. Unlike the latter, which
seeks manls essence in the unlimited pursuit of material
goods and power over others, the former finds it in the ab
stract ego 'in agreement with itself'. See below, pp. 134-135.

103stirner, The Ego and His 01,m, pp. 311-313.

104Ibid• , p. 312.

105Ibid., pp. 307-308.

106Ibid., pp. 311-313.
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choice, the individual will necessarily have to sacrifice

certain tphroltom f freedoms i07 in exchange for others which

he deems more beneficial and more attainable. i08 This, ac-

cording to Stirner, does not entail a loss but a net gain,

for all that is given up is the ideal freedom,109 and tr as

regards the sacrificing, surely I fsacrifice f only that

which does not stand in my power, that is, I fsacrifice I

nothing at all tr .110 The distinction between the lU1ion and

th t t t t 'th I' t . h . 111e s a e res s no W~ ~ber y but w~t ownersh~p.

Stirner concludes that

in reference to libertz, state and union are
subject to no essential difference. The lat
ter can just as little come into existence,
or continue in existence, without-libertyfs
being limited in all sorts of ways, as the
state is compatible with unmeasured liberty.
Limitation of liberty is inevitable everywhere,
for one cannot get rid of everything; one can
not fly like a bird merely because one would
like to fly so, for one does not get free from
his own weight; one cannot live under water as
long as he likes, like a fish, because one can
not do without air and cannot get free from
this indispensable necessity; and the like.
As religion, and most decidedly Christianity,
tormented man with the demand to realize the

107Ibid., .pp. 160-161 •

108Ibido, pp. 306-308.

109Ibid., p. 160.

11 0I-bid. , p. 313.

111 Ibid., pp. 306-308.
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~mnatural and self-contradictory, so it is to
be looked upon only as the true logical out
come of that religious overstraining and over
wroughtness that finally liberty its~l~, ab
,solute liberty, was exalted into an ~deal, and
thus the nonsense of the impossible to come
glaringly to the light.--The union will as- .
suredly offer a greater measure of liberty, as
well as (and especially because by it one es
capes all the coercion peculiar to state and
society life) amnit of being considered as
fa new liberty'; but nevertheless it will still
contain enough of unfreedom and involuntariness.
For its object is not this--liberty (which on
the contrarr1it sacrifices to ownness), but on
ly ownness. 2

Thus, the primary distinction between the union and

the state rests with one's ability to opt out and to seek

onels alliances elsewhere. The need for such alliances, how-

ever, is not questioned. The multiplied force of one ego-

ist is reqUired to fend off the mUltiplied force of other

egoists, and the situation of the lone egoist would be pre

carious, to say the least. 113 Finally, Stirner concludes

that despite his many suggestions of the invasiveness of man,

the human being governed by his natural impulses would be no

more erratic than are other animals. 114 "No sheep, no dog,

exerts itself to become a 'proper sheep, a proper dog'; no

beast has its essence appear to it as a task, as a concept

that it has to realize. It realizes itself in living it-

112Ibid., PP. 307-308.

113Ibid., p. 313.

114Ibid., PP. 330-332.
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self out, in dissolving itself, passing away. It does not

ask to be or to become anything other than it is. 1l115 So,

too, should it be with men, because every man can say, "I

am a ftrue man I from the start ll •
116 I1en can only be what

they are. They cannot become what they are not:117

Yes, lif men were what they should be,
could be, if all men were rational~ all loved
each other as brothers, I then it would be a
paradisaical lifee--All right, men are as
they should be, can be. What should they be?
Surely not more than they can bel And what
can they be? Not more, again, than they-
can, than they have the competence, the force,
to be. But this they really are, because
what they are not they are incapable of be
ing; for to be capable means--really to be. .
One is not capable for anything that one
really is not; one is not capable of anything
that one does not really d918 Could a man
blinded by a cataract see?

This passage contains one of the most strongly worded

justifications for the status guo ever penned, and yet it ap

pears in the heart of a work regarded by some as the most

revolutionary ever written. 119 The plea of The Ego and His

Own, however, is not merely one for things to remain as they

are, but for men to recognize their individual competences

115Ibid., pp. 331-332.

116Ibid., po 327.

117Stirnerts position here is very much akin to that
of Hobbes.

118stirner, ~he Ego and His O~m, pp. 328-329.

119James Huneker wrote: IIIt is dangerous in every
sense of the word--to socialism, to politicians, to hypo
crisyll (Egoists: A BoDle of Supermen, p. 371).
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and to assert them. This, as Stirner claims, is meant nei-

ther as a call to duty nor as a moralistic theory of develop

ment, but as an empirical statement of fact.120 And yet,

beneath this claim lies a fundamental contradiction, for men

are not, as Stirner contends, as they ought to be. Stirner1s

egoism transcends both the vulgar egoism of the bourgeois

mind and the altruism of Christianity. Both are religious

ideals which rob the individual of his will. The avaricious

man is as much a victim of mammon as the ChristiffiL is of

there emerges a new and transcendent

agreement with itself, self-conscious

God.121 vlhere the forces of realism m~d hunlanism meet,
. 122 . .

ego~sm, ego~sm ~n

egoism.123 Thus, out

of this opposition arose the negation of the negation--the

abstract l1l.134- The egoist is governed by neither the

spirit nor the flesh, but is of the spirit and of the flesh.125

120stirner argues that one need not tell a man to use
his force--it is not a task but a fact--he always does so.
He writes: liTo use his force is not manls calling and task,
but is his act, real and extant at all times. Force is on
ly a simple"""WOrd for manifestation of forcel! (The Ego and
His Own, p. 327). .

121 1bid", PI' 60.

12~1ax Sti~ler, The False Principle of Our Educati~n,
or Humanism and Realism, pp. ~1-28.

123stirner, The Ego and His O~~, pp. 272, and 258.

124stirner does not conceive of it as such. See be
low, pp. 135-136.

125stirner, The Ego and His Own, p. 333.
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He fights his carnal desires with the spirit and his spiri

tual cravings with the flesh, remaining forever the dualist-

not creator but only mediator. ItHhat the Christian does in

one direction, It 1frites l-ial"x, "Saint l-iax does in both. He

is the chretien fcompos~t, he once again reveals himself as

the perfect Christian"ll126

stirnerfs creative activity amounts to little more

than rationality, and this, according to Marx,

in the good resolution to understand himself,
and indeed to understand himself ~hollX or to
be rational, to understand himself as a tcom
ple~e, whole being', as a being different
from Ihis momentary being', and even in direct
contradiction to the kind of being he is 'mo
mentarily t co 127

Yet, this true egoist, this abstract tIt, is an ideal

unattainabie by the great majority of individuals, for they

are not now rational and, consequently, argues Stirner trans

fixed by his OvID logic, it is doubtful that they ever can be.128

Men are not in any sense equal and certainly not in their ra

tionality. Stirner himself had precluded any such possibil

ity:

" • .. the born shallow-pates indisputably form
the most numerous class of men. And why, in
deed, should not the same distinctions show

126Marx and Engels, The German Ideolog~, p. 284.

127Ibid.

128stirner, The Ego and His O\fll, p. 329.
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themselves in the hunlall species that are
Lmmistakable in every species of beasts?
The more gifted and the less gifted are
to be found everywhere. 129

The abolition of the state, however, requires this

belief in social rationality. For, unless all men turn e-

qually into themselves and seek fulfilment in themselves,

there would, given Stirner1s negativistic and bourgeois as

sumptions, ensue a universal reign of rapacity and slaughter.

Recognizing this, and desirous of his own independence, the

egoist, according to Stirner, would be neither master nor

slaveo 130 TlLts assertion entails in itself a reversion to

that very illogicality which he criticizes so harshly in the

religionists, f.~., the belief that because something is thiillc

able it is possible and it ought to be.131 Only that which.

is, according to Stirner1s o~m logic, can be, and philosophi-

cal egoism is just that--philosophical egoism and it there-

fore cannot exist in reality. Thus, Stirner, in effect,

lapses into the very form of religiosity and ideological

fallacy for which he criticizes the writings of Bauer and

Feuerbach. He has attempted to abstract the individual from

that whole myriad of socio-economic , CUltural, and historical

129Ibido, p. 325.

1 30Ibid., p. 305.

131 Ibid. , p. 330.
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factors which provide the material basis of his experience,

and set forth the true, empirical or scientific individual,

devoid of all social and environmental ties. In so doing,

he has attempted the impossible and has read into the uni

versal nature of man highly particularistic attributes,

characteristic of man in particular societies at particular

times. If this were all, Stirner1s work, like that of

Hobbes, would stand as a consistent statement of the social

relations amongst one type of men, in one type of society,

at one point in history.1 32 Stirner, however, was not so

fortunate, for he held two totally different and mutually

exclusive world views, the resultant interaction of which

could not but lead to a collision of the most violent and

negativistic sort.133

Thus, while numerous anarchists and historians of

anarchist thought have viewed Stirnerfs theory as an ac

ceptable statement of some of their most fundamental beliefs,

others have expressed equally gr~ve doubts about its desir-

ability, let alone feasibility. The critics are equally

132A most convincing case for the specifically bour
geois nature of Hobbesian man has been made by C.B. Hacpher
son. See IIHobbes's Bourgeois Han", in Democratic Theory:
Essays in Retrieval, ppQ 238-250, The political Theory of
Possessive Individualism: Hobbes to Locke, and Nacpherson1s
Introduction to Hobbes1s ~~viathan, PPo 9-63.

133See above, pp. 127-129.
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divided. Ranging ~rom fumekerls extreme assessment o~ ~

Ego and His Olin as "the most revolutionary work ever ~~it

tenlt134 to Narx and Engels IS assertion that despite his

rousing rhetoric Stirner was but the theorist of the petit

bourgeois in disguise135 are ~leeting and rapidly contrast-

ing h~ges. On the one hand, there are dark and gruesome

reflections of Stirner's call to sel~-consciousness and ego

istic realization, and hence to self-assertion and to ~orce,1)6

Which, given his narrow and exclusionist conception of Olv.ner

ship,137 cannot but lead to the Hobbesian war of all against

all. On the other hand, intermittent glimpses may be caught

of a self-contained and self-dissolving egoist who stands

undaunted and alone, much like the monument of Shelley's

ozymandiase 138 The visions, which themselves di~fer con

siderably, are the products of separate and mutually exclu

sive sets of social arrangements, and in them lies the key

1 J4Hunelcer, Egoists: A Book of Supermen" p. 350.

135Marx and ~lgels,\The German Ideology, p. 289.

136zellicer is clearly misinformed about Stirner when he
lvri tes : llTha t the theory of Anarchism is not merely a sys
tematic incitement to robbery and murder•• 0 e Proudhon
and Stirner, the men who have laid down the basis of the new
doctrine, never once preached force"(Anarchism, p. 306).

1373ee above, pp. 128-129.
1 ')8

..J Percy Blythe Shelley, UOzymandiasll, in Newell F.
Ford (ed.)~ The Poetical Works of Shelley, p. 366.
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to the confusion and ambiguity which pervades Stirnerts

thought. 139 Its essence lies not in the subordination of

the one to the other, but in the negation of each. As

Harx and Engels put it, uRis sole service--rendered against

his will and without his knowledge--was that he expressed

the aspiration of the German petty bourgeois of today whose

aim it is to become bourgeois. u140

Stil~er does not, as Plekhanov and Hook,141 for ex

ample, suggest, merely drop the one ontology in favour of

the other. Sidney Hook holds that

In preaching a moral philosophy upon the basis
of egoism, Stirner is really coming to the de
fence of the petty-bourgeois proprietor who sees
what he produces, interprets the whole process
of production on the basis of its local charac
ter, and regards both the development of large
indus try and the organization of \101"lanen as a
conspiracy to deprive him of the legitimate
fruits of his laboure Despite its Bohemian
flavour, Stirnerts thought reveals that pains
taking and touchy sensitiveness to what belongs
solely and exclusively to the individual which
is generally associated with the peasant pro
prietor or shopkeeper. 142

It is not the critics so much as Stirner who saw most clear-

ly the terror in his words. He himself recognized, at least

139See above, pp. 127-129~

14011arx and Engels, The German Ideology, p. 462.

141plechanoff, Anarchism and Socialism, pp. 50-51;
and Hook, From Hegel to Harx, pp. 183-18~

142Hook , From Hegel to Marx, pp. 183-184.



in part, that in the conflict of his visions lay the poten

tial holocaust. The underlying ethos',of the '.fork is for

bidding, as can be seen in the following words of Stirner:

Do I write out of love to men? No, I write
because I want to procure for !'l;[ thoughts an
existence in the world; and, even if I fore
saw that these thoughts would deprive you of
your rest and your peace, and even if I saw
the bloodiest wars and the fall of many gen
erations springing up from this seed of
thought--I would nevertheless scatter it.
Do with it what you will and can, that is
your affair and does not trouble me. You
will perhaps have only trouble, combat, and
death from it, very few will draw joy from
ito If your Heal lay at my heart, I should
act as the church did in withholding the'
Bible from the laity, or Christian govern
ments, which make it a sacred duty for them
selves to 'protect the common people from
bad books f •143

Out of Stirnerfs theory emerges the abstract fIf __

a species whose existence Stirner has explicitly precluded.144

Stirner has re-entered the void. 145 It is the bliss of

desultory egoism of which he writes. His bourgeois ontology

demands a state; his anarchistic ethic precludes it. Taken

together, Stirnerfs ego is dissolved in the nihilistic flight

of the abstract fIr.

1L~3stirner, The Ego and His Oyn., p .. 296.

144see above, p. 134.

145stirner, The Ego and His Own, pp. 339-340.
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CONCLUSION:

ANARCHISM AS A REJECTION

OF BOURGEOIS INDIVIDUALISH

It lUis been the intention of this work to demon

strate through an examination of the writings of Kropotkin

and Tucker, the leading theoreticians and proponents of

communist anarchism and individualist anarchism respec

tively, that these two schools differ less in spirit and

underlying commitment than in their suggested prescriptive

measures, and that each represents a complete and decis

ive break with the prevailing liberal tradition. ThUS,

while each theorist views man as an individual, neither

views him as a discrete and atomic entity, necessarily

engaged in hostile and antagonistic relations with his

fellow men. For neither theorist is manls basic nature

competitive and invasive. Each, in his own separate and

mutually exclusive way, rejects the Hobbesian vision of

man--a vision which pervades classical liberalism and

precludes the jettisoning of capitalist property rights

from its contemporary liberal-democratic forni. For this

reason anarchism, be it in its communist or individualist



for.m, is able, in all consistency, to postulate the posi

tive doctrine of a free society premised upon the prin

ciples of voluntarism and mutual aid, and does not find

itself in the dilemma of liberal-democratic theory, which

postulates one set of ontological assumptions regarding

the preconditions for huraan development and fulfilment

and then finds itself hopelessly entangled in another set

of such assumptions--ass~unptionswhich require a totally

different and mutually exclusive set of social arrange

ments from tlw first. Prescriptive and not merely des

criptive, anarchist theory is able to transcend the un

democratic restrictions of the capitalist market, an end

which a.justificatory theory cannot even attempt to

achieve. Ivnat others (io~., liberals and socialists)

take to be irresponsibility on the part of the anarchist

stems from his distinctive assumptions of unparallelled

optimism about the hu.man essence.

tfhen viewed in this light, it may be seen that anar

chism is not a negative doctrine. Even in his criticism

of contemporary society, the anarchist seeks not the des

truction of all social relations but merely those which

preclUde the individual from engaging on an equ.al basis

with his fellow human beings in those activities which

distinguish him from other animals and define his human

ness. Both schools argue that ultimately capitalist



greed will succumb to the greater forces of mutualism,

for, given the choice, rational men will always choose

liberty over wealth. And it is upon this postulate that

these anarchist theorists clearly differ from the liber

als with whom they share in a fundmnental commitment to

the postulate of equality of right. ~~us, while Locke

moved from an initial position of equality and freedom

to the justification of a class-based state, l~opotkin

and Tucker both reject the notion of subverting indivi

dual liberty to material gaino For each theorist the li

beral conception of manls natural and avaricious procliv

ity to unlimited material acquisition and power over

others .is both unfounded and repugnant. The Hobbesian

war of all against all is, for neither theorist, the na

tural condition of man.

Rational behaviour is, for each, co-operative be

haviour. It is consensual behaviour. And consensus,

each argues, requires the postulate of equality in addi

tion to that of liberty. It demands a recognition of

the other, of his rights, and of one's Olin duties and

obligations. And while the moral basis for this recog

nition differed considerably from one theorist to m1

other--some subscribing to natural rights theory, others

to social idealism, and still others to pragmatic ego

ism--all of the anarchists mentioned in this work ac-



cepted such a recognition and viewed it not merely as a

moral perspective but as the basis of rational human ac

tivity. To do othe~~ise was to engage in abnormal or

deviant behaviour, behaviour which was socially unaccept

able and condemned by the community. Such invasive or

criminal behaviour was, for both I(ropotkin and Tucker,

epitomized by the exploitative capitalist market, an

economy which had transfornled free men into wage-slaves.

Thus, while these two theorists adhered to very

different conceptions of the ideal society, I~opotkin

rejecting the morality of the market with its notion of

quid pro quo and arguing that need and productive capa

cities are totally unrelated, and Tucker, committed to a

genuine policy of laissez-faire, believing that in the

end competition would be the great leveller, each man re

jected the notion of individual capital accumulation and

the perpetuation of a class-based state--a fact which

makes ludicrous the claim that anarchism differs but in

degree from the liberal writings of an Adalu Smith, or a

Thomas Paine, or even a Herbert Spencer. if.hile anar

chism sets out from ass~~ptions shared with bourgeois in

dividualism (i.~., that each man is an individual self

owner and has the right to enter contractual relations

with other men), it clearly rejects the elitist bias of

liberal theory with its justification of the class state



and remains committed to its initially democratic assump

tions.

Having thus demonstrated the internal consistency

and democratic claims o~ the two theories under considera

tion, it has been argued that Stirnerian theory is incon

sistent, subscribing not to an anarchist morality solely,

but adhering simultaneously to both an anarchist and a

bourgeois ethic--two ethics which lead to two separate

and mutually exclusive sets o~ social arrangements, stem

ming as they do ~rom two di~~erent sets o~ ontological

assumptions regarding the human essence ·and two totally

di~~erent notions o~ human rationality. For while li

beralism is, without doubt, one of the ideological pro

genitors o~ anarchism, it is not the sole one. Social

ism, too, has its claims. The anarchists themselves re

cognized this and viewed themselves not as liberals but

as libertarian socialists. I~ socialists rejected this,

their reasons were organizational or tactical rather than

theoretical, for the anarchists like their socialist

progenitors accepted tlw notion of equality as a precon

dition o~ liberty and rejected as invasive all class dif

~erentials in wealth and power.

Stirner, in contrast, recognized no such principle.

The notion of equality in any ~orm was repugnant to him,

~or it threatened the very essence of his subjective ego-



ism. And yet it was the acceptance of this principle

which allowed for the possibility of an anarchist soci

ety, or, in the words of G.D.H. Cole, "The Anarchists

• • • were anarchists because they did not believe in an

anarchical world".1 Anarchy is order,2 and that order

is based on the recognition of tthe other t • He (or she)

is an individual with equal rights, equal duties, and

equal obligations. For Stirner, however, tthe other' is

but an object to be used--to be made onets property.

otherwise, he is a threat to one's o\~ ego, for men are

necessarily opposed to one another. Unlike the limited

Tuckerian notion of egoism, the Stirn~rian knows no

bottnds, it is total and unadulterated. In a tone strange

ly reminiscent of Hobbes, Stirner contends that all rela

tions, if stripped of their hypocritical altruism, are

relations of war. Unlimited and unending, ments desires

are totally subjective. There is no distinction between

liberty and licence, for liberty short of licence is no

liberty at all. It is but a phantom, a spook which

steals onets o\~ess in the nwne of a greater humanity,

and raust be destroyed.

Yet, as it has been argued in the preceding chap-

1As quoted in Irving Louis Horowitz (ed.), The An
archis~s, p. 9.

2Herbert Read, Aparchy & Order: EssaIs in Politics,
pp. 35~58.
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ters, it is this distinction, this recognition o~ equality

o~ right, and its essential predorrlnance over all other

considerations, which distinguishes anarchism from all

other schools o~ political theory and makes it prescrip

tive message the most democratic of all theories. Sel

dom, it has been argued, has there been a school o~

thought which stressed so force~ully the notion of 'soli

darity' and '~raternity'. Individual happiness and so

cial wellbeing are inseparable to both schools o~ anar

chist theory. Gide and Rist sum up the case .well when

they write:

Hobbes's society, or Stirnerts, where the hand
of every one is against his brother, fill the
anarchists with horror. To their mind that is
a faithful picture of society as it exists to
day. In reality, however, man is a social be
ing. The individual and society are correla
tive: it is impossible to imagine the one
without thinking of the other. J

The distinction between the two--the Stirnerian

and the anarchist theories--rests, however, much more

deeply than this. It lies in the basically possessive

nature of Stirnerian theory, which, like Hobbesian in

dividualism, tends to view men as individual entities,

or more correctly, as atomic units, engaged in constant

3Charles Gide and Charles Rist, A Histort of Economic
Doctrine from the Time of the Physiocrafs to t e Present'
Day', p. 625.



warfare and collisions, seeking to satiate their entirely

sUbjective and at times infinite, and hence insatiable,

desires. Since these ends are not merely in the field

of human development and self-realization, but often re

quire the accumulation of material goods and power over

others, Stirnerian man finds himself hopelessly embroil

ed in the Hobbesian war of all against all, and in a

milieu of perpetual scarcity in relation to unlimited

desires, his only pleasure lies in the solitary exalta

tion of subjective egoism. It is more truly anarchy (in

the sense of chaos), not anarchism.

Thus, Stirnerian theory differs qualitatively from

that of the anarchists ~Ulder consideration in this work.

It has accepted a bourgeois morality while rejecting the

social arrangements essential for stable intercourse in

such a bourgeois society. Stirnerian man shares more

with Hobbes's restless, acquisitive, and generally con

temptible, being than with Ibsen's irresponsible Peer

Gynt. Neither, however,is the common man of classical

anarchist theory--the man whose natural rationality dic

tates the recognition of the other and the acceptance of

the postulates of equality and liberty.
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